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AERODYNAMIC STABILITY AND DRAG CHARACTERISTICS OF
A PARALLEL BURN/SRM ASCENT CONFIGURATION AT
MACH NUMBERS FROM 0.6 TO 4.96
BY J. Frank Sims
ABSTRACT
Experimental aerodynamic investigations were conducted in the
NASA/MSFC l4-inch Trisonic Wind Tunnel during April 1972 on a 0.004-
scale model of a solid rocket motor version of the Space Shuttle ascent
configuration. The configuration consisted of a parallel burn solid
rocket motor booster on an external HO centerline tank orbiter. Six
component aerodynamic force and moment data were recorded over an
angle of attack range from -100 to +100 at zero degrees sideslip and
over a sideslip range from -100 to +100 at zero degrees angle of attack.
Mach numbers ranged from 0.6 to 4.96•.
The purpo6e of the test was to determine the performance and
stability characteristics of the complete ascent configuration and
buildup, and to determine the effects of variations in HO tank and SRM












































speed of sound; m/sec, rt/sec
pressure coefficient; (Pi - Pco)/q
Mach number; Via
pressure; N/m2 , psf
dynamic pressure; 1/2pv2, N/m2, psf
unit Reynolds number; per m, per ft
velocity; m/sec, ft/sec
angle of attack, degrees
engle of sideslip, degrees
angle of yaw, degrees
angle of roll, degrees
mass density; kg/m3, slugs/ft3
Reference & C.G. Definitions
base area; m2, ft2
wing span or reference span; m, ft
center of gravity
reference length or wing mean
aerodynamic chord; m, ft
wing area or reference area; m2, ft2
moment reference point
moment reference point on X axis
moment reference point on Y axis




























CAF fore body axial force coefficient, CA - CAb

























fore body drag coefficient; CD - COb
side-force coefficient· side force
, qS
pitching-moment coefficient; pitching momentqS1R~
























orbiter incidence angle; degrees.
longitudinal aerodynamic center, based on
body length.
forebody axial force at zero angle of attack.
base axial force coefficient of the H¢ tank
at alpha = O.
base axial force coefficient of the SRM at
alpha = O~
base axial for a coefficient of the orbiter
at alpha = o·
derivative of side-force coefficient with
respect to beta (beta = *50 ); per degree.
derivative of yawing moment coefficient with
respect to beta (beta ::::I ±5°); per degree, .
body axis system.
derivative of rolling moment coefficient with





lateral aerodynamic center, based on body
length.
derivative of normal force coefficient with
respect to alpha, (alpha = t50 ); per degree.
derivative of pitching moment coefficient


















Baseline orbiter (located in baseline
ascent configuration position).
01 moved forward 100 inches.
346-inch diameter HO Tank with 230
conical nose.
346-inch diameter HO Tank with 12.50 /250
generalized nose.
346-inch diameter HO Tank with 200
conical nose.
Baseline 156-inch diameter solid rocket
motor with 1..,0 conical nose.
Baseline l56-inch diameter solid rocket
motor with 12.50 /250 generalized nose.
Sl moved aft 156 inches.
Orbiter abort solid rocket motors.
The components which were utilized to form each configuration tested
are shown in Table II entitled Data Set Collations.
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TEST FACILITY DESCRIPTION
The MSFC 14 x 14 Inch Trisonic Wind Tunnel is an intermittent blowdown
tunnel which operat~G by high pressure air flowing from storage to either
v~lcuurn or utmospheric conditions. A Mach number range from 0.2 to 5.85 is
covered by utilizing two interchangeable test sections. The transonic sec-
tion permits testing at Mach 2.75 to 5.85. M~ch numbers between 0.2 and 0.9
urc obtuined by using 3 controllable diffuser. The range from 0.95 to 1. 3
i8 uchieved through the use of plenum suction and perforated walls. Mach '
numbers of 1.46, 1.96 and 2.48 are produced by interchangeable sets of fixed
contour nozzle blocks. Above Mach 2.48 a set of fixed contour nozzle blocks
ore tilted and translated automatically to produce any desired Mach number
in 0.25 increments.
Air is supplied to a 6000 cubic foot storage tank at approximately -400F
dew point end 500 psi. The compressor is a three-stage reciproca'ting unit
driven by a 1500 hp motor.
The tunnel flow is established and controlled with a servo actuated gate
valve. The controlled air flows through the valve diffuser into the stilling
chamber and heat exchanger where the air temperature can be controlled from
ambient to approximately 180oF. The air then passes through the test section
which contains the nozzle blocks and test region.
Downstream of the 'test section is a hydraulically controlled pitch sec-
tor that provides a total angle of attack range of 200 (rlOo ). Sting offsets
and extensions are avai13ble for obtaining various maximum angles of attack
o
up to 90 •
7
DATA REDUCTION
Data for the test were reduced about the following reference
conditions:












z = 62 in. 0.248 in.
(Above HO tank centerline)
2. REFERENCE DIMENSIONS
FULL SCALE MODEL SCALE
Reference Area (8) 3425.78 ft2 7.890 in2
Reference Length (b) 1115 in. 4.460 in.
Reference Length (~., 836 in. 3.344 in.
3. MODEL BASE AREAS
Orbiter 0.794 in2
Tank 1.504 in2
SRMvs (Total) 0.612 in2
4. BASE f0.{ L\L FORCE









REYNOLDS NUMBER DYNAMIC PRESSURE STAGNATION TEMPERATURE
MACH NUMBER per unit length (pounds/sq. inch) (degrees Fahrenheit)
0.6 4.5/FT 3.94 100
0.8 5.3 5.90 100
0.9 5.6 6.68 100
1.1 6.0 7.93 100
1.2 6.0 8.32 100
1. 96 7.0 10.20 100
2. 74 4.7 6.35 140















































































































































































































































































































































































































MODEL COMPONENT: BODY - Orblter 01
j
GENERAL DESCRIPTION: Orblter Body
DRAWING NUMBER:
THEORETICAL ACTUAL MEASURED
DIMENSIONS: FULL-SCALE H>DEL SCALE H>DEL SCALE
Length 1315 In. 5.26 In.
Max. Width 220 In. 0.88 In.






Wetted 6250 ft2 14.4 ln2
Base 344 ft2 0.7941n2
12
~1lP'C • 1"0_ 263-6 (FobNQO'y 1&72)
l
.TABLE III. (CONTINUED)
MODEL COMPONENT: _-.lII.W...in....z;..w..Oll.-- _



















































Root (Centerline)Basic/Glove 736/720 in.
Tip, (equivalent) 147 in.
MAC 836 in.
Fus. Sta. of .25 MAC
W.P. of .25 MAC













Fus. Sta. of .25 MAC
W.P. of .25 MAC
B.L. of .25. MAC
13
MaFe • Form 263-8 (February 1972)
TABLE III. (CONTINUED)
KlDEL COMPONENT: "V" Tail Stabilizer
GENERAL DESCRIPTION: O_rb_i_t_er ___































Root (Wing Stat 0.0)
Tip, (equivalent)
MAC
Fus. Stat of .25 MAC
W.P. of .25 MAC













Fus. Stat of .25 MAC
W.P. of .25 MAC
B.L. of .25 MAC
14
























ftVDEL COMPONENT: .::...BO;:.:D:..;,Y_-__T_1 ..,..-- _
GENERAL DESCRIPTION:
DRAWING NUMBER:
Hydrogen - Oxygen Tank









1876. 75 in. 7.507 in.
346 in. 1.384 in.





















(S2 Same body with alternate nose)
THEORETICAL ACTUAL MEASURED























TABLE III. ( CONTINUED )




Abort Solid Rocket Motor
THEORETICAL ACTUAL MEASURED
























TABLE IV. INDEX OF MODEL FIGURES
FIGURE DESCRIPrION PAGE
1. Axis System 21
2. Orbiter OonfigurationWith 156 SRM Parallel 22
3· Orbiter Configuration 23
4. Moment Reference Center and Locations 24
01, 02, Sl, 83
5· Hydrogen - OXygen Tanks Tl, T2, and T4 25
6. Solid Rocket Motors Sl and S2 26
7· Abort Rocket Motor Rl 27
8. Photograph of Configuration T1018lRl 28
Installed in Tunnel
9· Photograph at Side View of Configuration 29
Tl01SlRl








































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































Tabulations of the plotted data and corresponding
source data are available from SADSAC Operations.
31
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ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA. DEGREES







MSFC TWT 538 SHUTTLE LAUNCH
MsFC TWT 538 SHUTTLE LAUNCH
MSFC TWT 538 SHUTTLE LAUNCH
MSFC TWT 538 SHUTTLE LAUNCH




TlOI 0.000 -I. SOD
TlOISI 0.000 -I. SOD
TlOISIRI 0.000 -1.500
REFERlNCE INFORMATION












SREF 7.8900 SQ. IN
LREF 3.3440 IN.





-. - 2 a 2 • II









NSFC TWT 538 SHUTTLE LAUNCH
NSFC TWT 538 SHUTTLE LAUNCH
NSFC TWT 538 SHUTTLE LAUNCH
MSFC TWT '38 SHUTTLE LAUNCH
HSFC TWT '38 SHUTTLE LAUNCH
. • .
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MACH .80 PAGE 2
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ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA. DEGREES
OA TA SET SYHBOL CONFI'URATION DESCRIPTION BETA ORBIN REFERENCE INI'ORHA TION
(81111001 I 9 HsFC TWT 538 SHUTTLE LAUNCH Tl 0.000 SREI' 1.8g00 SQ. IN(81111002 ) HSFC TWT 538 'HUTTLE LAUNCH Tl Sl 0.000 LREF 3.5440 IN.
(81111004 ) § HSI'C TWT 538 SHUTTLE LAUNCH TlOI 0.000 -1.500 BREI' 4.4600 IN.(811110011) H'I'C TWT 538 SHUTTLE LAUNCH TlO1S1 0.000 -1.500 XHRP 4.1480 IN.(8111100. I H'I'C TWT 538 'HUTTLE LAUNCH TlO1S1Rl a.DDD -1.500 YHRP 0.0000 IN.
lHRP 0.2480 IN.
SCALE 0.0040
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ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA, DEGREES
oAU SET S'(N80L CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION BEU ORBIN
(8111100' ) ~ NSFC TWT 538 SHUTTLE LAUNCH H 0.00018611002 I NSFC TWT 538 SHUTTLE LAUNCH H 51 0.000
(B1I6oo4 ) ~ NSFC TWT 538 SHUTTLE LAUNCH HOI 0.000 -1.500(86110011) NSFC TWT 538 SHUTTLE LAUNCH HOlSl 0.000 -1.5001B611008 J NSFC TWT 538 SHUTTLE LAUNCH HOlS1RI 0.000 -1.500
REFERENCE INFORNATION







MACH 1. 10 PAGE 4
C~NFIGURATI~N BUILDUP EFFECT ~N L~NGITUDINAL CHARACTERISTICS








































ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA. DEGREES
D~T" SET SYMBOL CON~I'URATION DESCRIPTION BETA ORBIN
11166001 I ~ MS~C TWT 538 SHUTTLE LAUNCH Tl 0.00011I6S0021 MS~C TWT 538 SHUTTLE LAUNCH TISI 0.000
1IISS004 I ~ MS~C TWT 538 SHUTTLE LAUNCH TlOI 0.000 -1. SODIIISS0061 NSFC TWT 538 SHUTTLE LAUNCH Tl 0151 0.000 -1.500I,SS0081 MSFC TWT 538 SHUTTLE LAUNCH TlOI URI 0.000 -1.500
MACH 1. 20
RE~ERENCE INrORNATION
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MSFC TWT". SHUTTLE LAUNCH T1
M,FC TWT '38 SHUTTLE LAUNCH T1SI
DATA NOT AVAILASLE FOR ALL CONDITIONS
M'FC TWT '38 SHUTTLE LAUNCH Tl0l,1












SREF 7.8900 SQ. IN
LREF 3.3•• 0 IN.
BREF ••• 100 IN.




MACH 1.96 PAGE 6
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OATA NOT AVAILABLE rOR ALL CONDITION'
DATA NOT AVAILABLE rOR ALL CONDITION'
M,rC TWT 5'8 'HUTTLE LAUNCH T101
M,rC TWT 538 'HUTTLE LA UNCH T1 01 '1












sREr 7.8~DO SQ. IN
LREr 5.' .... 0 IN.
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MSFC TWT '38 SHUTTLE LAUNCH
MSFC TWT '38 SHUTTLE LAUNCH
MSFC TWT '38 SHUTTLE LAUNCH
MSFC TWT '38 SHUTTLE LAUNCH
























MACH 4.96 PAGE 8
























































-12 -ID -. -. - 4 - 2 024
ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA. DEGREES
• • 10 12
DATA SET SYNBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION
(B66001 I [) NSFC TWT 538 SHUTTLE LAUNCH
(B660021 n NSFC TWT 538 SHUTTLE LAUNCH
(8660041 §. NSFC TWT 538 SHUTTLE LAUNCH
(8660061 NsFC TWT 538 SHUTTLE LAUNCH

















SREF 7.8900 SQ. IN
LREF 5.5440 IN.
BREF 4.4600 IN.




MACH .60 PAGE 9
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NSFC TWT 538 SHUTTLE LAUNCH
NSFC TWT 538 SHUTTLE LAUNCH
NsFe TWT 538 SHUTTLE LAUNCH
NSFe TWT 538 SHUTTLE LAUNCH








SREF 7.890d SQ. IN
LREF 3.3 .... 0 IN.
BREF ..... 600 IN.
XNRP ".1 .. '0 IN.
TNRP 0.0000 IN.
lNRP 0.2"80 IN.
SCALE 0.00 .. 0
MACH .80 PAGE 1a
II••..2o- 2- ..-.-.-10






























































MSFC TWT 538 SHUTTLE LAUNCH
MSFC TWT 538 SHUTTLE LAUNCH
NSFC TWT 538 SHUTTLE LAUNCH
NSFC TWT 538 SHUTTLE LAUNCH
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HSFC TWT '3' SHUTTLE LAUNCH
HSFC TWT '3' SHUTTLE LAUNCH
HSFC TWT '3' SHUTTLE LAUNCH
HSFC TWT '3' SHUTTLE LAUNCH















MACH 1. 10 PAGE 12
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-. -. - 4 - 2 o 2 4 • • ID II
ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA. DEGREES






MSFC TWT 53. SHUTTLE LAUNCH
MSFC TWT 538 SHUTTLE LAUNCH
MSFC TWT 538 SHUTTLE LAUNCH
MSFC TWT 538 SHUTTLE LAUNCH
























MACH 1. 20 PAGE 13
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-u -to -. -. -of -. 0 • of
ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA. DEGREES







HS~C TWT 538 SHUTTLE LAUNCH 11
HS~C TWT 538 SHUTTLE LAUNCH 1151
DATA NOT AVAILABLE ~OR ALL CONDITIONS
HS~C TWT 538 SHUTTLE LAUNCH TIOISI



















MACH 1.96 PAGE 14
























































ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA. DEGREES








DATA NOT AVAILABLE FOR ALL CONDITIONS
DATA NOT AVAILABLE FOR ALL CONDITIONS
MSFC TWT 538 SHUTTLE LAUNCH TJOI
MSFC TWT 538 SHUTTLE LAUNCH TJ01U



















MACH 2.74 PAGE 15
CONFIGURATIDN BUILDUP EFFECT ON LONGITUDINAL CHARACTERISTICS
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ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA. DEGREES







MSFC TWT 53. SHUTTLE LAUNCH
MSFC TWT 538 SHUTTLE LAUNCH
MSFC TWT 538 SHUTTLE LAUNCH
MSFC TWT 538 SHUTTLE LAUNCH












• YMRP 0.0000 IN.
lMRP 0.2480 IN.
SCALE 0.0040
MACH 4.96 PAGE 16
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MSFC TWT 538 SHUTTLE LAUNCH
MSFC TWT 538 SHUTTLE LAUNCH
MSFC TWT 538 SHUTTLE LAUNCH
MSFC TWT '38 SHUTTLE LAUNCH
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ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA. DEGREES







































MACH .80 PAGE 18
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ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA. DEGREES







NSFC TWT 538 SHUTTLE LAUNCH
NSFC TWT 538 SHUTTLE LAUNCH
NSFC TWT 53. SHUTTLE LAUNCH
NSFC TWT 53. SHUTTLE LAUNCH

















SREF 7.8900 SQ. IN
LREF 3.3440 IN.
SREF 4.4600 IN.
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HSFC TWT 538 SHUTTLE LAUNCH
HSFC TWT 538 SHUTTLE LAUNCH
HSFC TWT 53. SHUTTLE LA UNCH
HSFC TWT 53. SHUTTLE LAUNCH
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Msrc TWT 538 SHUTTLE L~UNCH
Msrc TWT 538 SHUTTLE L~UNCH
Msrc TWT 538 SHUTTLE L~UNCH
Msrc TWT 538 SHUTTLE L~UNCH
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ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA. DEGREES







NSFC TWT 538 SHUTTLE LAUNCH Tl
NsFC TWT 538 SHUTTLE LAUNCH TISI
DATA NOT AVAILASLE FOR ALL CONDITIONS
NsFC TWT 538 SHUTTLE LAUNCH . TlOISI
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ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA. DEGREES










DATA NOT AVAILABLE FOR ALL CONDITIONS
DATA NOT AVAILABLE FOR ALL CONDITIONS
NSFC TWT 538 SHUTTLE LAUNCH TlOI
NSFC TWT 538 SHUTTLE LAUNCH TlOI SI
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MSFC TWT 538 SHUTTLE LAUNCH
MSFCoTWT 53. SHUTTLE LAUNCH
NSFC TWT 538 SHUTTLE LAUNCH
NSFC TWT 538 SHUTTLE LAUNCH
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NSFC TWT 53. SHUTTLE LAUNCH
NSFC TWT 538 SHUTTLE LAUNCH
NSFC TWT 538 SHUTTLE LAUNCH
NSFC TWT 538 SHUTTLE LAUNCH

















SREF 7.81100 SQ. IN
LREF 3.3•• 0 IH.
BREF •.• 600 IH.
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ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA. DEGREES







NSFC TWT 538 SHUTTLE LAUNCH
NSFC TWT 53.8 SHUTTLE LAUNCH
NSFC TWT 538 SHUTTLE LAUNCH
NSFC TWT 538 SHUTTLE LAUNCH
























MACH .80 PAGE 26
SIso••4Io- 2- 4
ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA. DEGREES
- .-.-so
















































































MsFC TWT 538 SHUTTLE LAUNCH
NSFC TWT 538 SHUTTLE LAUNCH
NsFC TWT 538 SHUTTLE LAUNCH
MsFC TWT 538 SHUTTLE LAUNCH





















































































NSFC TWT 538 SHUTTLE LAUNCH
NSFC TWT 538 SHUTTLE LAUNCH
NSFC TWT 538 SHUTTLE LAUNCH
NSFC TWT 538 SHUTTLE LAUNCH
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ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA. DEGREES










MsFC TWT 3'8 SHUTTLE LAUNCH
MsFC TWT 3'8 SHUTTLE LAUNCH
MSFC TWT 3'8 SHUTTLE LAUNCH
MSFC TWT 3'8 SHUTTLE LAUNCH
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ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA. DEGREES
-.-.-so









































NSFC TWT 538 SHUTTLE LAUNCH TI
NSFC TWT 538 SHUTTLE LA UNCH TI 51
DATA NOT AVAILABLE FOR ALL CONDITIONS
NSFC TWT 538 SHUTTLE LAUNCH TIOISI






























































































DATA NOT AVAILA8LE FOR ALL CONDITIONS
DATA NOT AVAILABLE FOR ALL CONDITIONS
NSFC TWT 538 SHUTTLE LAUNCH TlOl
NSFC TWT 538 SHUTTLE LAUNCH TlOlSl
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ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA. DEGREES






NSFC TWT 558 SHUTTLE LAUNCH
NSFC TWT 558 SHUTTLE LAUNCH
NSFC TWT 558 SHUTTLE LAUNCH
NSFC TWT 558 SHUTTLE LAUNCH

















SREr 7.8900 SII _ IN
LREr 5.54.0 IN.
BREF 4.4600 IN.
XMRP 4 •• 480 IN.
YMRP 0.0000 IN.
lHRP -_ 0.2 •• 0 IN.
SCALE -0.0040
MACH 4.96 PAG'E 32




























































-10 -. -. -. - 2 o • • • 10 II
ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA. DEGREES
DATA SET SYHBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION BETA ORBIN
(B88001) 9 HSFC TWT 538 SHUTTLE LAUNCH T1 0.000(e861102 ) HSFC TWT 538 SHUTTLE LAUNCH T1 SI 0.000
(e88004 ) §. MSFC TWT 538 SHUTTLE LAUNCH TlOI 0.000 -1.500(e88006 ) MSFC TWT '538 SHUTTLE LAUNCH TlOlSl 0.000 -1.500(1188008 ) MSFC TWT 538 SHUTTLE LAUNCH TlOlSlRI 0.000 -1.500
REFERENCE INFORMATION
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ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA. DEGREES







NSFC TWT 5S. SHUTTLE LAUNCH
MSFC TWT 5S8 SHUTTLE LAUNCH
HSFC TWT 5S. SHUTTLE LAUNCH
NSFC TWT 5S. SHUTTLE LAUNCH
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ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA. DEGREES







MsFC TWT 558 SHUTTLE LAUNCH
MsFC TWT 558 SHUTTLE LAUNCH
MSFC TWT 558 SHUTTLE LAUNCH
MSFC TWT 558 SHUTTLE LAUNCH

















SREF 7,8900 SQ. IN
LREF 5.5440 IN.
BREF •. 4600 1M.
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ANGLE OF ATTACK, ALPHA, DEGREES






MSFC TWT 5SB SHUTTLE LAUNCH
MSFC TWT 'SB SHUTTLE LAUNCH
MSFC TWT 'SB SHUTTLE LAUNCH
MSFC TWT 'SB SHUTTLE LAUNCH

















SREF 7.B900 Sll. IN
LREF S.S440 IN.
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ANGLE OF ATTACK, ALPHA, DEGREES










NSFC TWT 538 SHUTTLE LAUNCH
MSFC TWT 538 SHUTTLE LAUNCH
NSFC TWT 538 SHUTTLE LAUNCH
NSFC TWT .38 SHUTTLE LAUNCH
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HSFC TWT 538 SHUTTLE LAUNCH 11
HSFC TWT 538 SHUTTLE LAUNCH 11 SI
DATA NOT AVAILABLE FOR ALL CONDITIONS
HSFC TWT 538 SHUTTLE lAUNCH TIOISI
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DATA NOT AVAILABLE FOR ALL CONDITIONS
DATA NOT AVAILABLE FOR ALL CONDITIONS
MSFC TWT 538 SHUTTLE LAUNCH HOI
MSFC TWT 538 SHUTTLE LAUNCH HOISI
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III10•I42o- 2-.- I-.-so







































































ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA. DEGREES
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.55 .50 .45 .50 .25 .20 .15 .10 .05 .00 -.05 -.10 -.15 -.20 -.25 -.SO







NSFC TWT 5S8 SHUTTLE LAUNCH
NSFC TWT 5'8 SHUTTLE LAUNCH
NsFC TWT 5'8 SHUTTLE LAUNCH
NSFC TWT 5S8 SHUTTLE LAUNCH

















SREF 7.8900 S8. IN
LREF '.' •• 0 IN.
8REF ••• 600 IN.
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.55 .40 .30 .25 .20 .n .10 .05 .00 -.05 -.10 -.15 -.20 -.25 -.so
PITCHING MOMENT COEFFICIENT. ClM






MSFC TWT S38 SHUTTLE LAUNCH
MSFC TWT S38 SHUTTLE LAUNCH
MSFC TWT S38 SHUTTLE LAUNCH
MSFC TWT 538 SHUTTLE LAUNCH

















SREF 7.8900 SW. IN
LREF 3.3440 IN.
BREF 4.4600 IN.
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." ,50 ,., .SD .25 .20 .15 .10 .05 .00 -.05 -.10 -.15 -.20 -.2' -.'0




(86 6004 1 §(8660061
(le8DD8 I
CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION
NsFC TWT '38 SHUTTLE LAUNCH
NSFC TWT "8 SHUTTLE LAUNCH
NSFC TWT '38 SHUTTLE LAUNCH
NSFC TWT "8 SHUTTLE LAUNCH
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." .'0 .41 .3' .30 .25 .20 .15 .10 .0' .00 -.05 -.10 -.15 -.20 -.25 -.50
PITCHING MOMENT COEFFICIENT. ClM







MSFC TWT 558 SHUTTLE LAUNCH
NSFC TWT 538 SHUTTLE LAUNCH
MSFC TWT 538 SHUTTLE LAUNCH
MSFC TWT 538 SHUTTLE LAUNCH
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.SS .SO •• 5 ••0 .50 .25 .20 .15 .10 .05 .00 -.05 -.10 -.15 -.20 -.25 -.50







MSFC TWT 538 SHUTTLE LAUNCH
MSFC TWT 538 SHUTTLE LAUNCH
MSFC TWT 538 SHUTTLE LAUNCH
MSFC TWT 538 SHUTTLE LAUNCH
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.00 -.05 -.10 -.n -.20 -.25 -.'0
.05.10.15.20.25.30.35.u.50



























































NSFC TWT 538 SHUTTLE LAUNCH Tl
NSFC TWT 538 SHUTTLE LAUNCH TlSl
DATA NOT AVAILASLE FOR ALL CONDITIONS
NSFc TWT 538 SHUTTLE LAUNCH TIOISI












SREF 1.8900 sa. IN
LREF ,.,•• 0 IN.
BREF ••• 600 IN.
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.55 .50 •• 5 .51 .25 .20 .as .10 .05 .00 -.05 -.10 - .15 -.20 -.25 -.'0
PITCHING MOMENT COEFFICIENT. ClM
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION
(886001) 0 DATA NOT AVAILABLE FOR ALL CONDITIONS
(888002) ~ DATA NOT AVAILABLE FOR ALL CONDITION'
(86800.. ) § MSFe n" 53. 'HUTTLE LAUNCH 1101
(888008) MSFC TWT 538 SHUTTLE LAUNCH 110151












SREF 7.8900 SQ. IN
LREF '.' .... 0 IN.
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.5' .SD .45 .40 .15 .10 .25 .20 .15 .10 .05 .00 -.05 -.10 -.15 -.20 -.25 -.'0








NSFC TWT 5'8 SNUTTLE LAUNCH
NSFC TWT 5'8 SHUTTLE LAUNCH
NSFC TWT 5'8 SHUTTLE LAUNCH
NSFC TWT 5'8 SHUTTLE LAUNCH
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CONFIGURATION BUILDUP EFFECT DN LATERAL DIRECTIONAL CHARACTERISTICS





















































-Ill -aD -. - I - 4 - 2 o 2 I • aD .,
SIDE SLIP ANGLE. BETA. DEGREES






MSFC TWT 538 SHUTTLE LAUNCH
MSFC TWT '38 SHUTTLE LAUNCH
MSFC TWT '38 SHUTTLE LAUNCH















SREF 1.8900 58. IN
LIIEF L3HO IN.
SREF 4.4600 IN.
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SIDE SLIP ANGLE. BETA. DEGREES
DAU SET IYHBOL





HSFC TWT 5" SHUTTLE LAUNCH
MSFC TWT 538 SHUTTLE LAUNCH
HSFC TWT 5" SHUTTLE LAUNCH















SREF 7.8'00 SQ. /N
LREF 3.3•• 0 /N.
BREF •••• 00 IN.
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C6NFIGURATI6N BUILDUP EFFECT ON LATERAL DIRECTIONAL CHARACTERISTICS



















































MSFC TWT "8 SHUTTLE LAUNCH
MSFC TWT "8 SHUTTLE LAUNCH
NSFC TWT '38 SHUTTLE LAUNCH
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NSFC TWT 538 SHUTTLE L"UNCH
NSFC TWT 538 SHUTTLE L"UNCH
NSFC TWT '38 SHUTTLE L"UNCH
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SIDE SLIP ANGLE. BETA. DEGREES
OA TA SE T SYHBOL





HSFC TWT 538 SHUTTLE LAUNCH USI
HSFC TWT 538 SHUTTLE LAUNCH UOI
HSF;C TWT 538 SHUTTLE LAUNCH UOISI
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DATA NOT AVAILABLE FOR ALL CONDIrIONS
MSFC TWT 538 SHUTTLE LAUNCH nOl
MSFC TWT 538 SHUTTLE LAUNCH Tl01Sl
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II••Io- I-.
SIDE SLIP ANGLE. BETA. DEGREES
-.-.-so



























































DATA NOT AVAILABLE FOR ALL CONDITIONS
DATA NOT AVAILABLE FOR ALL CONDITION'
N'FC TWT n. 'NUTTLE LAUNCH 110lSl












LREF '.' •• 0 IN.
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SIDE SLIP ANGLE. BETA. DEGREES






MIre TWT',. SHUTTLE LAUNCH TU1
DATA NOT AYAILABLE FOR ALL CONDITIONS
MIFC TWT 55. SHUTTLE LAUNCH n0111
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MSFC TWT 'S8 SHUTTLE LAUNCH
NSFc TWT SS8 SHUTTLE LAUNCH
NSFC TWT 5S8 SHUTTLE LAUNCH
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II10•e•o- 2-.
SIDE SLIP ANGLE. BETA. DEGREES
- e- .,-10















































































MS~C TWT '38 SHUTTLE LAUNCH
MS~C TWT '38 SHUTTLE LAUNCH
MS~C TWT 'S8 SHUTTLE LAUNCH
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CONFIGURATION BUILDUP EFFECT ON LATERAL DIRECTIONAL CHARACTERISTICS
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SIDE SLIP ANGLE. BETA. DEGREES






MSFC TWT 53. SHUTTLE LAUNCH
MSFC TWT '3' SHUTTLE LAUNCH
MSFC TWT '3' SHUTTLE L"UNCH
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SIDE SLIP ANGLE. BETA. DEGREES
DATA SET SYMBOL





NSFC TWT 53. SHUTTLE LAUNCH
NSFC TWT 53. SHUTTLE LAUNCH
NSFC TWT 53. SHUTTLE LAUNCH
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MSFC TWT '3' SHUTTLE LAUNCH TISI
MaFC TWT '3' SHUTTLE LAUNCH TI0l
NsFC TWT '3' SHUTTLE LAUNCH TI0ISI











SREF 7.' .00 ,,,. IN
LREF 3.3•• 11 IN.
BREF ••••1111 IN.
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SIDE SLIP ANGLE. BETA. DEGREES





DATA NOT AVAILABL~ FOR ALL CONDITIONS
NSFC TWT '38 SHUTTLE LAUNCH Tl0l
~SFC TWT ,~. SHUTTLE LAUNCH Tl01Sl
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SIDE SLIP ANGLE. BETA. DEGREES






DATA NOT AVAILABLE FOR ALL CONDITIONS
DATA NOT AVAILABLE FOR ALL CONDITIONS
NSFC TWT 53. SHUTTLE LAUNCH Tl01SI
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-u -. -. - 4 - 2 o 4 • e 10 all
SIDE SLIP ANGLE~ BETA. DEGREES
DATA SET SYHBOL
(T..003) 0(....eoo' ) II
(AS.007) 8(TelOO£1 )
CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION
NSFC TWT 'S8 SHUTTLE LAUNCH TISI
DATA NOT AVAILABLE FOR ALL CONDITIONS
HSFC TWT 538 SHUTTLE LAUNCH Tl01Sl
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SIDE SLIP ANGLE. BETA. DEGREES
-.07
-10 -. -. - 4
- I o I 4 • ID II






M,rc TWT ,;tS 'HUTTLE LAUNCH
M'FC TWT ,;t, 'HUTTLE LAUNCH
M,rc TWT ,;t, 'HUTTLE LAUNCH
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-Ul -. - II • 4 • 2 o 2 • II
SlOE SLIP ANGLE. BETA. OEGREES
DATA SET 8YMBOL





NSFC TWT 538 SHUTTLE LAUNCH
NSFC TWT 538 SHUTTLE LAUNCH
NSFC TWT 53. SHUTTLE LAUNCH
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SIDE SLIP ANGLE. BETA. DEGREES
-.-.-10












































0.. TA SET SYMBOL
IT..DD31 0
1 00') II
1 007 ) 8
ITt.DDII)
CONFI'UR"TION DESCRIPTION
MSFC TWT '3' SHUTTLE LAUNCH
MSFC TWT '3' SHUTTLE L"UNCH
MSFC TWT '3' SHUTTLE L.. UNCH




















ZMRP 0 ••4.0 IN.
'CAlE 0.0040
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-all - . - ~ - I o 2 ~ • U!
SIDE SLIP ANGLE. BETA. DEGREES






MSFC TWT 558 JHUTTLE LAUNCH
NsFC TWT 558 SHUTTLE LAUNCH
NSFC TWT 558 SHUTTLE LAUNCH
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SIDE SLIP ANGLE. BETA. DEGREES
0" T" SET SYMBOL
1 TU003 I 0




MSFC TWT n. SHUTTLE LAUNCH TlSl
MSFC TWT '3' SHUTTLE LAUNCH Tl0l
MSFC TWT 'S. SHUTTLE LAUNCH Tl0lSI











'REF 7.'900 SQ. IN
LREF 3.3•• 0 IN.
BREF •.• 600 IN.
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DATA NOT AVAILABLE FOR ALL CONDIT-IONS
MSFC TWT 558 SHUTTLE LAUNCH TI0l
MsFC TWT '58 SHUTTLE LAUNCH TI0ISI











SREF 7.8900 SQ. IN
LREF 3.3•• 0 IN.
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DATA NOT AVAILABLE FOR ALL CONDITIONS
DATA NOT AVAILABLE FOR ALL CONDITIONS
MSFC TWT 5~' SHUTTLE LAUNCH TI01SI











SREF 7.81100 511. IN
LREF S.~ •• O IN.
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-10 -. -. - 4 - I r • so III
SIDE SLIP ANGLE. BETA. DEGREES






NSFC TWT 5SS SHUTTLE LAUNCH T1Sl
DATA NOT AVAIL~SLE FOR ALL CONDITIONS
MsFC TWT ,'S SHUTTLE LAUNCH Tl01Sl
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-· ....!I.a• -.117 -.08 -.0' -.0" -.115 -.112 -.111 .110 .01 .02 .05
.11' • 111 .07 .a•
YAWING MOMENT COEFFICIENT. CYN (BODY AXIS)
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIl<URATlON DESCRIPTION
'T"0051 C) M"C TWT .5. 'HUTTLE LAUNCH
'A"OO'I ~ M"C TWT '5' SHUTTLE LAUNCH
'A••0071 ~ M'FC TWT ". SHUTTLE LAUNCH















SREF 7."00 , •. IN
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-.OJl.I!lO -.~" -.1l0 -.!lll -.0" -.05 -.02 -.01 .00 .O! .02 .05 .0" .05 .Dr .0'







f4SFC nn 5Sll SHUTTLE LAUNCH
~ll,C TWT 538 SHUTTLE LAUNCH
~ll'C TWf 5SD SHUTTLE LAUNCH















SREF 1.8900 SQ. IN
LREF 3.3•• 0 IN.
BREF ••• 600 IN.
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CONFIGURATION BUILDUP EFFECT ON LATERAL DIRECTIONAL CHARACTERISTICS
.0•• 05.0'.0'.02.01.00
, ,
















































YAWING MOMENT COEFFICIENT. CYN (BODY AXIS)
DA TA SET SYMBOL





MSFC TWT 5S8 SHUTTLE LAUNCH
MSFC TWT '.8 SHUTTLE LAUNCH·
MSFC TWT 5.8 SHUTTLE LAUNCH















SREF 7.'1100 Ill. IN
LREF ••••• 0 IN.
BREF ••• 600 IN.
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YAWING MOMENT COEFFICIENT. CYN (BODY AXIS)






~SFC TWT S3D SHUTTLE LAUNCH
~SFC TIn S3D SHUTTLE LAUNCH
MSFC HIT sse SHUTTLE LAUNCH
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.07 .08.01.OS.02.OS.00
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CONFIGURATION BUILDUP EFFECT ON LATERAL DIRECTIONAL CHARACTERISTICS
•••






























YAWING MOMENT COEFFICIENT. CYN (BODY AXIS)
D~T~ ItT SYHBOL CONFI~UR~TION DESCRIPTION
1Tuaa51 0 HSFC TWT 538 IHUTTLE L~UNCtf TI SI
(~ua05 I II HIFC TWT 538 'tfUTTLE L~UNCtf TIOI
I~UOD71 ~ H'FC TWT 538 StfUTTLE L~UNCtf TIOUI
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.DD .DII .D2 .03 .D4 .05 .De .llI7 .O~
YAWING MOMENT COEFFICIENT. CYN (BODY AXIS)




1 TOOOOO I 0
CONFJ~URATION DESCRIPTION
DATA NOT AVAILABLE FOR ALL CONDITIONS
~SFC Twr 53D SNUTTLE LAUNCH TIOI
~SFC TWT S30 SHUTTLE LAUNCH TIOl51
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-.07 -.De -.05 -.04 -.05 -.02 -.Da .00 .oa .02 • 05 .04 .05 .01 .07 .0'
YAWING MOMENT COEFFICIENT. CYN (BODY AXIS)
O~T~ SET SYMIOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION
( re.oos I 0 0" TA NOT AVA I LA8LE FOR ALL COND I TIONS
/,,"00'1 II DATA NOT AVAILA8LE FOR ALL CONDITIONS
(~"007) 8 MSFC TWT 55. SHUTTLE LAUNCH TlOISl











SREF 7.8900 SQ. IN
LREF S.S •• O 1M.
8REF ••••00 IN.
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."'I!"














































-.03 -.02 -.01 .00 .01 .02 .05 .04 .05 .05 .oy .De
YAWING MOMENT COEFFICIENT. CYN CBODY AXIS)
DATA SET SYlleOL CONFIGURATION Oll:SCRIPTlON
I Te6003' 0 ~SFC TWT 5S8 SHUTTLE LAUNCH TUI
IAesDO" ~ DATA NOT AVAILABLE FOR ALL CONDITIONS
IAGOllll? I Q MSP"C nIT 5SS ~HUTTLE LAUNCH n0151
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ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA. DEGREES
-.-.












































MsFC TWT 5" SHUTTLE LAUNCH
MSFC TWT ". SHUTTLE LAUNCH
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-aD -. -. - 4 - 2 o • 8 .0 .ll






NSvC TWT 53S SHUTTLE LAUNCH
NSvC TWT 539 SHUTTLE LAUNCH
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EFFECT OF ORBITER INCIDENCE ON LONGITUDINAL CHARACTERISTICS

































































NsFC TWT 5" SHUTTLE LAUNCH
MSFC TWT 5'8 SHUTTLE LAUNCH













SREF T,'iao S8. IN
LREF '.'•• 0 IN.
BREF ••• 600 IN.
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N'FC TWT 538 'HUTTLE LAUNCH
NSFC THT 530 SHUTTLE LAUNCH
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U10••Io- It- 4
ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA. DEGREES
- .-.-aD















































MSFC TWT "8 SHUTTLE LAUNCH
MSFC TWT 538 SHUTTLE LAUNCH













SREF 7.8900 58. IN
LREF "'AAD IN.
8REF A.AGDD IN.
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NSFC TWr ~36 SHUTTLE LAUNCH
NSFC TWT sse SHUTTLE LAUNCH
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ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA. DEGREES
-SI -sa -. -. - 4 - I a • • SI
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION
IB88oo81 (.) MsFC TWT 538 SHUTTLE LAUNCH
1888oSo) II MSFC TWT 538 SHUTTLE LAUNCH
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- I - I
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NSFC TWT 538 $HUTTLE LAUNCH
NSFC TWT 538 SHUTTLE LAUNCH
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ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA. DEGREES
-.1
-II -10 -. -. - ..
- 2 o I .. • • 10 II
DATA SET S'(NSOl CONFIC;URATION DESCRIPTION
(S880D8, () NSFC TWT 538 SHUTTLE lAUNCH
(SUDID I z:s NSFC TWT 538 SHUTTLE lAUNCH
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-II - I -. - • - I 0 I •
ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA. DEGREES
• I III I'





MSFC TWT 5'8 SHUTTLE LAUNCH
MSFC TWT 5" SHUTTLE LAUNCH













IREF 7.8900 58. IN
LREF 3.3•• 0 IN.
IREF ••• 1100 IN.
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NSFC TWT 538 SHUTTLE LAUNCH
MsFC TWT 538 SHUTTLE LAUNCH
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ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA. DEGREES





~SFC TWT 538 SHUTTLE LAUNCH
WsFC TWT 538 SHUTTLE LAUNCH
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MSFC TWT 5S8 SHUTTLE LAUNCH
MSFC TWT 5S8 SHUTTLE LAUNCH
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ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA. DEGREES





MSFC TWT 5" SHUTTLE LAUNCH
MSFC TWT 558 SHUTTLE LAUNCH













SREF 7.'500 SI. IN
LREF '.'•• 0 IN.
BREF ••• 600 IN.
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MSFC TWT 53. SMUTTLE LAUNCM
MSFC TWT 53. SMUTTLE LAUNCM
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ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA. DEGREES
.01
-10











NSFC TWT 53. SHUTTLE LAUNCH
NSFC TWT "8 SHUTTLE LAUNCH
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.,10•••Io- I- .-.- I-.0







































HSFC TWT S38 SHUTTLE LAUNCH
HSFC TWT 538 SHUTTLE LAUNCH
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NSFC TWT ". SNUTTLE LAUNCH
NSFC TWT ". SNUTTLE LAUNCH
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-ao -. -. - 4 -. a • • • 10 I'
ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA. DEGREES
DATA 'ET ,YMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION
11"00'1 C) NS~C TWT ", SHUTTLE LAUNCH
11••0101 ~ NSFC TWT ". SHUTTLE LAUNCH
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MSFC TWT '38 SHUTTLE LAUNCH
MsFC TWT '38 SHUTTLE LAUNCH
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ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA. DEGREES






MSFC TWT '38 SHUTTLE LAUNCH
MSFC TWT '38 SHUTTLE LAUNCH
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H,FC TWT '3' SHUTTLE LAUNCH
H,FC TWT '3' SHUTTLE LAUNCH
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ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA. DEGREES






NSFC TWT 538 SHUTTLE LAUNCH
NSrC TWT 538 SHUTTLE LAUNCH













SREr 7.8~OD SQ. IN
LREr 5.5 •• 0 IN.
BREF •.• 600 IN.
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MSFC TWT 53. SHUTTLE LAUNCH
MSFC TWT 53. SHUTTLE LAUNCH













SREF 7. "00 se. ".
LREF 5.5•• 0 IN.
IREF ••• 600 1M.
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ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA. DEGREES






MSFC TWT 53. SHUTTLE LAUNCH
MSFC TWT 53. SHUTTLE LAUNCH
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PITCHING MOMENT COEFFICIENT. CLM
.5' .50 .45 .'5 .'0 .25 .20 .15 .10 .05 .00 -.05 -.10 -.15 -.20 -.25 -.'0





NsFc TWT 53. SHUTTLE LAUNCH
NSFC TWT 53. SHUTTLE LAUNCH
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.55 .'0 .4' .40 .55 .25 .20 .15 .10 .05 .00 -.05 -.10 -.15 -.10 -.1' -.10
PITCHING MOMENT COEFFICIENT. ClM
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION
1,,'00" () NSFC TWT 51. SHUTTLE LAUNCH
IB••D1DI II NSFC TWT 518 SHUTTLE LAUNCH













SREF 7.8900 SQ. IN
LREF 1.1•• 0 IN.
BREF ••••00 IN.
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." .'0 ..., ...0 .n .30 .25 .20 .15 .10 .05 .00 -.05 -.10 -.15 -.20 -.25 -.50






NSFC TWT 538 SHUTTLE LAUNCH
NSFC TWT 53. SHUTTLE LAUNCH













SREF 7.'1100 ,e. IN
LREF 3.3•• 0 IN.
BREF ••• 600 IN.
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." .'0 .25 .20 .15 .10 .05 .00 -.05 -.10 -.15 -.20 -.25 -.'0
PITCHING MOMENT COEFFICIENT. CLM
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFlc;URATION DESCRIPTION
186600.) () MSFC TWT 5.8 SHUTTLE LAUNCH
IB66010) n MSFC TWT 5" SHUTTLE LAUNCH













SREF 1.8900 SQ. IN
LREF 3.3 •• 0 IN.
BREF ••• 600 IN.
XMRp· •• 1.80 IN.
TMRP 0.0000 IN.
ZMRP a .'''0 IN.
SCALE 0.00.0
MACH 1.97 PAGE 109
EFFECT OF 'ORBITER INCIDENCE ON LONGITUDINAL CHARACTERISTICS























































PITCHING MOMENT COEFFICIENT. ClM
.11 ••0 .41 .40 .55 .50 .IS .20 .15 .10 .05 .00 -.05 -.10 -.15 -.10 -.25 -.n





NsFC TWT 55. SHUTTLE LAUNCH
NsFC TWT '"~ SHUTTLE LAUNCH













SREF 7.'900 SII. IN
LREF 5.5•• 0 IN.
BREF ••••00 IN.
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SIso••4zo- z- ..-.-.-so












































SIDE SLIP ANGLE. BETA. DEGREES




CONFIGUR ... TION DESCRIPTION
MsFC TWT 5'8 SHUTTLE L"'UNCH
MsFC TWT 5'8 SHUTTLE L"'UNCH












REFERENCE INFORM ... T/ON







MACH .60 PAGE 11 1
. . . . . . . . • •

















































SIDE SLIP ANGLE. BETA. DEGREES
-.4I!u






MSFC TWT 5" SHUTTLE LAUNCH
MSFC TWT 5" SHUTTLE LAUNCH













SREF 7.'900 SI. IN
LREF 3 •••• 0 IN.
BREF ••••00 IN.
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EFFECT OF ORBITER INCIDENCE ON LATERAL DIRECTIONAL CHARACTERISTICS

















































-SI -ID -. - . -. - 2 o 2 4 I • so SI
SIDE SLIP ANGLE. BETA. DEGREES
D.. TA SET S'(NSOL CONFIC;UR .. TlON DESCRIPTION
lTI.DOll) 0 D.. TA NOT AVA I LASLE FOR ALL COND I TlONS
,UIIOI1' II NSFC TWT 531 SHUTTLE LAUNCH TlOISIRI









REFERENCE INFORM .. TION
SREF 7.8900 58. IN
LREF '.'440 IN.
BREF 4.4600 IN.
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..••4Ia- I- 4-.-.-10
'--
























































NSFC TWT ,.. SHUTTLE LAUNCH
NSFC TWT ,.. SHUTTLE LAUNCH
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SIDE SLIP ANGLE. BETA. DEGREES
-.-.-so































DATA SET SYMBOL CONFI~URATION DESCRIPTION
IT••0081 () MSFC TWT 51B SHUTTLE LAUNCH
IUUOlJ) ZI MSFC TWT '" SHUTTLE LAUNCH













SREF 7.8900 S8. IN
LREF 3."•• 0 IN.
BREF ••• 600 IN.
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-. - e - 4 - It D It 4 e •






H'FC TWT ,~. 'HUTTLE LAUNCH
H'Fe TWT 5~. SHUTTLE LAUNCH
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SIDE SLIP ANGLE. BETA. DEGREES
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION
I TIIOOll) 0 MSFC TWT 538 'NUTTLE LAUNCH
IUI.OI!) ~ NSFC TWT "8 'NUTTLE LAUNCH













SREF 7. 81100 S". IN
LREF 3.3 •• 0 IN.
IREF ••••00 IN.
XMRP •• 1.80 IN.
YMRP 0.0000 IN.
ZMRP 0.2•• 0 IN.
SCALE 0.00.0
MACH .90 PAGE 117
..•••Ia- I-.















































































DATA NOT AVAILABLE FOR ALL CONDITIONS
NSFC TWT ,~. SHUTTLE LAUNCH T101S1Rl
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SIDE SLIP ANGLE. BETA. DEGREES
-.-.-aD




















































MSYC TWT '38 SHUTTLE lAUNCH
NSYC TWT '38 'HUTTlE lAUNCH
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. . . •






















































-so -. -. - 4 - 2 o 2 4 • • so ' SI






NSFC TWT 5'8 SHUTTLE LAUNCH
NSFe TWT 5'8 SHUTTLE LAUNCH













'REF 7.'9DO S8. IN
LREF '.'•• 0 IN.
BREF •.• 1100 IN.
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SIDE SLIP ANGLE. BETA. DEGREES
-.D7
-ID -. - I - 4 - 2 D 2 4 I • so ' II
D"T" SET SYMBOL




NSFC TWT 53. SHUTTLE LAUNCH
MSFC TWT 53. SHUTTLE LAUNCH
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SIDE SLIP ANGLE. BETA. DEGREES
-.D'
-ID







MSYC TWT 558 SHUTTLE LAUNCH
MSYC TWT SS8 SHUTTLE LAUNCH













SREF 7.81100 58. IN
LREF 3.3.AD IN.
BREF ••••00 IN.
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SIDE SLIP ANGLE. BETA. DEGREES
-SD -. - I
- 2 o 2 I • so II
0" T" SET "MSOL




OAT" NOT "V"IL"SLE FOR "LL CONDITIONS
MSFC TWT 'S' SHUTTLE L"UNCH TIOISIRI










'REF 7.'900 SQ. IN
LREF S.SHO IN.
BREF ••• 600 IN.
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-II -10 -. -. - 4 -. o • 4 • • 10 al
SIDE SLIP ANGLE. BETA. DEGREES
DA TA lET S'NSOL




NIYC TWT 538 SHUTTLE LAUNCH
NIYC TWT 538 SHUTTLE LAUNCH
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EFFECT OF ORBITER INCIDENCE ON LATERAL DIRECTIONAL CHARACTERISTICS

















































-Ill -10 - . - . - 4 - I a I • • 10 l'
DATA SET SYMBOL eONFI'URATION DESCRIPTION
I re.DDll) 0 MSFe TWT 53. SHUTTLE LAUNCH
IUUDIl) n MSFe TWT 538 SHUTTLE LAUNCH













SREF 7.8110D SQ. IN
LREF 3.3•• D IN.
BREF ••••00 IN.
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-.4,!J.D. -.D7 -.D' -.0' -.04 -.03 -.02 -.Da .00 .01 .02 .03 .04 . os .011 • a 7 • O•






N,FC TWT ". 'HUTTLE LAUNCH
N,FC TWT ". 'HUTTLE LAUNCH
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YAWING MOMENT COEFFICIENT. CYN (BODY AXIS)
-.07 -.DIl
-.0' -.0' -.01 -.02 -.OS .00 .01 .02 .01 .04 .05 .0& .07 .111
DA TA SET SYH80L




HSFC TWT 538 SHUTTLE LAUNCH
HSFC TWT 538 SHuTTLE LAUNCH
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.oe.05.04.O~.02.01.00


























































DATA NOT AVAILABLE FOR ALL CONDITIONS
II'FC TWT 53. 'HUTTLE LAUNCH TIOISIRI










'REF 7.'1100 Sil. IN
LREF 3.~440 IN.
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EFFECT OF ORBITER INCIDENCE ON LATERAL DIRECTIONAL CHARACTERISTICS
.07 .0'.01.os.03.02.01.00















































YAWING MOMENT COEFFICIENT. CYN (BODY AXIS)
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIC<URATION DESCRIPTION
(re.OOIl) 0 MsFC TWT 538 SHUTTLE LAUNCH
(UIIOS S ) n MsFC TWT 538 SHUTTLE LAUNCH'













SREF 7.8900 SQ. IN
LREF 3.3 •• 0 IN.
BREF •••• 00 IN.
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-.4Jl. 01 -.D1 -.DI -.D. -.D4 -.03 -.02 -.01 .00 .01 .02 .03 .04 .0' .01 .111 ~Ol
YAWING MOMENT COEFFICIENT. CYN (BODY AXIS)





NI~C TWT '3' ,HUTTLE LAUNCH
NI~C TWT 53. SHUTTLE LAUNCH













SRE~ 7.8'00 58. IN
LRE~ 3.3•• 0 IN.
BRE~ ••••00 IN.
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ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA. DEGREES
-.-.-10












































Msrc TWT 5'8 SHUTTLE LAUNCH
MsFC TWT 5'8 SHUTTLE LAUNCH
NsFC TWT 5'8 SHUTTLE LAUNCH
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. .
.'

















































-10 -. -. -. -. o I • • • II







MSFC TWT ". SHUTTLE LAUNCH TI01S1RI
MSFC TWT ". SHUTTLE LAUNCH Tl01S2Rl
NSFC TWT ". SHUTTLE LAUNCH T201S1Rl
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' ....;.

















































ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA. DEGREES
-10 -. -. -. - I a I 41. • I'




'8" OU ) 0
CONFI~URATION DESCRIPTION
MsFC TWT '~8 SHUTTLE LAUNCH
MSFC TWT '~8 SHUTTLE LAUNCH
MSFC TWT '~8 SHUTTLE LAUNCH
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-so -. -. -. - 2 D 2 • • • so ••
ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA. DEGREES
DATA SET SYMBOL





NSFC TWT S~8 SHUTTLE LAUNCH Tl01S1Rl
NSFC TWT '~8 SHUTTLE LAUNCH Tl01S2Rl
MSFC TWT '~8 SHUTTLE LAUNCH T201S1Rl
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10,•o- I- .-.- ,-10






































ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA. DEGREES
O~T~ SET SYNBOL CONFI~UR~TION DESCRIPTION
(B&&008) () NSFC TWT 538 SHUTTLE LAUNCH
(.&'01. ) n NSFC TWT U8 SHUTTLE LAUNCH
(.,'01& ) 0 NSFC TWT U8 SHUTTLE LA UNCH
















SREF 7.'1100 SQ. IN
LREF 3.3•• 0 IN.
BREF ••• '00 IN.
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-aa -. - . -. - I D I • •
12







MSFC TWT 538 SKUTTLE LAUNCK
MSFC TWT 538 SKUTTLE LAUNCK
MSFC TWT 538 SKUTTLE LAUNCK





















TMRP 0.0000 IN •
lMRP 0.2480 IN.
SCALE 0.0040
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ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA. DEGREES
- .-.-10













































IISFC TWT 558 SHUTTLE LAUNCH TIOISIRI
DATA NOT AVAILABLE FOR ALL CONDITIONS
DATA NOT AVAILABLE FOR ALL CONDITIONS


























. . . . . . , . . . . . • • •
:
.


























































MS~C TWT 5S8 SHUTTLE LAUNCH
NS~C TWT 5S8 SHUTTLE LAUNCH
MS~C TWT 5S8 SHUTTLt LAUNCH
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ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA. DEGREES
-II -10
- . - I - 4 - 2 o 2 • 10 Ie






MSFC TWT '"~ SHUTTLE LAUNCH
MSFC TWT '"~ SHUTTLE LAUNCH
MsFC TWT '"~ SHUTTLE LAUNCH
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- I -. -4 -I 0 I 4
ANGLE OF'ATTACK. ALPHA. DEGREES
• I so II






MSFC TWT '"~ 'HUTTLE LAUNCH TIOI,IRI
M'FC TWT '"~ SHUTTLE LAUNCH TIOIS2RI
HSFC TWT '"~ 'HUTTLE LAUNCH T20lS1RI












'REF 7."00 SI. IN
LREF '.'•• 0 IN.
eREF ••• ,00 IN.
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ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA. DEGREES







MSFC TWT 53' SHUTTLE LAUNCH
MSFC TWT 53. SHUTTLE LAUNCH
MSFC TWT 53. SHUTTLE LAUNCH
















SREF 1."00 SQ. IN
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••
••























































-u -10 -. -. - 4 - 2 o 2 4 • • II







MSFC TWT 5U SHUTTLE LAUNCH T101S1R1
MSFC TWT 5U SHUTTLE LAUNCH T10lS2RI
MSFC TWT 538 SHUTTLE LAUNCH T201SIRI












SREF 7.8'00 58. III
LREF 5.5•• 0 IN.
IREF ••••00 IN.
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SREF 1.8~00 5'1. IN
LREF 5.5440 IN.
IREF 4.4600 IN.




-11 -10 -. -. - 4 - I a I 4 •
ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA. DEGREES
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFI~URATION DESCRIPTION BETA ORUN
/866008 } ~ MSFC TWT 538 SHUTTLE LAUNCH T101S1Rl 0.000 -1.500/8660J4, MsFC TWT 538 SHUTTLE LA UNCH T101S2Rl 0.000 -1.500
/8660J6} 8 MSFC TWT 538 SHUTTLE LA UNCH T201S1Rl 0.000 -1.500(8660 J8 , MsFC TWT 53. SHUTTLE LAUNCH T201 S2Rl 0.000 -1.500
• 10 J2
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-I. -10 -. -. -4 -. 0 I 4
ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA. DEGREES







MSFC TWT '~8 SHUTTLE LAUNCH
MSFC TWT '~8 SHUTTLE LAUNCH
MSFC TWT '~8 SHUTTLE LAUNCH
















SREF .7.8l100 S8. "'
LREF 3.~ •• 0 IN.
BREF ••• 800 IN.
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c.~






























































-. -. - 4 - I 0 I 4 •
ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA. DEGREES
DATA 'ET 'Y"BOL CONFI~URATION OE'CRIPTION BETA ORBIN
(BllllOO.) 9 M,FC TWT 53. SHUTTLE LA UNCH TJ OUIRI 0.000 -1.500(Bll&014 ) DA TA NOT AVAILABLE FOR ALL CONDITIONS 0.000 -1.500
(BllIOlll) 8 OA TA NOT AVAILABLE FOR ALL CONDITIONS 0.000 -1.500(I.IOU) OA TA NOT AVAILABLE FOR ALL CONDITIONS 0.000 -1.500
• II
MACH 2.74 PAGE 145





















































- .' -. -4 -I D 1 4








NSFC TWT ", SHUTTLE LAUNCH
HSFC TWT ". SHUTTLE LAUNCH
NSFC TWT ". SHUTTLE LAUNCH
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..10••2a- I-.
ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA. DEGREES
-.-.-so


































































MSFC TWT "8 SHUTTLE LAUNCH
"SFC TWT "8 SHUTTLE LAUNCH
"SFC TWT "8 SHUTTLE LAUNCH
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~~A. ~ ~ ~~ ..... "













































-lD -. - e - . - If o If • • 10 1 •







NSFC TWT ". SHUTTLE LAUNCH TIOISIRI
NS~C TWT ". SHUTTLE LAUNCH TIOIS2Rl
"S~C TWT ". SHUTTLE LAUNCH '201S1Rl












SREF 7 •• 1100 S8. IH
LREF '.'•• 0 IN.
BREF 4.4.00 IN.
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-10 - . -. - 4 - 2 a 2 • • JD J2










HSFC TWT 53. SHUTTLE LAUNCH
IISFC TWT 53. SHUTTLE LAUNCH
IISFC TWT 53. SHUTTLE LAUNCH
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-II -aD - . -. - 4 - , o , • • ,.
ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA. DEGREES






HSFC TWT 53. SHUTTLE L~UNCH Tl01S1RI
H'FC TWT 53. SHUTTLE L~UNCH Tl01S2Rl
H'FC TWT 53. SHUTTLE L~UNCH T201S1Rl
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" i
I

































































NSFC TWT 53B SHUTTLE L"UNCH
NSFC TWT 53' SHUTTLE L"UNCH
NSFC TWT 53' SHUTTLE L"UNCH
















SREF 7.8900 58. IN
LREF 3.,..0 IN.
BREF • .• 600 IN.
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ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA. DEGREES







NSFC TWT 55. SHUTTLE LAUNCH
NSFC TWT 558 SHUTTLE LAUNCN
NSFC TWT 55. SHUTTLE LAUNCH
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ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA. DEGREES
-.-.-aa
















































MsFC TWT 53B SHUTTLE LAUNCH Tl01S1Rl
DATA NOT AVAILABLE FOR ALL CONDITIONS
DATA NOT AVAILABLE FOR ALL CONDITIONS
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. . • . . • • • • • • • •






~~'"t:i ~ ....... -S...















































ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA. DEGREES






HSFC TWT 5" SHUTTLE LAUNCH
HSFC TWT 5" SHUTTLE LAUNCH
HSFC TWT 5" SHUTTLE LAUNCH
















SREF T•• PIIO S8. iw
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ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA. DEGREES
• •-.-ID















































MSFC TWT 5'. SHUTTLE LAUNCH
MSFC TWT 5'. SHUTTLE LAUNCH
MSFC TWT 5" SHUTTLE LAUNCH
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-. -. -. - I ,0 I • I • 10 II
ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA. DEGREES






MSFC TWT '3B SHUTTLE LAUNCH TSOSSSRS
MSFC TWT '3B SHUTTLE LAUNCH TS01S2R1
MSFC TWT'" SHUTTLE LAUNCH T201S1R1
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MSFC TWT 5'8 SHUTTLE LAUNCH
MSFC TWT 5'8 SHUTTLE LAUNCH
MSFC TWT 5'8 SHUTTLE LAUNCH
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",••Ia- I-.
ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA. DEGREES
-.-.
-'0






















































MS~C TWT 55. SHUTTLE LAUNCH TIOISIRI
MSFC TWT 55. SHUTTLE LAUNCH TJOJS2RI
MS~C TWT 55. SHUTTLE LAUNCH T20JSJRI
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11IDI•Io- I- 4- I-.-10













































MsFC TWT 558 SHUTTLE LAUNCH
MsFC TWT 558 SHUTTLE LAUNCH
MSFC TWT 558 SHUTTLE LAUNCH
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ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA. DEGREES
.111
-III
-. -. -.. - I a I .. • • 10 II






MSFC TWT ". SHUTTLE LAUNCH
MIFC TWT ". SHUTTLE LAUNCH
NSFC TWT ". SHUTTLE LAUNCH
















IREF 7 •• ,00 S'. J N
LREF '.'•• 0 IN.
BREF ••••00 IN.
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MsFC TWT 538 S~UTTLE LAUNCH T10ISIRI
DATA NOT AVAILABLE FOR ALL CONDITIONS
DATA NOT AVAILABLE FOR ALL CONDITIONS
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.. .... .... ... .. ~ ..









































-sa -. -. - 4 - I o I 4 • • s.







MSFC TWT 53. SHUTTLE LAUNCH
MSFC TWT '3' SHUTTLE LAUNCH
MSFC TWT 53. SHUTTLE LAUNCH
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-ID -. -. -. - 2 o 2 • • ID la







Msrc TWT 558 SHUTTLE LAUNCH
Msrc TWT 558 5HUTTLE LAUNCH
Msrc TWT 558 SHUTTLE LAUNCH
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-10 -. -. -. -. a I • • al







NSFC TWT 53. SHUTTLE L~UNCH T101S1Rl
NIFC TWT 538 SHUTTLE L~UNCH TI01S2Rl
NSFC TWT 538 SHUTTLE L~UNCH T201S1R1
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MsFC TWT 538 SNUTTLE LAUNCH
MSFC TWT 538 SHUTTLE LAUNCH
MsFC TWT 538 SHUTTLE LAUNCH























MACH .91 PAGE 165
.1'
,













































• • so II






NSFC TWT 558 SHUTTLE LAUNCH Tl01S1Rl
NSFC TWT 558 SHUTTLE LAUNCH Tl01S2111
NSFC TWT 558 SHUTTLE LAUNCH T201S1111












SIIEF ?8iDO S8. IN
LIIEF 5.5•• 0 IN.
SREF ••• 800 IN.
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.10
















































-HI -. -. - 4 - I o I 4 • • 10 ..
ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA. DEGREES
OAU SET








Msrc TWT 53' SHUTTLE lA UNCH
Msrc TWT ", SHUTTLE LAUNCH
Msrc TWT ", SHUTTLE LAUNCH
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ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA. DEGREES
-ID -. -. - 4 - I a I 4 • • ID






MSFC TWT 538 SHUTTLE LAUNCH
MSFC TWT 53. SHUTTLE LAUNCH
NSFC TWT 538 SHUTTLE LAUNCH
















SREF 7.'1100 Sll. IN
LREF 3.3•• 0 IN.
BREF ••••00 IN.
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. • . . . . . .. .










































ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA. DEGREES







MSrC TWT 538 SHUTTLE LAUNCH TIOISIRI
DATA NOT AVAILABLE rOR ALL CONDITIONS
DATA NOT AVAILABLE rOR ALL CONDITIONS
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-Ill -. - I - 4 - I D I • • la







HSFC TWT 538 SHUTTLE LAUNCH
HSFC TWT '38 SHUTTLE LAUNCH
HSFC TWT '38 SHUTTLE LAUNCH
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.111 .SO .4S .40 .3S .30 .IS .10 .1S .10 .OS .00 -.OS -.10 -.IS -.10 -.IS -.SO
PITCHING MOMENT COEFFICIENT. ClM
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFI~URATION DESCRIPTION BETA ORarN
(B.eO O' ) 9 MSFC TWT "8 SHUTTLE L,WNCH nouuI 0.000 -1.'00(l.eIlH) MSFC TWT 338 SHUTTLE LAUNCH nOU2Rl 0.000 -1.'00
(leeIl U ) 8 HSFC TWT ,,. SHUTTLE LA UNCH TZOSSUI 0.000 -1.'001I.8IlU) M8FC TWT ,,. SHUTTLE LAUNCH TZOI SUI 0.000 -I.'DD
REFERENCE INFORMATION





























EFFECT OF TANK AND SRH NOSE SHAPE ON LONGITUDINAL CHARACTERISTICS


















.11 .10 .., .55 .30 .15 .ao .n .n .0' .00 -.0' -.iO -.i5 -.10 -.15 -.SD







NsFC TWT 538 SHUTTLE LAUNCH TIOISIRI
MsFC TWT 538 SHUTTLE LAUNCH TIOIS2RI
MsFe TWT 538 SHUTTLE LAUNCH T20lSIRI












SREF 7.'900 sa. IN
LREF 3.3•• 0 IN.
BREF ••• eoo IN.
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• . . . . . . . ... .. .. .
















.'0 .4' .40 .35 .30 .IS .20 .IS .SD .0' .00 -.0' -.SD -.S' -.20 -.2' -.80
PITCHING MOMENT COEFFICIENT, ClM
DA TA SE T SYMBOL CONFI~URATION DESCRIPTION BETA ORUN
( B6110 0ll,I 9 MSFC TWT 538 SHUTTLE LAUNCH TlO1S1RI 0.000 -1.500(86110141 MSFC TWT 538 SHUT TLE LA UNCH T101S2Rl 0.000 -1.500
(8eGOlSI 8 MSFC TWT 538 SHUTTLE LA UNCH T201S1Rl 0.000 -1.500(8e.OU 1 MSFC TWT 588 SHUTTLE LAUNCH T201S2Rl 0.000 -1.500
REFERENCE INFORMATION
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EfFECT DF TANK AND SRH NDSE SHAPE DN LONGITUDINAL CHARACTERISTICS























































.11 .10 ... 5 .U .30 .IS .10 .15 .10 .05 .00 -.05 -.10 -.15 -.10 -.IS -.10
PITCHING MOMENT COEFFICIENT. ClM






MIFC TWT '" SHUTTLE LAUNCH Tl0l11Rl
MSFC TWT ". SHUTTLE LAUNCH Tl0112Rl
MIFC TWT ". SHUTTLE LAUNCN T20111Rl












SREF 1.UDD se. IN
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.n .'0 .~, .10 .15 .10 .11 .10 .05 .00 -.05 -.10 -.15 -.10 -.15 -.10
PITCHING MOMENT COEFFICIENT. ClM
DATA SET SYMBOL CONfl'URATION DESCRIPTION
(BeeDoe) 0 MSfC TWT',. SHUTTLE LAUNCH
(Bteol.) II MSfC TWT 538 SHUTTLE LAUNCH
(otSOU) 8 MSfC TWT '38 SHUTTLE LAUNCH
















SREf 7.' .00 SII. IN
LREF 3.34.0 IN.
BREF ••••00 IN.
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.is ••0 ••• .31 .50 ... .10 .U .10 .05 .OD -.05 -.10 -.15 -.10 -.15 -.50
PITCHING MOMENT COEFFICIENT. ClM






NSFC TWT 558 SHUTTLE LAUNCH
NSFC TWT 558 SHUTTLE LAUNCH
NSFC TWT 558 SHUTTLE LAUNCH
















SREF 1.8800 SQ. III
LREF 5.5•• 0 IN.
BREF ••••00 IN.
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PITCHING MOMENT COEFFICIENT. CLM




1011 110111 1 8
1011 1101 .1
CONFI'URATION DESCRIPTION
MSFC TWT 538 SHUTTLE LAUNCH T101S1Rl
OATA NOT AVAILABLE FOR ALL CONDITIONS
DATA NOT AVAILABLE FOR ALL CONDITIONS
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EFFECT OF TANK AND SRH NOSE SHAPE ON LONGITUDINAL CHARACTERISTICS
• .10
.1'.10-.15-.10.00 -.05.05.10.15.20.15.'0.U...0.45••0.1'


















































PITCHING MOMENT COEFFICIENT. ClM
Oll,.. SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DE.CRIPTION
186.00., () MSFC TWT 55. 'HUTTLE LAUNCH
18U0I4' n; M'FC TWT 55. 'HUTTLE LAUNCH
1"'0.8' 8 MSFC TWT 55. SHUTTLE LAUNCH
















'REF ".'800 .18. IN
LREF .1 • .1440 IN.
BREF 4.4.00 IN.
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SIDE SLIP ANGLE. BETA. DEGREES
- .-.-Ill






































MSFC TWT 5'. SHUTTLE LAUNCH Tl0l,1Rl
DArA NOT AVAILABLE FOR ALL CONDITIONS
MSFC TWT 5'. 'HUTTLE LAUNCH T201,1Rl












'REF 7 •• ,100 58. IN
LREF '.' .... 0 1M.
BREF ..... 6011 IN.
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..••..Io- I- ..-.-.-10























































SIDE SLIP ANGLE. BETA. DEGREES






NSFC TWT 53. SHUTTLE LAUNCH TIOISIRI
DATA NOT AVAILABLE FOR ALL CONDITIONS
NSFC TWT 53. SHUTTLE LAUNCH T20lSIRI












'REF T ••800 '8. IN
LREF 3.3•• 0 IN.





MACH .80 PAGE 180














SIDE SLIP ANGLE. BETA. DEGREES
-.-.-10


































DATA SET SYNBOL CONFI~URATION DESCRIPTION
( Tleooe , Cl NSFC TWT 538 SHUTTLE LAUNCH
(ASeol" n NSFC TWT 538 SHUTTLE LAUNCH
(ASUOI 7 ' 8 NSFC TWT 538 SHUTTLE LAUNCH
















SREF 7."00 SQ. IN
LREF 5.5 •• 0 IN.
BREF ••• SOO IN.




MACH .90 PAGE 181
IIIG••4Io- I-.-.-.-10
, , , , , , ,
•























































SIDE SLIP ANGLE. BETA. DEGREES
DA U 'ET 'TMBOL





MSFC TWT '38 SHUTTLE LAUNCH TIOISIRI
DATA NOT AVAILABLE FOR ALL CONDITIONS
NSFC TWT '38 SHUTTLE LAUNCH T201S1Rl



















MACH 1. 10 PAGE 182














































SIDE SLIP ANGLE. BETA. DEGREES
-10 -. - 8 -. - 2 o 2 • • II I'
DATA SET SYHBOL CON~I~URATION DESCRIPTION
(TUDD91 0 DATA NOT AVAILABLE ~OR ALL CONCITIONS
(AGeO/5) n HS~C TWT 538 SHUTTLE LAUNCH T101S2Rl
(AG.D/7) 8 HS~C TWT 538 SHUTTLE LAUNCH T201S1Rl












SRE~ 7.8900 58. IN
LRE~ 5.5440 IN.
BRE~ 4.4'00 IN.
XIlRP •• 1480 IN.
YIlRP 0.0000 IN.
ZIlRP 0.2480 I II.
SCALE 0.0040
MACH 1. 19 PAGE 183
II10••4Io- I- 4
SIDE SLIP ANGLE. BETA. DEGREES
- .-.-ID
'--





















































NSFC TWT ,'. SHUTTLE LAUNCH
NSFC TWT '"~ SHUTTLE LAUNCH
NSFC TWT '"~ SHUTTLE LAUNCH























MACH 1.97 PAGE 184
EFFECT OF TANK AND SRM NOSE SHAPE ON LATERAL DIRECTIDNAL CHARACTERISTICS






















































-ID -. -. • 4 -. a • • .a
SIDE SLIP ANGLE. BETA. DEGREES
DAT.- SET SYNBOL CONF/'UR.-TION OESCRIPTION
(T80001l) 0 NSFC TWT U8 SHUTTLE L.-UNCH TJOISlRl
(A86015) Z! D.-U NOT .-V.-IL.-BLE FOR .-LL CONOITIONS
(A8601 7) 8 0.- U NOT AVH L.-BLE FOR .-LL COND I TlONS



















MACH 2.74 PAGE 1B5


















































-. -. -.. - I a I • • • u II
SIDE SLIP ANGLE. BETA. DEGREES
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRJPTJON
.IT8800e, () MSFC TWT '3' SHUTTLE LAUNCH
lA8.0S" II MSFC TWT '3' SHUTTLE LAUNCH
lAUDS 7) 0 M'FC TWT 53. SHUTTLE LAUNCH























MACH 4.96 PAGE 186













II10•IIo- I- 4- I-.-10


















































IA66 0 19) 0
CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION
MSFC TWT 5'8 SHUTTLE LAUNCH TI01SIRI
DATA NOT AVAILABLE FOR ALL CONDITIONS
MSFC TWT 5'8 SHUTTLE LAUNCH T20lSIRI



















MACH .60 P,'{GE 187































































-sa -. - 1 - 4 - I a I 1 • sa a•
SIDE SLIP ANGLE. BETA. DEGREES




IA no III I - 0
CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION
MSFC TWT 5" SHUTTLE LAUNCH TI0ISIRI
DATA NOT AVAILA8LE FOR ALL CONDITIONS
MSFC TWT 5" SHUTTLE LAUNCH T201S1Rl



















MACH .80 PAGE 188
••4ID- I- 4-.-.-aD
























































SIDE SLIP ANGLE. BETA. DEGREES
DA TA SET SYMBOL





MSFC TWT 5" SHUTTLE LAUNCH
MSFC TWT 5" SHUTTLE LAUNCH
MSFC TWT 5" SHUTTLE LAUNCH























MACH .90 PAGE 189
IIIII••ID- I- 4-.-.-ID




































































SIDE SLIP ANGLE. BETA. DEGREES






NSFC TWT 538 SHUTTLE L"UNCH TlO1SlRl
D"T" NOT "V"JL"BLE FOR "LL CONDITJONS
MSFC TWT '"~ 'HUTTLE L"UNCH T20l'IRI












'REF 7."00 '8. IN
LRE,. 3.SUO IN.
BRE" ••• eoo IN.




MACH 1 • 10 PAGE 190
EFFECT OF TANK AND SRM NOSE SHAPE ON LATERAL DIRECTIONAL CHARACTERISTICS





























































-Ia -. -. -.
- I a I • • sa
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION
'TUOOlll 0 0" TA NOT "V.tl L"BLE FOR "LL CONOI TIONS
'''660J'1 Xi MSFC TWT 538 SHUTTLE LAUNCH nos S2RS
'"U017 I ~ MSFC TWT 'S8 SHUTTLE L"UNCH T201S1Rl












SREF 7.81100 SQ. IN
LREF S.S•• O IN.
BREF ••••00 IN.




MACH 1.19 ~AGE 191
































































-ID -. - 8 - 4 - I a I 4 8 • ID II
SIDE SLIP ANGLE. BETA. DEGREES






NSFC TWT 5S8 SHUTTLE LAUNCH
M'FC TWT 5S8 'HUTTLE LAUNCH
N'FC TWT 5S8 'HUTTLE LAUNCH
















'REF T•• IIDO S8. IN
LREF S., •• O IN.
BREF ••••00 IN.




MACH 1.97 PAGE 192
EFFECT OF TANK AND SRH NOSE SHAPE ON LATERAL DIRECTIONAL CHARACTERISTICS
























































-10 -. - . -. - I o I I • II
o.. T" SET SYMBOL CONFlGUR.. TION DESCRIPTION
I T8800ll , 0 MSFC TWT 538 SHUTTLE LA UNCH TI 01 SI RI
1 01" Z! D"T" NOT AVAILABLE FOR "LL CONDITIONS
1 OITI 8 O.. TA NOT "VAILABLE FOR "LL CONDITIONS












SREF 1.8l100 58. IN
LREF 5.5•• 0 IN.
BREF ••••00 IN.
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- 4 - It a I • • 10







HSFC TWT 538 SHUTTLE LAUNCH
H8FC TWT 538 SHUTTLE LAUNCH
HSFC TWT 538 SHUTTLE LAUNCH
















SREF 7.8800 SQ. IN
LREF 3.3•• 0 IH.
8REF ••••00 IH.




MACH 4.96 PAGE 194
EFFECT OF TANK AND SRH NOSE SHAPE ON LATERAL DIRECTIONAL CHARACTERISTICS

























































-10 -. - I -. - 2 D 2 I • lD II
DATA SET SYHBOL CONrl'URATION DESCRIPTION
I T1I800g J Cl Hsrc TWT 538 SHUTTLE LAUNCH T101S1Rl
IA88015I n DATA NOT AVAILABLE rOR ALL CONDITIONS
IA880171 0 Hsrc TWT 538 SHUTTLE LAUNCH T20lS1Rl



















MACH .60 PAGE 195

































































-Ia -. -. - 4 - I a I 4 • • II







MSFC TWT 538 SHUTTLE LAUNCH TIOISIRI
OAT" NOT "V"'LABLE FOR ALL CONDITIONS
MSFC TWT 538 SHUTTLE L"UNCH T20lSIRI



















MACH .80 PAGE 196
EFFECT OF TANK AND SRM NOSE SHAPE ON LATERAL DIRECTIONAL CHARACTERISTICS

























































-&0 -. - .
- 4 - z o , I • ..
SIDE SLIP ANGLE. BETA. DEGREES
DAT~ 'ET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION
1 TUOO' I 0 M'FC TWT '3' SHUTTLE LAUNCH
IAee015) II MSFC TWT 538 SHUTTLE LAUNCH
1 AUOI 7) 0 MSFC TWT '3' SHUTTLE LAUNCH























MACH .90 PAGE 197






























































SIDE SLIP ANGLE. BETA. DEGREES





NSFC TWT '38 SHUTTLE LAUNCH Tl01S1RI
DATA NOT AVAILABLE FOR ALL CONDITIONS
NSFC TWT '38 SHUTTLE LAUNCH T201S1Rl

















ZN'" 0 .ueo IN.
ICAl[ 0.0040
MACH 1. 10 PAGE 198















SIDE SLIP ANGLE. BETA. DEGREES
-.-.-10














































DATA SET SYHBOL CONFI'URATION DESCRIPTION
(TlSlOOV I 0 DA TA NOT AVA I LABLE FOR ALL CONO I TIONS
(AlIlIOI5 I n HsFC TWT 538 SHUTTLE LAUNCH Tl01S2Rl
(A1I60 11 ) 8 HsFC TWT 538 SHUTTLE LAUNCH T201S1Rl



















MACH 1.19 PAGE 199































































-UI -. -. - 4 • I D I 4 , • II
SIDE SLIP ANGLE. BETA. DEGREES
DA TA SET SYNBOL





NSFC TWT ,~. SHUTTLE LAUNCH
NSFC TWT ,~. SHUTTLE LAUNCH
HsFC TWT ,~. SHUTTLE LAUNCH























MACH 1.97 PAGE 200











u10••4Io- I- 4-.- 8-10












































SIDE SLIP ANGLE. BETA. DEGREES
0 .. TA SET SYNBOL
(T66001l) 0
' ....015) n
1 .. 6e01 7 1 8
( .. eeOI III
CONFI,UR"TION DESCRIPTION
NSFC TWT 5'8 SHUTTLE LAUNCH TI01SIRl
DATA NOT AVAILABLE FOR ALL CONDITIONS
DATA NOT AVAILABLE FOR ALL CONDITIONS












SREF 7.'900 SQ. IN
LREF 3,' •• 0 IN.
BREF ••••00 IN.
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-so -. -. - 4 - I! D I! 4 • • so s.
SIDE SLIP ANGLE. BETA. DEGREES
DATA SET SYNBOL CONFIC;URATION DESCRIPTION
(TSSDoel C) NSFC TWT 5" SHUTTLE LAUNCH
(ASSOI') ~ NSFC TWT 5" SHUTTLE LAUNCH
(AeSDI71 8 NSFC TWT 5" SHUTTLE LAUNCH























MACH 4.96 PAGE 202
., . . . ... .. , , , ,

















































- ••..0. 0 • -.01 -.0' -.01 -.0. -.05 -.02 -.01 .00 .01 .02 .05 .OS .0' .01 ...
YAWING MOMENT COEFFICIENT. CYN eBODY AXIS)
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION
I neO O') 0 14SFC TWT 53. SHUTTLE LAUNCH TiOl Sl Rl
IAe0015) ~ DATA NOT AVAILABLE FOR ALL CONDITIoNS
I utOST) 0 MSFC TWT '31 SHUTTLE LAUNCH TZo1S1Rl












SREF 7."00 ". IN
LREF 3.3.40 IN.





MACH .60 PAGE 203
.04
.0'.03.0'.01.00-.04 -.OS -.0. -.01


























































MsFC TWT 'S. SHUTTLE LAUNCH TI01,1Rl
DATA NOT AVAILABLE FOR ALL CONDITION'
M'FC TWT 'S. SHUTTLE LAUNCH T201,IRI



















MACH .80 PAGE 204












































-.D' -.07 -.01 -.0' -.04 -.03 -.01 -.01 .00 .01 .02 .03 .0' .01 .07 .0'
YAWING MOMENT COEFFICIENT. CYN (BODY AXIS)






~SFC TWT "8 SHUTTLE LAUNCH
NSFC TWT "8 SHUTTLE LAUNCH
NSFC TWT "8 SHUTTLE LAUNCH























MACH .90 PAGE 205
..,
" ... . ... ... .. .. , . "
, ,
























































-··~.aB -.07 -.De -.0' -.0. -.05 -.02 -.OS .00 .OS .02 .03 .05 .De .07 .DB
YAWING MOMENT COEFFICIENT. CYN (BODY AXIS)






MSFC TWT 538 SHUTTLE LAUNCH TIOSSIRI
DATA NOT AVAILABLE FOR ALL CONDITIONS
MSFC TWT "8 SHUTTLE LAUNCH T20SSSRI



















MACH 1. 10 PAGE 206
EFFECT OF TANK AND SRM NOSE SHAPE ON LATERAL DIRECTIONAL CHARACTERISTICS
.07 .0'.oe.05.03.02.OS.00-.OS-.02-.n-.05-.11'-.07























































D"T" NOT "V"'L"BLE FOR ALL CONDITIONS
NSFC TWT "8 SHUTTLE LAUNCH TI0IS2Rl
NSFC TWT 5" SHUTTLE L"UNCH T201S1Rl












SREF 7.8iOO SQ. IN
LREF '.' •• 0 IN.
8REF ••••00 IN.




MACH 1. 19 PAGE 207
.07 .0'.06.05.04.05.02.OS.00






















































YAWING MOMENT COEFFICIENT. CYN (BODY AXIS)






MSFC TWT 5" SHUTTLE LAUNCH
MSF' TWT 5" SHUTTLE LAUNCH
MSFC TWT 5" SHUTTLE LAUNCN
















SREF 7.81100 18. IN
LREF "5440 IN.





MACH 1.97 PAGE 208



















































YAWING MOMENT COEFFICIENT. CYN (BODY AXIS)
-.40






NsFC TWT S38 SHUTTLE LAUNCH TI0l,1Rl
DATA NOT AVAILABLE FOR ALL CONDITIONS
DATA NOT AVAILABLE FOR ALL CONDITION'












SREF 7.elJDO SQ. IN






MACH 2.74 PAGE 209
EFFECT OF TANK AND SRM NOSE SHAPE ON LATERAL DIRECTIONAL CHARACTERISTICS
•••











































-··J.D• -.01' -.De -.D5 -.0. -.D5 -.D2 -.01 .DD .DI .02 • 05 .D• .D5 .01 .01 .0'
YAWING MOMENT COEFFICIENT. CYN (BODY AXIS)
OA TA SET SYHBOL





HSFC TWT ". SHUTTLE LAUNCH
HSFC TWT ". SHUTTLE LAUNCH
HSFC TWT ". SHUTTLE LAUNCH




















YHRP 0.0000 IN •
• INRI' 0.14'0 IN.
ICALI 0.0040
MACH 4.96 PAGE 210















ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA. DEGREES
-.-.-10








































DATA SET SYMBOL CONFI~URATION DESCRIPTION
(B6800.) 0 MSFC TWT 538 SHUTTLE lAUNCH










SREF 7.81100 SI. IN
lREF 3.3•• 0 IH.
IREF ••• 600 IH.




MACH .60 PAGE 211























































-II -. -. -. - I D • .. • • II
ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA. DEGREES




MSFC TWT ", SHUTTLE lAUNCH










SREF 7.'800 SQ. IN
lREF '.'440 1M.
IREF ••••00 IN.




MACH .91 PAGE 212























































ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA. DEGREES
-III





MSFC TWT '38 SHUTTLE LAUNCH

















MACH 1. 11 PAGE 213
. . . . . . • • • • •
, ,



























































ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA. DEGREES
-...
-.10
-1. -sa -. -. -. - I o I • • • lit




NSFC TWT .5. SNUTTLE LAUNCH














YNRP D. DODD IN.
INRI' O.ueo IN.
SCALE 0.0040
MACH 1.19 PAGE 214












ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA. DEGREES
- G-.-so









































OAT,~ SET SYMBOL CONFI'URATIoN DESCRIPTION
18880081 () NsFC TWT .30 SHUTTLE LAUNCH

















MACH 1.97 PAGE 215
• ••
-T ,














































-10 -. -. - 4 - I a I 4 • • 10 II





HSFC TWT '38 SHUTTLE LAUNCH




































•8II- 2- 4- s-.-10-12







































MSFC TWT 530 SHUTTLE LAUNCH

















MACH .60 PAGE 217















































ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA. DEGREES
-u -10 -. -. - 4 - I D I 4 • • ID II




MSFC TWT 538 SHUTTLE LAUNCH

















MACH .91 PAGE 218























































ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA. DEGREES
-s. -so - .,
- 8 - 4 - g o 8 • Sl




NsFc TWT $38 SHUTTLE LAUNCH

















MACH 1. 11 PAGE 219
EFFECT OF SRH LOCATION ON LONGITUDINAL CHARACTERISTICS
. . • . . • •























































-II -ao -. -. -4 -I a , 4
ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA. DEGREES
• • al




MSFC TWT 53. SHUTTLE lAUNCH










SREF 7."00 58. IN
lRE' 3.3 •• D IN.





MACH 1.19 PAGE 220






















































ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA. DEGREES
-.'
-II -10 -. - I) -.





MSFC TWT '38 SHUTTLE LAUNCH










SREF 7.8110D 58. IN
LREF 3.34.0 IN.
8REF ••••00 IN.




MACH 1.97 PAGE 221
























































ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA. DEGREES




MsFC TWT '3' SHUTTLE LAUNCH








SREF r •• ,110 S'. IN
LREF 3.3•• 0 IN.
BREF ••••00 IN.




MACH 4.96 PAGE 222
. . . .






- - - -
-
-
.... "It' ~~~A A ...---




- 2- .- 1-so







































ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA. DEGREES
aATA SET S'(N80L
(8 ••oas J 0
1•••020 J n
CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION
NSFC TWT 538 SNUTTLE LAUNCH










SREF 7.'1100 S8. IN
LREF 3.3•• 0 IN.
IREF ••••00 IN.
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. . • -, T , . . . . . .



















































-ao -. -. -. -. a • • • • a•
ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA. DEGREES




HSFC TWT "a SNUTTLE LAUNCH










SREF 7.'1100 se. IN
LREF '.' •• 0 IN.
81EF ••••00 IN.




MACH .91 PAGE 224







-'~ . ~ - ~(Y ~




















































N'FC TWT '~8 SHUTTLE LAUNCH















ZMRP 0 ••4.0 IN.
ICALE 0.0040
MACH 1. 11 PAGE 225




























































HS'C TWT '38 SHUTTLE LAUNCH

















MACH 1.19 PAGE 226





















ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA. DEGREES
-.- .-10







































I UI020 , II
CONYIGURATION DESCRIPTION
MSYC TWT '38 SHUTTLE LAUNCH

















MACH 1.97 PAGE 227
EFFECT OF SRH LOCATION ON LONGITUDINAL CHARACTERISTICS



















































-SD -. -. -. - I o I • • II
ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA. DEGREES
REFERENCE INFORMATION
sREF 7.8l1DO SlI. IN
LREF '.' •• 0 IN.
BItEF ••• '110 IN.










MSFC TWT "8 SHUTTLE LAUNCH





























































ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA. DEGREES
-all - 8 -. -.
- I II I • • al




MSFC TWT 538 SHUTTLE LAUNCH

















MACH .60 PAGE 229
















































-&0 -. -. - 4 - I a I • • 10 I'
ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA. DEGREES




MSFC TWT S38 SHUTTLE LAUNCH

















MACH .91 PAGE 230
. • • . . . .. ..
·
~









ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA. DEGREES
- .-.-so







































MSFC TWT 53. SHUTTLE LAUNCH

















MACH 1• 11 PAGE 231





















































-. -. - 4 - I o I • • S.
ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA. DEGREES




IISFC TWT '"~ SHUTTLE LAUNCH

















MACH 1.19 PAGE 232
.-. . . . . . . • • .. .
















ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA. DEGREES
- .-.-ID






































MsFC TWT 538 SHUTTLE lolUNCH

















MACH 1.97 PAGE 233
. . . . • • .. • • ~ .. • • ~ ..

















































-ID - I -. - ~ - I o , ~ I • ID II





NSFC TWT 53. SHUTTLE LAUNCH

















MACH 4.96 PAGE 234






- -A A A A A A ':
---



























ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA. DEGREES
-10 -. -. -. - I o I • • • II
DIlU SET SYMBOL CONFIC;URATION DESCRIPTION
".6D08) () NsFC TWT '3. SHUTTLE LAUNCH










SREF 7.8900 S8. IN
LREF 3.3•• 0 IN.
BREr ••• 600 IN.




MACH .60 PAGE 235

















































-10 -. -. - I D I
ALPHA. DEGREES
• • I.




MIFC TWT 5" SHUTTLE LAUNCH










SREF 7 •• tDO 58. IN
LREF 5.'•• 0 IN.
BREF ••• 1100 IN.




MACH· .91 PAGE 236
, , . . . , .. . . . ,
-
-
-G - .... -- ....
- -
1;;~
A A A A
.......,~A A ~


































ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA. DEGREES
-10 -. -. -.. - 2 D 2 .. • ID II
DATA SET SYNSOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION
I (S6eOO.) 0 NSFC TWT "8 SNUTTLE LAUNCH

















MACH 1. 11 PAGE 237
. . • . .. •• • • -T T . . . . . .











































ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA. DEGREES
-lD -. -. - 4 - 2 o 2 • • aa




NSFC TWT ". SHUTTLE LAUNCH

















MACH .1.19 PAGE 238




















































-10 -. -. - 4 - I o 2 • • II
ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA. DEGREES




NSFC TWT 53' SHUTTLE LAUNCH

















MACH 1.97 PAGE 239








































-sa -. -. -. - I o I • • II





NSFC TWT ,~. SHUTTLE LAUNCH

















MACH 4.96 PAGE 240


















































,115 .SO .n .30 .n .20 .15 .10 .OS .00 -.OS -.10 -.lS -.20 -.'S -.SO





MSFC TWT S58 SHUTTLE LAUNCH

















MACH .60 PAGE 241





. . , , , , , , , "
, ,


















































PITCHING MOMENT COEFFICIENT. ClM
.5' .50 .45 .15 .10 .11 .10 .11 .lD .DS .00 -.05 -.10 -.15 -.10 -.15 -.10




NSFC TWT 538 SHUTTLE LAUNCH










SHEF 7."00 Sll. IN
LRE,. '.''''0 1M.
BREF ••• '00 IN.
XIIRP •• 1 •• 0 IN.
YIIIIP 0.0000 1M.
ZIIR' a .14.0 IN •
• CALE 0.00.0
MACH .91 PAGE 242

























































.DS .50 .4' .40 .as .30 .25 .20 .15 .10 .0' .00 -.0' -.10 -.1' -.10 -.1' -.30
PITCHING MOMENT COEFFICIENT. eLM
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFI~URATION DESCRIPTION
I.U008) 0 MSFC TWT 538 SHUTTLE LAUNCH

















MACH 1.11 PAGE 243























































PITCHING MOMENT COEFFICIENT. ClM





MSFC TWT 531 SHUTTLE LAUNCH

















MACH 1.19 PAGE 244
. . .. . . .. .. • . .. ... .. .


















































.05 .50 .45 .40 .U .'0 .IS .20 .15 .10 .05 .00 -.05 -.10 -.15 -.10 -.15 -.SO





MSFC TWT 'S' SHUTTLE LAUNCH
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.11 .10 .55 .30 .15 .10 .15 .10
·.0' .00 -.0' -.SD -.S' -.10 -.1' -.10
PITCHING MOMENT COEFFICIENT. eLM
DATA '~T SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION
(1••00.,· (.) M.FC TWT ". 'HUTTLE LAUNCH










SREF 7 •• 1100 I'. 1M
LREF 1.'•• 0 IN.
IREF ••••00 IN.




MACH 4.96 PAGE 246





















































SlOE SLIP ANGLE. BETA. OEGREES
DATA lET SYMBOL CONFI'URATION DESCRIPTION
(TtltlDOl I· 0 MSFC TWT He SHUTTLE LAUNCH










SREF 7.'100 Ill, IN
LREF 1.1"0 IN.





MACH .60 PAGE 247















































-iD -. -. -. - I D I • • • iD i.
SIDE SLIP ANGLE. BETA. DEGREES




NSFC TWT 558 SHUTTLE LAUNCH










SREF 7."00 SQ. IN
LREF ••••• 0 IN.
BREF ••• 1100 IN.
XIlRP ..... 0 IN.
YNRP D.OOOO IN.
lNU' ' D.2.'0 IN.
ICALE 0.00.0
MACH .90 PAGE 248














































-. -. - 4 - I o I • • II
SIDE SLIP ANGLE. BETA. DEGREES
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFI'URATION DESCRIPTION
(neDDII) 0 MSFC TWT 5~' SHUTTLE LAUNCH








SREF 7.'1100 SOL IN
LREF 5.~440 IN •





MACH 1. 10 PAGE 249
at••4ID- I- 4-.-.-aD
. , , , . , .. • • • ~T















































SIDE SLIP ANGLE. BETA. DEGREES




DATA NOT AVAILABLE FOR ALL CONDITIONS








SREF T•• eoo SQ. IN
LREF 1.1•• 0 IN.
IRE' ••• 800 IN.
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. . '. ~
















































SIDE SLIP ANGLE. BETA. DEGREES
-so -. -. -. - 2 D 2 • • 1D n
DATA SET SYHBOL CONFI(;URATION DESCRIPTION
(TU009 I 0 HSFC TWT 538 SHUTTLE LAUNCH










5REF 1.8900 58. IN
LREF 3.3•• 0 IN.
IREF ••• 800 IN.




MACH 1.97 PAGE 251
•••ID- I-.-.-.-aD























































HSFC TWT 538 SHUTTLE LAUNCH










SREF 7."00 Ill. IN
LREF , .'UO IN.
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NSFC TWT '38 SHUTTLE LAUNCH










SREF 7 •• lIOO S8. IN
LREF 3.5•• 0 IN.
BREF ••••00 IN.




MACH .60 PAGE 253































































-10 -. -. -. - I o I • '. I.SIDE SLIP ANGLE. BETA. DEGREES




NIFC TWT ". SHUTTLE LAUNCH
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SIDE SLIP ANGLE. BETA. DEGREES
- a-.-&0













































O~T~ SET SYMIOL CONFI~UR~TION DESCRIPTION
CT••OPII C) MSFC TWT '38 SHUTTLE L~UNCH
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-&D -. -. - 4 - I D I 4 • • &1
SIDE SLIP ANGLE. BETA. DEGREES
REFERENCE INFORMATION
SREF 7.' eDO Sli. IN
LREF 5.5•• 0 IN.
BREF ••••00 IN.









DATA NOT AVAILABLE FOR ALL CONDITIONS







































































SIDE SLIP ANGLE. BETA. DEGREES
-,0'
-sa -. -. - 4 - I a I • • 10 ' I'
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION
( T66001l' 0 NSFC TWT 53. 'HUTTLE L"UNCH










'REF 7 ••1100 S8. I H
LREF '.' •• 0 1M.
BREF ....00 IN.
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-10 - ., -. -. - I a I • • • •a ••
SIDE SLIP ANGLE. BETA. DEGREES
OA U SET ,YMBOL
I nloo. I 0
IA..OIII ZI
CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION
N'FC TWT '5' SHUTTLE LAUNCH








'REF 7."00 S8. I~
LREF 5.5440 IN.
IREF 4.4100 IN.
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, , . . . . . .













SIDE SLIP ANGLE. BETA. DEGREES
-.
- I-10












































DATA SET SYMBOL CONFI~URATION DESCRIPTION
lTI.009) () NSFC TWT 55. SHUTTLE LAUNCH










SREF 7.'900 U. /"
LREF So,..O IN.
BREF ....00 IN.
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SlOE SLIP ANGLE. BETA. OEGREES
CON~I'URATION DESCRIPTION
HS~C TWT 'S' SNUTTlE lAUNCH










SREF 7."00 58. IN
lRE' S.S •• O IN.
.IE~ ••••00 IN.
XHI' •• 1 ••0 IN.
YNIP 0.0000 IN.
ZNI' 0.'.'0 IN •
• CAlE 0.00.0
MACH .90 PAGE 260





























































-10 -. -. -. - I o I • • .. so u
SIDE SLIP ANGLE. BETA. DEGREES
DATA SET SYMBOL CONrl~URATION DESCRIPTION
<TeeOOi) () Msrc TWT ". SHUTTLE LAUNCH
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SIDE SLIP ANGLE. BETA. DEGREES
REFERENCE INFORMATION
SREF 7.'1100 SI. III
LREF S.S••O IN.
IRE' ••••00 IN.









DATA NOT AVAILAILE FOR ALL CONDITIONS






















V~/",V N V ·r't'
k V ·
IIID••4Io- I- 4
SIDE SLIP ANGLE. BETA. DEGREES
-.-.-10











































DATA SET SYMBOL CONFlGURArrON DESCRIPrrON
( T..OOILI 0 MS'C TWT U' SNUTTLE LAUNCH










SREF 7.'1100 slI. IN
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~- r ~~... ·_.... ....,....t























































-sa -. - I -. - I a I • I • sa sa
SIDE SLIP ANGLE. BETA. DEGREES
0" TA SET "'MBOL
( T8II00, , Cl
c""OU J II
CONFI'UA"TION DESCAIPTION
MSFC TWT SS' SNUTTLE LAUNCH
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YAWING MOMENT COEFFICIENT. CYN (BODY AXIS)
-.40
-.01 -.07 -.111 -.IIS -.114
-.11' -.112 -.01 .110 .01 .02 .0' .04 • lIS .01 .07
i.
.01
DATA SET STMBOL CONFIGURATION OE,eRIpTION
( TnDDe, 0 ~'FC TWT',. 'HUTTLE LAUNCH










'REF 7.11100 '8. IN
LREF '.'440 IN.
BREI' 4.4100 IN.
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-.111
-.ID
" . . .. . • • • • •• • • • •• • •













































-.4-",.. -,DT -,D' -.05 -.04 -.05 -,D. -.DS .00 .DS .02 .05 .04 .05 .D' .D' .D'
YAWING MOMENT COEFFICIENT. CYN (BODY AXIS)




HSFC TWT 5" SHUTTLE LAUNCH










SREF , •• 1100 ".. IN
LREF '.'•• 0 IN.
IREF ••••00 IN.




MACH .90 PAGE 266
.D7 .D'.DI.05.05.02.01.00-.05 -.02 -.0.
..
"



















EFFECT OF SRH LOCATION ON LATERAL DIRECTIONAL CHARACTERISTICS
.a.
































YAWING MOMENT COEFFICIENT. CYN (BODY AXIS)




NSFe TWT '5S SHUTTLE LAUNCH










SREF 7. "DD· S". IN
LREF 5.5•• 0, IN.
BREF ••• eoo IN.
XMRP •• 14.0 IN.
YMRP 0.0000 IN.
ZMRI' . 0 .14.0 IN.
SCALE 0.0040
MACH 1. 10 PAGE 267
EFFECT OF SRH LOCATION ON LATERAL DIRECTIONAL CHARACTERISTICS
,.01 .0•.01.05.03.Dr• DS.00
, , ,




















































YAWING MOMENT COEFFICIENT. CYN (BODY AXIS)
DA TA liE T SYMIOL
I nlOOIl I 0
IAlIeOUI II
CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION
DATA NOT AVAILABLE FOR ALL CONDITIONS








SREF 1.'1100 S8. IN
LREF 5.5440 IN.
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EFFECT OF SRH LOCATION ON LATERAL DIRECTIONAL CHARACTERISTICS
.117 .111.01.0'.DS.01.01.00

























YAWING MOMENT COEFFICIENT. CYN (BODY AXIS)





























DATA SET SYNBOL CONF"I(;URATION DESCRIPTION
I T8600') 0 NsFC TWT'38 SHUTTLE UUNCH








SREF 7 •• '00 S". IH
LREF 3.3•• 0 IN.
.REF ••••00 IH.
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- ••..0. 0 • -.01 -.01 -.0' -.0' -.03 -.02 -.DS .00 .0S .02 .03 .0' .0' .01 .07 .01





NSFC TWT 'S. SHUTTLE LAUNCH










SREF 7 ••1100 SlI. IN
LREF 1.14'0 IN.
IREF ••••00 IN.
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SREF 7.8800 S8. IN
LREF 3.3..0 IN.
BREF ••••00· IN.
















ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA. DEGREES
-.-.-aa
EFFECT OF ORBITER LOCATION ON LONGITUDINAL CHARACTERISTICS
.11
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIlrURATJON DESCRIPTION
( •••00.) () MSFC TWT 53. SHUTTLE LAUNCH
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-so -. -. - • - I D I •
ANGLE OF ATTACK: ALPHA. DEGREES
• • aD a•




HSFC TWT 'S. SHUTTLE LAUNCH










SREF 7.'1100 18. IN
LREF S.S•• O IN.
IREF • •• ,aa IN.
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-. -. -. - I o I • • • I'
DATA SET SYHBOL CONFI'URATION DESCRIPTION
(B6800'1 () HSFC TWT 538 SHUTTLE LAUNCH










SREF 1.8tOIl S•• IN
LREF 3.3UO IN.
SREF ••• 800 IN.
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-so -. -. - 4 - I o I • • S•
ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA. DEGREES




NSFC TWT 531 SHUTTLE LAUNCH










SREF 7."00 se~ fill
LREF 3.3•• 0 IN.
IREF •• 4100 IN.
INRP •• 1•• 0 IN.
'NRP 0.0000 IN.
'NRP 0 •••• 0 IN.
ICALE 0.00.0
MACH 1.19 PAGE 274












ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA. DEGREES
-.-.-Ill










































DA TA 8ET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION
(BOI;OD.) (.) NSFC TWT '38 SHUTTLE LAUNCH















INRI' 0 •• 4SIl IN.
ICALE 0.0041l
MACH 1.97 PAGE 275
. • .






















































ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA. DEGREES
-.'1
-10 -. -. - 4 . - I o I 4 • • I'




NSFc TWT S3. SHUTTLE LAUNCH










SREF 7.'1100 SCI. I'"
LREF 3~3 •• 0 IN.
IRE' ••••00 IN.
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ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA. DEGREES
.., ..
-Ia
-so -. -. -. - I a I I • 10 II




HIFC TWT 538 SHUTTLE L"UNCH
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-sa -SD -. -. - 4 - I D I • • sa
ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA. DEGREES




MSFC TWT 53. SHUTTLE LAUNCH
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-ti -Ill -. -. -. - I ,.. o 2 • • SD 1.ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA. DEGREES
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFI~URATION DESCRIPTION
(1,'00') () MSFC TWT '"~ SHUTTLE LAUNCH











SREF 1.'111111 141. IN
LREF '.'440 IN.
lREF ••••110 IH.
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- '. -4 -I a 1 4
ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA. DEGREES
• • II




MSFC TWT S~S SHUTTLE LAUNCH
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EFFECT OF ORBITER LOCATION ON LONGITUDINAL CHARACTERISTICS
• . . , .
















































-II -10 -. -. - & - I a I & • • so, .a
DAl.' SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION
1.11600.) 0 MSFC TWT 538 SMUTTLE LAUNCH
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-II -ID -. -. -. - I a I • • ID I'
ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA. DEGREES




MSFC TWT 'SS SHUTTLE LAUNCH










SREF 7.Stllll S'. IN
LREF S.S4411 IN.
BREF 4.4.1111 IN.
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ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA. DEGREES
-.-.-SD












































HSFC TWT 538 SHUTTLE LAUNCH










SREF 7."00 S8. IN
LREF 3.3•• 0 IN.
BREF ••••00 IN.
XNRP •• 14.0 IN.
YMRP 0.0000 IN.
ZMRP 0 •••• 0 IN.
SCALE 0.00.0
MACH .60 PAGE 283

























































N8FC TWT 538 SHUTTLE LAUNCH
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ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA. DEGREES
- I- I
-'0












































HSFC TWT S'8 SHUTTLE LAUNCH










SREF F•• iDO S8. IN
LREF '.' .... 0 IN.
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A • "A
. A ~ . . . . . . . . . . .
.,..














































-I' -sa -. -. - 4 .. I o I 4 • • I'
ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA. DEGREES




NIFC TWT ". SHUTTLE LAUNCH










_EF 7 •• 1I00 ". I H
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...










ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA. DEGREES





Nsrc TWT 53. SHUTTLE LAUNCH

















MACH 1.97 PAGE 287
EFFECT OF ORBITER LOCATION ON LDNGITUDINAL CHARACTERISTICS
















































ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA. DEGREES




MSFC TWT '5' 'MUTTLE LAUNCH








SltEF r ."00 SII. IN
LItEF '.5440 IN.
SREF 4.41100 IN.
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. . . . . . ..
..I... . . . . . . .










ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA. DEGREES
-.-.-aD






































NSFC TWT 53. SHUTTLE LAUNCH
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-sa -. -. - 4 - I D I 4 • • .a .,
ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA. DEGREES




MSFC TWT 5~' SHUTTLE LAUNCH










SREF 7.'11110 58. IN
LREF ~. IHII IN.
'REI" ••••110 IN.




















































ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA. DEGREES




MsFC TWT 55. SHUTTLE LAUNCH










SREF 1.'900 n. IN
LREF 5.5•• 0 IN.
IIIEF ••••00 IN.
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-4 -. a a 4
ANGLE '~F ATTACK. ALPHA. DEGREES
-.-.-Ia
COMFIGURATION DESCRIPTION
MSFC TWT ,'S SHUTTLE LAUHCH
MSFC TWT ". SHUTTLE LAUNCH
•a4
.a.
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. . . . . . . • .
·













EFFECT OF ORBITER LOCATION ON LONGITUDINAL CHARACTERISTICS
.1'
ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA. DEGREES
-Ill -. -. -. - I II 2 • • III UI
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION
I UIIlIDS ) 0 MSI'"C TWT 538 SHUTTLE LA UNCH
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.. A. ..... ... A. .A ~ ~
- - - - -
... ..




































- I -. - .. - I II I .. • • 10 II





NSFC TWT ,~. SHUTTLE LAUNCH
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ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA. DEGREES
-10 -. -. - 4 - I o I • • II
D~T~ lET SYMSOL CONYIGURATION DEICRIPTION
1.1100', () MIYC TWT ,.. SHUTTLE LAUNCN











IREF 1.'1100 SQ. IN
LREF ••••• 0 IN.
BRE' ••••00 IN.
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-10 -. -. - 4 - , D , 4 • • ..
ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA. DEGREES
REFERENCE INFORNATION





ZNRP a .14.0 IN.
'CALE 0.00.0





N'FC TWT 'S8 'HUTTLE LAUNCH












. . . . . . . . . I. . . . .. . • ."
.. ..
.










































MsFC TWT 5'8 SHUTTLE LAUNCH
MsFC TWT 5'8 SHUTTLE LAUNCH
REFERENCE INFORMATION
SREF 7.8tOO SI. IN
LREF 5.' •• 0 IN.
IREF ••••00 IN.




DA TA SET SYMBOL
(866008) Cl
/8UOU I ZI
-10 - . -. -4 1-2 0 I 4





• • so II
MACH 1. 11 PAGE 297








































ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA. DEGREES
.O!..





MSFC TWT '"~ SHUTTLE LAUNCH










SREF 7 •• tOO SI. IN
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-so - , -. -. - I o I • • • SIl sa
ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA. DEGREES




MSFC TWT 53. SHUTTLE LAUNCH










SREF 1 •• 1I1l0 sa. IN
LREF 3.3•• 0 IN.
UEF ....00 IN.
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-so -. -. - I o I • • la
ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA. DEGREES




MSFC TWT '3' SMUTTLE LAUNCH
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.11 .50 .U .40 .55 .JO .25 .20 .15 .10 .05 .00 -.05 -.10 -.15 -.20 -.25 -.50





NsFC TWT 55. SHUTTLE LAUNCH










sREF 7.'100 58. IN
LREF 5.5•• 0 IN.
IREF ••••00 IN.
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.11 .'0 ..., .n .30 .25 .20 .n .10 .05 .00 -.05 -.10 -.S' -.'0 -." -.30





M'FC TWT '3' 'HUTTLE LAUNCH








'REF 7.'100 S8. IN
LREF 3.3440 IN.
BREF 4.4'00 IN.
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.5' .'0 .4' .40 .15 .50 .15 .20 .15 .10 .05 .00 -.05 -.10 -.1' -.20 -.1' -.30
PITCHING MOMENT COEFFICIENT. ClM
OATA SET S'MBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION
1•••00., () "SFC TWT 53. SHUTTLE LAUNCH
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, , , , , , , , ., . , .



























































PITCHING MOMENT COEFFICIENT. elM





N.FC TWT 51. SHUTTLE LAUNCH













ZNR' 0.'''0 IN •
• CALE 0.0040
MACH 1.19 PAGE 304























































.1" .50 •• 5 •• 0 .J5 .25 .20 .15 .10 .05 .00 -.05 -.10 -.15 -.20 -.15 -.10
PITCHING MOMENT COEFFICIENT. ClM
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION
(8••00.) () MSFC TWT '3' SHUTTLE LAUNCH










SREF 7."00 SQ. IN
LREF 3.3•• 0 IN.
BREF ••••00 IN.
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.00 -.0' -.SD -.S' -.10 -.1' -.'0
.0'.sa.S,.20..,.30.35.40.41.10






















































MSFC TWT '38 SHUTTLE LAUNCH
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-JO -. -. - 4 - 2 o 2 • • II
SIDE SLIP ANGLE. BETA. DEGREES
DATA 'ET SYMBOL CONFI~URATION DESCRIPTION
CT••0091 () MSFC TWT "8 SNUTTLE LAUNCH
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••••4Io- I ,- 4-.-.-aD













































SIDE SLIP ANGLE. BETA. DEGREES
0 .. U SET SYMSOL
(fI.ooe) 0(....on) II
CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION
MSFC TWT 'S. SHUTTLE LAUNCH








SREF 1.81100 sa. IN
LREF S.S ••o IN.
SREF ••••00 IN.
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EFFECT OF ORBITER LOCATION ON LATERAL DIRECTIONAL CHARACTERISTICS


















































-u -10 - . - 8 -. - 2 a I • • I •
SIDE SLIP ANGLE. BETA. DEGREES
DAU SItT SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION
(TUDD9) Cl MSI'C TWT 5U SHUTTLE LAUNCH










SREF 7.8l1DO 58. IN
LREF 5.5 •• 0 IN.
IREI' ••••00 IN.
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-10 -. - e -. - I o I • • 10





NSFC TWT 55. SHUTTLE LAUNCH

















MACH 1. 10' PAGE 310
EFFECT OF ORBITER LDCATIDN ON LATERAL DIRECTIONAL CHARACTERISTICS


























































DATA NOT AVAILABLE FOR All CONDITIONS
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-aD -. - 1 -. - I o 1 • a.





MSFC TWT 53. SHUTTLE LAUNCH
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•••I42D- 2- 4- G- (J
-.40
-All































SIDE SLIP ANGLE. BETA. DEGREES
REFERENCE INFORMATION
SREF 7."00 SQ. IN
LREF LH40 IN.
BREF 4.46DO IN.









N~7C TWT 5'0 SHUTTLE LAUNCH













































































- 4 - I D I 4 • • 10 I'
SIDE SLIP ANGLE. BETA. DEGREES




"'FC TWT '38 'HUTTLE LAUNCH








'REF 7."00 SlI. IN
LREF 3.3•• 11 IN.
lREF ••••110 IN.
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- II - (I - 4 - I o 2 • • 10 II
SIDE SLIP ANGLE. BETA. DEGREES




HS~C TWT 930 SHUTTLE LAUNCH










SREF 1 •• lIOO S8. IN
LRE~ LS440 IN.
IRE~ 4.4800 IN.
XNRP 4.1480 IN •
• TNRP 0.0000 IN.
ZNRI' 0.14'0 IN.
ICALE 0.0040
MACH .80 PAGE 315































































-to -. - I - 4 - I o I 4 I • to ••





MS'C TWT S,. SHUTTLE LAUNCH








IRE' 7.'1100 58. IN
LRE' 3.,..0 IN.
IREF '.'100 IN.
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SIDE SLIP ANGLE. BETA. DEGREES
-.-so















































DATA SET SYMBOL CONFI~URATION DESCRIPTION
(T88D08) () MSFC TWT 53. SHUTTLE LAUNCH

















MACH 1. 1 0 PAGE 317
s.••Io- I- 4-.-.-10






























































SIDE SLIP ANGLE. BETA. DEGREES




DATA NOT AVAILABLE FOR ALL CONDITIONS















MACH 1.19 PAGE 318

































































SIDE SLIP ANGLE. BETA. DEGREES




NSFC TWT "e SHUTTLE LAUNCH
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-so -. -. -.
- 2 II I • • III SI
SIDE SLIP ANGLE. BETA. DEGREES
CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION
MIFC TWT S3. SHUTTLE LAUNCH
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SIDE SLIP ANGLE. BETA. DEGREES
-.-.












































DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCR/PTION
(TO.OOil () NsFC ~WT S3S SHUTTLE LAUNCH








SREF 7.GiOD SQ. IN
LREF 5.5 •• 0 /N.
8REF ••••00 /N.
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e,i







































































NSFC TWT 'S' SHUTTLE LAUNCH










SREF 7.81100 se. tN'
LREF 3.3•• 0 IN.
'REF .... '00 IN.
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SIDE SLIP ANGLE. BETA. DEGREES
- II-.-SD












































DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION
IT.'OO" () MSFC TWT ". SHUTTLE LAUNCH










SREF 7."00 58. 1M
LREF '.5•• 0 IN.
BREF ••• 600 1M.
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II10••Io- I- 4-.-.-10































































SIDE SLIP ANGLE. BETA. DEGREES




MSFC TWT '3' SHUTTLE LAUNCH
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SIDE SLIP ANGLE. BETA. DEGREES
- 0-.-10













































DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATlON OESCRIPTlON
(reOOOlll 0 OAU NOT AVAILABLE FOR ALL CONCITlONS















MACH 1.19 PAGE 325
EFFECT OF ORBITER LOCATION ON LATERAL DIRECTIONAL CHARACTERISTICS


























































-10 -. -. - 4 - I o I • • • II





HSFC TWT 5'8 SHUTTLE L~UNCH










SREF 7.81100' S'. IN
LREF 1.1•• 0 IN.
BREF • •••00 IN.




MACH 1.97 PAGE 326





















































SIDE SLIP ANGLE. BETA. DEGREES
CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION
N8FC TWT 'S8 SHUTTLE LAUNCH

















MACH 4.96 PAGE 327
EFFECT OF ORBITER LOCATION ON LATERAL DIRECTIONAL CHARACTERISTICS
.IIT .11'.111.05.11..as.02.01.00


























































NIFC TWT 5.. SHUTTLE LAUNCH










IREF ?.eOO Ie. IN






MACH .60 PAGE 328
. . . .. . . . ...
G\ ~ \ ·
\~ ~ ··












































-.4JJ.0' -.07 -.01 -.0' -.04 -.0' -.01 -.01 .00 .01 .02 .0' .0' .06 .07 .0'
YAWING MOMENT COEFFICIENT. CYN (BODY AXIS)




MSFC TWT ", SHUTTLE L"'UNCH
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-· ....a. De -.07 -.08 -.DS -.0" -.0' -.02 -.0. •00 .0• .02 .01 .0" .0' .08 .07 .0'





N'FC TWT 5.. 'HUTTLE LAUNCH














ICALE 0.00 .. 0
MACH .90 '"PAGE 330





















































YAWING MOMENT COEFFICIENT. CYN (BODY AXIS)
o.. TA SET SYMBOL CONFIGUR .. TlON DESCRIPJlON
1 T"OOIl) Cl M'FC TWT n. 'HUTTLE L"UNCH















ZMRP a .2450 IN.
'C"LE 0.0040
MACH 1. 10 PAGE 331
EFFECT OF ORBITER LOCATION ON LATERAL DIRECTIONAL CHARACTERISTICS
.01 .0'.01.05.02.01.00
























































DATA HOT AVAILABLE FOR ALL CONDITIONS








SREF 1.8800 58. IN
LREF '.' •• 0 IN.
BREF ••••00 IN.
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~. ~ .. ,,'




















-.0' -.05 -.02 -.01 .00 .01 .02 .0' .0' .01 .01 .0.
YAWING MOMENT COEFFICIENT. CYN (BODY AXIS)
DA TA 'ET SYHBOL CONF'I(.uRA TION DESCRI PHON
(TI.DO') 0 HSF'C TWT 53. SHUTTLE LAUNCH
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.07 .011
.0'.05.05.oe.oa.00





















































YAWING MOMENT COEFFICIENT. CYN (BODY AXIS)
DATA SET SYNaOL
I TUODe I Cl
IAUOUI II
CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION
N'FC TWT 51. 'HUTTLE LAUNCH






















































































































HSFC TWT ". SHUTTLE LAUNCH
HSFC TWT ". SHUTTLE LAUNCH
MSFC TWT ". SHUTTLE LAUNCH
HSFC TWT ". SHUTTLE LAUNCH

















SREF 7.'100 se. IN
LREF '.'HO IH.
IREF ••••00 IN.






.... • • • • •

































































































HSFC TWT '"~ SHUTTLE LAUNCH
HsFC TWT '"~ SHUTTLE LAUNCH
HSFC TWT '"~ SHUTTLE LAUNCH
HSFC TWT '"~ SHUTTLE LAUNCH
























































































D.S S.D S.S 1.0 I.S 1.0 I.S S.D S.5 •• 0.
MACH NUMBER







MSFC TWT 53. SHUTTLE lAUNCH
MSFC TWT 53. SHUTTLE LAUNCH
MSFC TWT '3' SHUTTLE lAUNCH
MIFC TWT '3' SHUTTLE LAUNCH












































































































D•• S.D 1.5 I.D 1.5 I.D 1.5 4.D 4.5 5.D S.• S I.D
MACH NUMBER







MSFC TWT SSB SHUTTLE LAUNCH
HSFC TWT 'SB SHUTTLE LAUNCH
HSFC TWT ,sa SHUTTLE LAUNCH
HSFC TWT ,sa SHUTTLE LAUHCH

















SlIEF 1."00 Ill. IN.
LREF ,.S O IH.
aRE' 00 IH.














































































D.' a.a a•• 1.0 I.' 1.0
MACH NUMBER






M,FC TWT '"~ SHUTTLE LAUNCH
M'FC TWT '"~ 'HUTTLE LAUNCH
MSFC TWT '"~ SHUTTLE LAUNCH



















































































NsFC TWT 'IS SHUTTLE LAUNCH
N,FC TWT III SHUTTLE LAUNCH
NIFC TWT 'I' SHUTTLE LAUNCH












































































































HSFC TWT 5S. SHUTTLE LAUNCH
HsFC TWT 'S' SHUTTLE LAUNCH
HaFC TWT 'S' SHUTTLE LAUNCH















&REF 7.11100 se. IN
LREF S.S•• O IN.
IREF ••• ,00 IN.
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D.' "D I.' 1.11 I.' •• 11 4.11 4.' •• 11 ••• •• D
MACH NUMBER






M8~C TWT .38 8HUTTLE LAUNCH
NI~C TWT .3. SHUTTLE LAUNCH
M'~C TWT .31 SHUTTLE LAUNCH
















SREF 7.'1100 S'. IN
LRE~ 3.3440 IN.
IREF 4. HOO IN.
XMR' 4.1410 IN.



























































































NSFC TWT '"~ SHUTTLE LAUNCH
HSFC TWT '"~ SHUTTLE LAUNCH
NsFC TWT '"~ SHUTTLE LAUNCH
HSFC TWT '"~ SHUTTLE LAUNCH



















































































a•• ••a •• S 1.0 1.5 1.0 1.5 •• 0 •• 5 5.0 5.S •• D
MACH NUMBER





"SFC TVT '51 SHUTTLE LAUNCH
"SFC TVT '51 SHUTTLE LAUNCH


















































































D.' 1.0 I.' 1.0 I.' 3.0 3.' 4.0 4.' '.0 ,., '.0
DATA Sll:T IYNIOl CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION
11••00., () NSFC TWT 55. SHUTTLE lAUNCH
18••00., ~ HsFC TWT 55. SHUTTLE lAUNCH













'REF 7."00 S8. IN
LREF 3.3•• 0 IN.
'REF ••••00 IN.






PARTIAL TABULATED DATA LISTING
OATI .. A'. 7' MAlA II.,C M SU TABULATED DATA LilTING ''''1 •
II.,C M SU IHUTTLE LAUNCH TI «A11001i CI. A'I 71
IE'IIENC£ DATA 'ARAMETRIC DATA
1111' • 7."00 H. IN lIMAP • ••14.0 IN. lETA • .000
LIE' • '.'440 IN. TNIP • .0000 -IN.
'.1' • ••••00 IN. ZNlP • .2••0 IN.
IeALE • .lI040
RUN NO. SID RN/L = •••• GRADIENT INTERVAL = -S.OOI S.OO
MACH ALPHA CLN CN - CT ClL CTN CAF CABO CABS CABHO CAe
.Ml4 -llI.17l1 -.lISSlO
-.0"80 -.00010 .00000 .00000 .01130 .00000 .00000 .OUSO .D3UO
.Ml4
-'.UlI -.0".0 -.D60llO .DOOiO .00000 .00030 .01410 .00000 .00000 .03540 .03540
.MI.
-6.'llI -.035.0 -.04170 -.00360 -.00050 .00000 .01600 .00000 .00000 .03130 .03130
.Ml4
- •••ill -.01500 -.01550 .00000 -.00010 .00030 .01600 .00000 .00000 .02910 .OU'D
••04
-1.110 -.01710 -.01410 -.00540 .00000 .00000 .01660 .00000 .00000 .02700 .02700
.Ml4
-.15l1 -.007M1 .00670 -.00110 .00000 .00000 .01600 .00000 .00000 .01690 .D26iO
••04 ....0 .00440 .02310 .00020 .00000 .00070 .01680 .00000 .00000 .02620 .02620
.Ml4 1."0 .013.0 .03i40 .00020 -.00010 .OOUO .02550 .00000 .00000 .02850 .02UO
.MI. • ••00 .02UO .05550 -.OOliO .00010 .OOUO .02380 .00000 .00000 .03240 .03240
.Ml4 7.'10 .01100 .06980 -.00100 .00000 .00150 .02210 .00000 .00000 .03560 .03560
.Ml4 '.150 .0Sl10 .08810 .00050 -.00010 .00080 .01170 .00000 .00000 .03i80 .01180
GRADIENT .004" .0081i .00010 .00000 .OOOU -.00004 .00000 .00000 -.OOOU -.OOOU
RUN NO. 21 0 RN/L· '.10 GRADIENT INTERVAL = -'.001 5.00
MACH ALPHA CLM CN CV ClL CVN CAF CABO CAes CAeHO CAe
••G2
-SG.2'G -.05UO -.G8830 -.00010 -.00020 -.00130 .01610 .00000 .00000 .04..0 .lI4"0
••lIl
-'.170 -.O.UO -.07240 .00050 -.00050 -.00060 .01970 .00000 .00000 .01760 .01760
••01
-'.ISO -.01110 -.05660 -.00020 -.00050 -.00100 .01i70 .00000 .00000 .03590 .01590
••GI
- ••120 -.02420 -.0.100 -.00170 -.00040 -.00100 .04110 .00000 .00000 .01300 .01100
••lI2
-1.l'lI -.01.'0 -.02510 .00000 -.00050 -.00010 .04.,0 .00000 .00000 .02870 .02870
••GI
- •.,.0 -.00170 -.00150 .00000 -.00060 -.00070 .04350 .00000 .00000 .018.0 .028110
••lI2 S.IIO .lIlID'O .G01l40 .000iO -.00050 .00010 .04400 .00000 .00000 .01870 .02870
••GI 1.'6G .OOS.O .02500 .00010 -.00040 -.00050 .04070 .00000 .00000 .01140 .01240
••G2 •••GlI .G1710 .01960 .OOUO -.00010 .00060 .OU60 .00000 .00000 .01550 .01550
••02 7.110 .02540 .05700 .00010 -.00070 -.00010 .0"40 _.00000 .00000 .03810 .OUIO
••02 ....0 .054iD .07470 .01'120 -.00040 -.00040 .05570 .00000 .00000 .04030 .04010
GRADIENT .00400 .00825 .00022 -.00000 .00007 -.00008 .00000 .00000 -.00006 -.00008
DA TI I. A'I 71 !lAllA ".,C NT n. TABULATED DATA LilTING PAM I
IlIFC NT II. IHU"LE LAUNCH Ta 1A11D0l! C II ". 71 •
11'ItIlINCI DATA PAIlAIlETRIC DATA
III' • 7."00 M. IN llMRP' • ..1••0 IN. lETA • .000
LIE' • .....0 IN. YNRP • .0000 IN•
1111' • ••••00 IN. ZMRP • .1••0 IN•
ICALI • .00.0
.UNNO. 110 .N/L • '.11 GRADIENT INTERVAL = -'.001 1.00
HACH ALPHA CUI CN CY CBL CYN CAF' CABO CABS CA8HO CA8
••01 -10.110
-.0.'60 -.DlIaIlO -.002.0 -.00010 -.00100 .O'UO .00000 .OOODD .0.'.0 .04'.0
••01
-'.1110 -.0.0.0 -.07.110 -.00110 -.00020 -.OOUO .0St10 .00000 .00000 .041.0 .04110
••01 -1.110 -.01210
-.0'820 -.00160 -.00010 -.OOlfO
.0'''0 .00000 .00000 .0.,'0 .011'0
••01
-••110 -.02?10 -.01"0 -.00210 -.00010 -.OOUO .06010 .00000 .00000 .OU'O .OU'O
.'01 -1.100 -.011'0 -.Olli.o -.00270 -.000'0 -.00100 .06160 .00000 .00000 .01lfO .01170
••01 -.160 -.00lI10 -.00.20 .00000 -.00010 -.00060 .O&UO .00000 .00000 .OU70 .01170
••01 1."0 .000.0 .010SO -.00260 -.000'0 -.000'0 .Oe-UO .00000 .00000 .01100 .01100
••01 1.'70 .OU'O .0261? -.OOUO -.00010 -.00010 .01100 .00000 .00000 .014.0 .014.0
••01 '."0 .011110 . .0••10 -.00'10 -.00040 -.00010 .o,no .00000 .00000 .01710 .01710
••01 7.11'0 .01110 .01100 -.00110 -.000'0 .00020 .OSSSO .00000 .00000 .04100 .04100
.'01 '.'10 .Ozt40 .oesso .000'0 -.000'0 .00040 .052.0 .00000 .00000 .04380 .04380
GAAOIINT .004114 .00"1 .00010 .00000 .00011 .00012 .00000 .00000 -.00010 -.00010
.UNNO. 41 0 RNlL· '.lI9 GRADIENT INTERVAL = -'.001 '.00
HACH A~HA CLM CN CY CBL CYN CAF CABO CABS CABHO CAB
1.101 -10.120 -.011.0 -.011610 .00110 -.000'0 .00000 .09830 .00000 .00000 .06910 .011110
1.101
-....0 -.0'1110 -.07520 .00210 -.00010 .00000 .10010 .00000 .00000 .06S40 .01.40
1.101 -1.1110 -.04IlD -.051'0 .00100 -.00040 -.000'0 .IOISO .00000 .00000 .060.0 .060.0
1.101 -4.150 -.OISSO -.011190 .OOHO -.00070 .00010 .10.10 .00000 .00000 .0.7S0 .0.150
1.101 -1.100 -.02140 -.02220 .00240 -.000'0 .000.0 .10'.0 .00000 .00000 .0S620 .05120
1.laa -.110
-.OU'O -.OO.tO .00130 -.00040 -.00020 .10'10 .00000 .00000 .05580 .055.0
1.101 1.'70 .OOUO .OUIO .00200 -.00010 .00060 .10520 .00000 .00000 .01120 .01120
1.101 1.1110 .OUIIO .021S0 .000110 -.00040 .00010 .10.110 .00000 .00000 .olno .0"10
1.101 1.860 .02410 .04410 .OOISO -.000.0 .00010 .10180 .00000 .00000 .01080 .01080
1.101 '.000 .01410 .064.0 .OOUO -.00040 .00010 .011890 .00000 .00000 .06560 .06510
1.101 1I.1I7D .04UO .08400 .00120 -.00040 .00070 .ollno. .00000 .00000 .06710 .oeno
GAAOJENT .OOSSI .00821 -.00010 .00002 .00001 -.OOOU .00000 .00000 -.00002 -.00002
DU' ... loP. 7. 1M... ".,C NT n. TABULATED DATA LilTING PA" •
".,C NT 51. IHUTTLE LAUNCH n UMGGU CIl API 71
IE'IIENCE DATA "'IAMETRIC OUA
illEr • 7.'100 ... IN lOIRP • 4.14'0 IN. KTA • .ODDUtI' • ....40 IN. YMIP • .0000 IN.
./11' • 4.4100 IN. ZM/lP • ••410 IN.
ICALE •
.0040
IUNNO. SID RN/L • '.00 GRADIENT INTERVAL " -5.001 5.00
HACH ALPHA CLN CN CY ClL CTN CAF CABO CABS CABItO CAB
1.1" -Io.no -.01750 -.011850 .00020 -.00050 -.00040 .10220 .00000 .00000 .01"0 .OU50
I.U' -'.110 -.01450 -.07740 .00030 -.00070 -.000'0 .10400 .00000 .00000 .06000 .0&000
1.111' -I.:UO
-.051110 -.05720 .00000 -.00040 -.00030 .10610 .00000 .00000 .055&0 .05560
1.1" -4.'10 -.051110 -.051120 -.00110 -.00020 -.00020 .10810 .00000 .00000 .05&&0 .05&&0
1.1" -'.110 -.0'480 -.02130 -.00100 -.00050 .00000 .U02o .00000 .00000 .041100 .041100
I.U' -.leD -.OUOO -.00440 .00020 -.00030 .00050 .11100 .00000 .00000 .04780 .04780
I.U' 1."0 .00050 .01330 -.001110 -.00010 .00050 .10980 .00000 .00000 .04820 .041120
I.U' l.lIIO .01350 .05020 -.00010 -.00030 .00050 .10930 .00000 .00000 .05120 .05120
1.1" 5.870 .02510 .04810 -.00060 -.00060 .00000 .10680 .00000 .00000 .05450 .05450
1.1111 '.020 .05140 .01840 -.00100 -.00040 .00040 .10310 .00000 .00000 .05950 .05950
I.UI ••••0 .05000 .0811110 -.00090 -.00050 .00070 .10210 .00000 .00000 .06210 .06270
GRADIENT .00138 .00848 .00D05 -.00001 .00008 .00005 .00000 .00000 -.00005 -.DOO05
RUN NO. 1211 0 RN/L = 7.11 GRADIENT INTERVAL = -5.001 5.00
HACH ALPHA CLM CN CT ClL CTN CAF CABO CABS CABItO CAB
1 •.,1 -10.470 -.07220 -.13200 -.00040 -.00050 -.00020 .08320 .00000 .00000 .05880 .05880
1.'" -1.450 -.01370 -.011740 -.00030 -.00050 -.00070 .08310 .00000 .00000 .03650 .05UOS.". - ••170 -.05200 -.01910 -.00110 -.00050 -.00040 .08350 .00000 .00000 .05310 .053to
1••5. -4.100
-.03770 -.04410 .00000 -.00060 .00000 .0.410 .00000 .00000 .02980 .0Zt.0S.'" -1 •.,0 -.02450 -.02210 .00000 -.00050 .00010 .08360 .00000 .00000 .01920 .0.1120S.". -.SIO -.0011'0 .00080 .00050 -.00050 .00010 .0.280 .00000 .00000 .02870 .02870
1.11'. 1..00 .00450 .02080 .00020 -.00010 .00040 .08370 .00000 .00000 .028110 .028110S.". 1."0 .02000 .04540 .00170 -.00040 .00060 .08450 .00000 .00000 .02UO .0211ll0S..,I 1.040 .05210 .01680 .000llO -.00010 .00060 .08440 .00000 .00000 .05220 .05220
1..,1 '.120 .04420 .Oll450 .00240 -.00050 .00110 .08210 .00000 .00000 .05580 .05580I.'" 10.120 .05210 .12800 .00500 -.00010 .00090 .08200 .00000 .00000 .05850 .05850GRADIENT .00115 .01059 .00017 .00001 .00007 -.00002 .00000 .00000 -.00000 -.00000
DA n: 14 A'I 7. NASA 1I1rc NT n. TAIULA tED 04 TA LISTlNf, '4f,( •
lIarc NT n. SHUTTLE LAUNCH Tl 14660011 CII APR 71
U'UENCE DATA P484I£TRIC DATA







•• 4600 IN. ZMRP ;: ....0 IN.
'CALE " .0040
IlUNID. 1631 0 RN/L = •••• foRADIENT INtERVAL = -5.001 5.00
MACH ALPHA CUI CN CY cal eYN CAF' CABO CA8S CA8HO CA8
4.95' -10.200 -.053'0 -.13330 -.00040 .00000 -.00070 .07670 .00000 .00000 .00600 .00600
••95' -'.240 -.04720 -.10900 -.00030 .00000 .00000 .07620 .00000 .00000 .00seO .00580
••95' -6.240 -.03460 -.08150 .002.0 -.00010 .00130 .07430 .00000 .00000 .00560 .00560
4.95' -4.200 -.02920 -.05750 -.00010 -.00020 .00050 .07390 .00000 .00000 .00500 .00500
4.95' -2.200 -.01540 -.03300 .00300 .00000 .OOHO .07200 .00000 .00000 .00400 .00400
4.95' -.160 -.00420 -.011'0 .00460 -.00020 .00130 .07260 .00000 .00000 .00310 .00310
4.95' 1.130 .00570 .01530 .00330 .00010 .00110 .07310 .00000 .00000 .00290 .00290
••95' 3.170 .01550 .04560 .00490 -.00020 .00130 .07300 .00000 .00000 .00400 .00400
4.9511 5.1110 .02420 .06970 .00200 .00000 .00140 .07370 .00000 .00000 .00490 .00490
••1159 7.1110 .03530 .0'700 .00510 .00020 .00140 .07400 .00000 .00000 .00540 .00540
4.9511 11.850 .04170"" . .11810 .00370 -.00030 .00100 .07490 .00000 .00000 .00600 .00600
GRADIENT .0054' .01262 .00051 .00000 .0000' -.00003 .00000 .00000 -.00015 -.00015
Due •• A'I '. MAlA NSFC NT 5"" TABULATED DATA lUlIN, PArol: S
NaFC NT U' IHUTTlE LAUNCH TUI CAUOOII ell API '.
It'ERENCE DATA PARAMETRIC DATA
1l£F • , .11100 aG. IN llMRP = 4.1480 IN. BETA = .000
ll", • J,JUD IN. TIlIlP = •0000 IN •
'1'" • 4.4~00 IN. ZHRP = .2480 IN.lCAl... .0040
IUNNO. 10/ 0 RNIL = 4.58 ~ADIENT INTERVAL = -5.00/ 5.00
MACH ALPHA ClM CN CT CBl (TN CAF CABO CABS CABHO CAB
.100 -10.400 -.12640 -.32030 -.00120 -.00020 -.00120 .05240 .00000 .03710 .04720 .08UO
.100
-'.410 -.10280 -.25800 .00010 -.00020 -.00150 .05840 .00000 .03620 .04260 .07890
.100 -1.350 -.07870 -.19470 -.00070 -.00030 -.00080 .05890 .00000 .03600 .04110 .07720
.100
-4.290 -.05630 -.13860 .00060 -.00040 -.00210 .05940 .00000 .03530 .04030 .07570
.100
-2.230 -.03430 -.07940 -.00010 .00070 -.00070 .05930 .00000 .03420 .03~'0 .07090
.IC/O -.170 -.01550 -.01870 .00010 .00000 .00020 .05970 .00000 .03380 .03460 .06840
.100 1.'80 .00570 .04200 .00040 .00000 .00120 .06010 .00000 .03390 .03440 .0~4o
.100 3.1130 .02340 .10050 -.00280 -.00010 .00120 .05940 .00000 .03400 .03640 .07040
.100 5.11110 .04870 .15800 .00090 -.00030 .00190 .05780 .00000 .03530 .03870 .07400
.100 1.060 .07260 .21830 -.00100 -.00010 .00200 .05360 .00000 .03590 .04150 .07750
.100 10.040 .09630 .28040 .00150 -.00030 .00260 .05020 .00000 .03650 .04370 .08020
~AOIENT .00970 .02918 -.00031 -,00000 .00041 .00004 .00000 -.00014 -.00049 -.00064
RUN NO. 9/0 RNIL = 5.46 ~AOIENT INTERVAL = -5.00/ 5.00
MAa!. ALPHA ClM CN CY CBl CTN CAF CABO CABS CABHO CAB
••03 -10.560 -.11650 -.34020 .00030 .00000 -,00110 .08280 .00000 .03140 .05030 .08780
;••03 -8.540 -.08960 -.27100 -.00010 -.00010 -.00100 .08860 .00000 .03640 .04630 .08270
••03 -6.420 -.06310 -.20370 .00010 -.00020 -.00100 .09290 .00000 .03500 .04190 .07700
'.'03 -4.340 -.03590 -.14370 -.00030 -.00010 -.00140 .OSl510 .00000 .03490 .03970 .074 70
••03 -2.250 -.01580 -.07960 ,00000 -.00030 -.00090 .09640 .00000 .03340 .03670 .07010
..803 -.160 .00010 -.01850 .00090 .00000 -.00010 .09400 .00000 .03280 .03570 .06850
••03 1.'90 -,OUZO .04500 .00120 -.00010 .00060 .09480 .00000 .03250 .03450 .06700
••03 3.970 .00790 .10470 .00150 -.00020 .00170 ,09230 .00000 .03350 .03800 .07160
.803 6.060 .02490 .16270 .00090 -.00040 .00150 .08780 .00000 .03450 .04150 .07610
.80] 8.150 .04940 .22560 .00200 -.00030 .00220 .08450 .00000 .03550 .04460 .08020
••0] 10.160 .07070 .28830 .00380 -.00070 .00180 .08090 .00000 .03560 .04610 .08170
GRADIENT ,00445 ,02993 .00023 .00000 .00037 -.00035 .00000 -.00018 -.OU027 - .00045
DUI 14 A'I ?I IlA IA lISf'e twT n. TABUUTtD DATA LISTI~ P"'I: •
lISf'e twT n. SHUTTLI: U~H TUI U'6DOZI C 11 API
"
)
U'II£NCE OA TA PAIlAte:Tflle DATA
PEr
"
1' ...00 IG. IN lIMRP
"










IUNNO. I/O RNIL = 5.7" ~ADIENT INTtRVAL = -5.001 5.00
MACH AL.PHA eL.M eN ey CBL CYN CAF CABO CABS CAIItO CAB
.10' -10.150 -.10"00 -.36·470 -.00"'0 .00000 -.00190 .11150 .00000 .0'61'0 .05120 .08800
.106
-'.510 -.onoo -.29020 -.00020 -.00020 -.00150 .11690 .00000 .03650 .0...20 .0'''1'0
.10'
-'."50 -.0"290 -.22140 -.00050 -.00010 -.00100 .12020 .00000 .03620 .0....10 .0'0'0
.10' -".'50 -.01660. -.15020 .000..0 .00000 -.000..0 .12220 .00000 .03<670 .0<6070 .075..0
••0'
-2.'''0 .0001'0 -.08560 .00000 .00000 .00000 .12270 .00000 .0""0 .0"10 .07150
.106 -.170 -.00710 -.01620 .00020 .00000 .00050 .U090 .00000 .0'170 .on60 .06940
.10' 1.180
-.0''''0 .05110 .000..0 -.000"0 -.000"0 .U050 .00000 .on..o .on20 .06960
.•106 '.160 -.02570 .11260 .oouo -.000"0 .000..0 .U020 .00000 .0,..00 .0'900 .onoo
.106 '.060 -.00700 .IUOO .00160 -.00060 .000.0 .11750 .00000 .O,UO .0<6270 .01"10
.10' '.170 .0161'0 .1'650 .00..60 -.00070 .00100 .11210 .00000 .0'5'0 .0..650 .01190
.10' 10.210 .0"270 .'0'20 .00640 -.00070 .00160 .10760 .00000 .0'640 .0"920 .08560
CORAOIENT -.00255 .O'IU .ooou -.00006 .00006 -.00030 .00000 -.00012 -.00021 -.000"
RUN NO. 7/0 RN/L = CI.OI ~ADIENT INTERVAL. = -5.001 5.00
HACH ALPHA CL.M CN CY CBL. eYN CAF CABO CABS CABIIO CAB
1.105 -10.830 -.125'0 -."0320 -.00"20 -.00070 -.000..0 .18360 .00000 .0..470 .06430 .10900
1.105
-'. no -.105"0 -.30'80 -.00090 -.00100 -.00100 .18670 .00000 .0......0 .06490 .10930
1.105 -'.51'0 -.07580 -.22"60 .OOUO -.OOUO -.000'0 .19050 .00000 .0....00 .064"0 .108..0
1.105 - .....20
-.0"260 -.15650 .00090 -.00100 -.00010 .19610 .00000 .0..2..0 .06010 .10250
1.105 -2.21'0 -.OU90 -.09010 .00180 -.00060 .00010 .19650 .00000 .0..1..0 .05780 .09930
1.105 -.180 -.01"0 -.OUSO .00390 -.000..0 -.00010 .19500 .00000 .0..120 .05870 .09790
1.105 1.9"0 -.02210 .06710 .00..20 -.00070 .001..0 .19660 .00000 .0..170 .05570 .09750
1.105 ".01'0 .002..0 .1"60 .00390 -.00070 .00260 .19580 .00000 .0..210 .05720 .09930
1.105 '.210 .029..0 .20160 .00310 -.00080 .oono .19250 .00000 .0..280 .05960 .10250
1.105 '.S8D .05670 .27610 .00520 -.00080 .00S90 .188..0 .00000 .o..no .06250 .10G3tJ
1.105 IO ... SD .0.000 .'5290 .00610 -.00090 .00..00 .18..90 .00000 .0..310 .06260 .10570
CORAOIENT .0037' .0''''0 .000..0 .00002 .00032 -.00002 .00000 -.00001 -.ooon -.00039
DAn 14 A'. 'I .... IA IIIFC NT n. TABULA TED DA TA LUTlN(, ,ut ,
IIIFC NT n. SHUTTLE LAUNCH TUI 1A'10011 11 A'.
"
I['[II[NC[ DA TA 'ARAMETRIC DATA
&IlE' '."00 IIQ. IN XIIRP
"
4.14'0 IN. BETA ,. .000
LIIE' • S.'440 IN. YIlRP
"
.0000 IN.





RUN NO. liD RNIL
"
tI.07 GaAOIENT INTERVAL " -5.001 5.00
MACH ALPHA CLM CN CY CBL eVN CAF CABO CABS CABHO CAB
loU5
-10.820 -.1~20 -.43060 -.00640 -.00020 -.00190 .19440 .00000 .04240 .06240 .104.0
1. liS
-'.7110 -.112110 -.32170 -.00210 -.00040 -.00270 .19950 .00000 .04090 .06010 .10100
I.U5
-6.610 -.08610 -.22980 .00040 -.00070 -.00280 •20360 .00000. .03930 .05520 .09450
I.U5 -4.450 -.05480 -.15830 .001110 -.00070 -.00200 .20670 .00000 .03840 .05170 .09010
1.1115
-2.300 -.02380 -.08910 .00330 -.00070 -.00160 .20930 .00000 .03730 .04770 .08510
1. illS
-.160 -.00960 -.01780 .00310 -.000'0 -.00140 .20.20 .00000 .03670 .04600 .08270
1.1115 1.1140 -.01300 .05860 .00390 -.00070 -.00100 .20970 .00000 .03690 .04560 .08260
1. liS 4.0110 .01860 .12370 .004.0 -.00090 -.00030 .20880 .00000 .03760 .04750 .08520
1.195 6.250 .041180 .19510 .00520 -.00090 .00140 .20740 .00000 .03770 .04980 .08750
1.1115 '.420 .07740 .27450 .00610 -.00140 .00130 .20370 .00000 .03870 .05360 .09230
1.1115 10.540 .10560 .37400 .00930 -.00150 .00150 .19780 .00000 .03990 .05760 .09750
GaAOIENT .00740 .03338 .00030 -.00002 .00019 .00022 .00000 -.00009 -.00049 -.00058
RUN 1'«). 1081 0 RNIL
"
7.06 GaAOIENT INTERVAL = -5.001 5.00
MACH ALPHA CLM CN CV CBL CVN CAF CABO CABS CABOO CAB
1.163 -11.070 -.08230 -.445~0 -.00270 -.00010 -.00030 .20190 .00000 .02020 .03870 .05890
1.1163
-'.130 -.07710 -.34740 -.00230 -.00030 -.00050 .20130 .00000 .01990 .03760 .05750
1.163 -6.730 -.07050 -.24940 -.00020 -.00060 -.00080 .20130 .00000 .01980 .03510 .05560
1. litIS -4.540 -.05470 -.16350 -.00030 -.00060 -.00050 .20030 .00000 .01930 .03380 .05320
1.963 -Z.360 -.03780 -.OS580 .00000 -.OOOSO -.00060 .20120 .00000 .01960 .03190 .05160
1.1163 -.170 -.01980 -.00910 .00160 -.00060 .00000 .19640 .00000 .02040 .03080 .05130
1.1163 1ollSO -.00540 .06240 .00150 -.00060 .00070 .19910 .00000 .02010 .03080 .05090
1.1163 4.130 -.00010 .13450 .00180 -.00050 .00080 .19470 .00000 .01980 .03120 .05100
1.1163 6.300 .01590 .21010 .00210 -.00060 .00110 .19090 .00000 .02100 .03530 .05640
1.1163 '.490 .02700 .29620 .00430 -.00050 .00110 .19010 .00000 .02060 .03770 .05840
1.963 10.600 .02950 .39360 .00510 -.00050 .00120 .18880 .00000 .02020 .03930 .05950
GRADIENT .00654 .03433 .00026 .00002 .00018 -.00061 .00000 .00007 -.00029 -.00024
DA TIt .. A'I 71 MAlA "IFC nn n. TABULATED DATA LISTI~ 'UI: •
"IFC NT n. '"UTILE LAUNCH TUI UUDDII C 11 'PI 71
It"[IltllCt DA TA 'ARAMETRIC OAT'
lilt.. • 1.IIDD se. III llMRP :: 4.148D IN. lETA :z .DOD
LIIE:" • '.'UO Ill. .,MRP :: .OODO IN.
lilt,. • 4.4600 Ill. VlRP :: .24.0 IN.
kALE: :: .0040
I\JfN:l. 162/ 0 RNIL :: 4.88 ~ADIENT INTERVAL :: -5.001 5.DO
MACH ALPHA CLM CN C't QlL C.,N CAF CABO CABS CA8HO CAB
4.11511 -10.280 -.065Z0
-.'OUO .00200 .00010 -.00050 .14610 .00000 .00Z50 .00600 .00850
4.1511
-'.120 -.05440 -.Z4150 .00010 -.00040 .00070 .14400 .00000 .00250 .00560 .00.20
4.'51 -'.ZlO -.04050 -.lIUO -.000.0 -.00050 .00070 .14160 .00000 .00Z60 .005110 .00850
4.15' -:4.Z4D -.OZ7Z0 -.15Z60 .001ZO -.00040 .00UO .14110 .00000 .00260 .00610 .00110
4.15' -Z.220 -.01520 -.07'20 .002110 -.00050 .00190 .15790 .00000 .D0260 .00600 .00.60
4.15' -.160 -.00710 -.01490 .00170 .00020 .00150 .15720 .00000 .00270 .005110 .00.60
4.15' 1.170 .OOUO .04250 .00500 -.00010 .00250 •1587Q .00000 .00270 .00600 .00.70
4.15' 5.'10 .01550 .10580 .00'70 -.00050 .00140 .15990 .00000 .00270 .00610 .00110
4.t5~ 5.150 .OZ4IQ .15710 .00590 -.00050 .OOUO .14160 .00000 .00260 .00560 .OOUO
4.15' 7."0 .015110 .2U50 .00570 -.00040 .00220 .14100 .00000 .00280 .00600 .00110
4.'" '.150 .04860 .27210 .00900 -.00010 .00150 .14250 .00000 .00270 .00600 .00870
GRADIENT .00495 .02950 .00015 .00005 .00005 -.00008 .00000 .00001 -.00000 .00000
PRECEDING PAGE BLANK N().T FILMED
DAY' I. ,.,11 " NAIA ..." NT 51. TAlUU1tO OUA LilTING 'AK II
W' NT n. lHunu: LAUNCH Till nuooSl C I. A'I 71 I
IC'CUNCC OATA 'AIlAIlETllI' OUA
la" • 1' ••1100 H. IN lIMRP • 4.1410 IH. AVIlA • .000
U1C' • 1••440 IN. YNIP .. .0000 IN.
IIII' • 4 •• '00 IN. ZMRP • .'410 IN.
ICAU: • .00.0
IUHHO. 01 0 RNlL· '.011 GRADIENT INTERVAL .. -S.OOI 5.00
MACH lETA CLH eN ey CBL eYN CAP' CABO CAlIS CAllHO CAlI
1.101
-10.'20 -.0"00 -.00570 .12400 .00160 .04050 .'0040 .00000 .01870 .052110 .011160
1.101
-'.no -.01200 -.00590 .01760 .00..0 .01UO .20150 .00000 .01850 .05020 .0..80
1.101 -6.170 -.01100 -.oOSlO .07170 .00100 .02510 .20450 .00000 .01790 .04100 .0,70D
1.101 - ....0 -.01150 -.00.20 .04990 .00060 .01450 .20410 .00000 .01750 .04..0 .0.640
1.101
-1.050 -.01570 -.00770 .02680 .00000 .00610 .20610 .00000 .01720 .0.710 .08450
1.101 .000 ...01410 -.00110 .00120 -.00050 .00100 :10720 .00000 .01660 .04580 .011.0
1.101 1.0.0 -.01.70 -.00850 -.02010 -.00150 -.00120 .20190 .00000 .01520 .04510 .08120
1.101 4.010 -.01440 -.00860 -.04240 -.00200 -.01020 .10980 .00000 .01160 .04840 .01100
1.101 6.150 -.01450 -.00880 -.06590 -.00110 -.01860 .20940 .00000 .01170 .05120 .08100
1.101 '.110 -.01420 -.01020 -.081&0 -.00210 -.02780 .20800 .00000 .01020 .05150 .08180
1.101 10.110 -.01180 -.01260
-."600 -.00210 -.01570 .20610 .00000 .02920 .05540 .08460
GRAOICNT -.00004 -.00047 -.o..as -.00011 -.00210 .00071 .00000 -.0004. -.OOOU -.00051
IUHHO. 01 0 RHlL- 4.'8 GRADIENT INTERVAL .. -5.001 5.00
MACH lETA eLM eN ey CBL eYN CAF CABO CAIS CABHO CAB
4....
-10.040 -.01450 .00060 .16no -.00520 .0ISSO .15640 .00000 .00220 .00540 .00770
••151 - ....0 -.01110 -.00020 .IUIIO -.00540 .05180 .15220 .00000 .00240 .00570 .001Z0
4.151 -6.060 -.00110 -.00450 ...000 -.00250 .02580 .14680 .00000 .00240 .00560 .00810
4 ....
-4.040 -.008110 -.0"50 .07640 -.00240 .02060 .14580 .00000 .00240 .OOSIO .0Deco
4.15' -1.050 -.00670 -.00710 .05540 -.00050 .01220 .111170 .00000 .00250 .00550 .00.10
4.1511 .000 -.00600 -.OOBBO .004BO .00000 .00150 .11780 .00000 .00250 .00570 .OOUO
4.'" 1.020 -.00570 -.00150 -.02880 .00010 -.00920 .11780 .00000 .00260 .00570 .OOSSO
4.'" 4.070 -.005150 .002BO -.06850 .00170 -.OIBOO .14200 .00000 .00260 .00580 .00850
4.'" 11.0.0 -.001ll0 .00440 -.10110 .001110 -.02400 .14600 .00000 .00270 .00580 .00850
4 ••5. '.120 -.00820 .00540 -.11060 .00230 -.02970 .14140 .00000 .00270 .00510 .00870
..'" 10.040 -.01110 .01440 -.15140 .00110 -.05360 .15210 .00000 .00270 .00590 .00870
&RADICNT .ODO" .001111 -.01744 .00043 -.00486 -.00027 .00000 .00002 .00001 .00005
DATI .. API 71 MAlA IIIF( NT 'U TABULATED DATA LJITJNG PAS( .i
IIIF( NT .If SHUTTLE LAUNCH TlO! 1T1I0041 C I. APi 71 I
IE'EIltIlCE DATA PAlAMETlJ( DATA
IIlE' • 1.'1100 H. IN lIMRP • •••••0 IN. lETA • .000 QIl8IN • • •••00
LIE' • •••••0 IN. YIlAP • .0000 IN.
IIIE' • •••100 IN. ZIlRP • .1.'0 IN.
lCALE • .00.0
.UNHO. 01 0 .NlL· ...~ GRADIENT INTERVAL II -5.001 '.00
MACH ALPHA CLII CN CY ClL CYN CAF CABO CABS CABIIO CAB
.100 ·.0.190 .525.0 -.10000 ·.001120 .DO.OO .00520 .0~6'0 .01!UO .00000 .04260 .01••0
.100 ·'.120 .'61110 • ••11810 ·.007110 .OOO~O .OO~O .0~20 .O.UO .00000 .0~70 .05110
.100 -1.1110 .121110 • ••1570 ·.008110 ·.00020 .OO~O .O~.O .02020 .00000 .D5NO .05700
.100 •••2.0 ....110 -.50590 -.00'10 .00050 .00230 .04010 .02150 .00000 .O~IO .0...0
.100 -2.220 ••0800 • ••11620 -.00020 .00000 .00.110 .04600 .02180 .00000 .05510 .0'4110
.100 • ...0 .0'070 -.011220 -.00.,0 -.000110 .000.0 .04870 .02160 .00000 .D5UD .052110
.100 ....0 ·.00700 .OUl5D .00020 -.00020 .00040 .04650 .02160 .00000 .05580 .0"40
.100 ••••0 -.0611l0 ••2500 .00040 -.000110 .00050 .04..0 .022.0 .00000 .051110 .05••0
.100 1.1110 -.UII70 .2225D .0D.1O -.00160 .OO":!D .05790 .022.D .DOODD .05140 .05580
.100 1.850
-.17'00 .S25l1D .00.90 -.00200 -.D004D .02150 .02220 .DOOOO .05550 .05710
.100 '.1100 -.21420 .4.950 .002.0 -.00230 -.000.0 .024110 .02220 .00000 .05550 .05750
CRADIENT
-.02"5 .05265 .00056 -.DOOU -.00027 .0004. .0000' .00000 -.00023 -.00017
"l.NHO. 01 0 RN/L = I ••~ GRADIENT INTERVAL = -'.001 1.00
MACH ALI'HA CLH CN CV ClL CYN CAF CABO CABS CABIIO CAB
••01 -.0.400 .~'IIO -.12870 -.0.040 .00.10 .00120 .05470 .02230 .00000 .05460 .076110
••01 -'.410 .'0..0 -.1.620 -.007J0 .D02.D .002.0 .05680 .02050 .00000 .01000 .07050
••05 -1I.170 .16110 -.4IUO -.001l1l0 .00020 .00280 .0.210 .01920 .00000 .045110 .08UO
••01 ...~10 .111750 -.34220 -.00450 .002.0 .00010 .06060 .011190 .00000 .04110 .011 liD
••01 -1.110 .11110 -.211l50 -.00.10 .00210 -.oono .06500 .02100 .00000 .03950 .08080
••01 -.SlIO .08510 -.10910 -.OOUO .00100 -.00110 .06..0 .02200 .00000 .05"0 .08070
••01 ••150 .00420 .00150 -.002110 -.0001l0 -.00050 .06550 .022110 .00000 .0S810 .0IUO
••05 3."0 -.DI.eo .U500 -.OOUO -.00030 -.00.00 .01030 .Oas50 .00000 .05750 .010110
••05 1.910 -.111110 .22880 .00010 .00000 -.00260 .0.210 .02510 .00000 .05700 .01010
••01 '.020 -.1111190 .55480 .00310 ·.00150 -.00540 .031180 .02500 .00000 .01770 .01070
••01 11.9'0 -.24110 .45..0 .OOSSO -.00.110 -.00210 .040.0 .02310 .00000 .0511.0 .oello
CRAOIENT -.OSOIl8 .01SD3 .00025 -.00017 -.000011 -.00000 .00042 .00000 -.000.8 -.00005
DATe '4 A'. '. MAlA .....C NT n. TABULATED DATA llITI~ PAK ..
.....C NT n. IHUnlE LAUNCH 7101 CTIIOll4l C '4 ". '.
al'lalNCI DUA PAIUMElIlC DATA
PI' .. '."00 H. IN lOIIlP .. ••14.0 IN• KTA .. .000 ORBIN .. -1.'00
LlI' .. '.1440 IN. VMIlP .. .0000 IN•
IRI' .. ••••00 IN. IMAP .. ••••0 IN•
ICAlI .. .0040
RUN NO. 010 RNll .. 5.75 GRADIENT INTERVAL .. -5.001 5.1111
MACH ALPHA ClM CN CV CBl CVN CAF CABO CABS CABMO CAB
.'05 -10 ••30 •••11511 -.1311111 -.01.011 .1111350· .001811 .118470 .1123511 .01111110 .05610 .0.030
.'0'
-' •• '11 .111110 -.12'.0 -.IIU1O .00370 .00.10 .08610 .0.430 .00000 .051180 .075.0
.'11' -'.3111 .1111.0 -.51110 -.010110 .OOISO .00.00 .08680 .02510 .00000 .0.6110 .072110
.to,
-••130 .12150 -.37510 -.00930 .00090 .00.,0 .011280 .02580 .00000 .04.80 .01060
.'11' - •••711 .115110 -.1S1I0 -.007110 .0110211 .011070 .011600 .02680 .00000 .043211 .07010
.110' -.UO .05110 -.09810
-.011"'0 -.00080 .001110 .096911 .021110 .1100011 .O"SSII .061511
.'11' 1.1511 -.010511 .IIU911 -.011390 -.000811 -.00100 .08710 .027.11 .01101111 .041S0 .OU311
.'0' 1.'10 -.08180 .131011 -.00220 -.01111.0 -.01111811 .081.11 .1127411 .00111111 .0311.11 .066tO
.'0' '.180 -.18120 .261811 .11111.11 -.111111311 -.111111811 .1168911 .1126311 .11110011 .041180 .118120
.'11' ••11.11 -.2211711 .3611811 .11112311 -.11111411 -.111121111 .1162..11 .112580 .111111110 .040211 .0&610
.to, 10.010 -.271111 ••6270 .1111550 -.1104211 -.0116.0 .0611111 .0...711 .001100 .0431111 .08780
GRADIENT -.011.' .06UI .111108. -.001118 -.01111•• -.OOSS. .001118 .1101100 -.00061 -.0110'"
RUN NO. 01 0 RN/l .. '.10 GRADIENT INTERVAL = -5.001 5.00
MACH ALPHA eLM CN CV CBl CYN CAF CABO CABS CABMO CAB
' ••101 -10 ••10 .'.550 -.803110 -.IIU8o .1102..0 .010110 .1..670 .0.... 70 .00000 .117430 .11910
1.103
-' ••711 •••750 -.871tO -.0119811 .11112111 .0119111 .145..11 .043611 .111111011 .11751111 .U1I611
1.103 -1.1111 .162311 -.5311111 -.011660 .11111311 .0118711 .149511 .11.2911 .1111111111 .1176411 .UIIII
1.101
- ••100 ••71110 -."'80 -.011"811 .111111111 .1I111G1I .154111 .114.20 .00000 .117560 .117110
1.101
- ••••0 .115.11 -.251150 -.00200 .00040 .00620 .SS840 .04200 .00000 .07580 .111110
1.103 -.150 .1011311 -.U.30 -.00070 -.00100 .00550 .15950 .0..150 .00000 .07640 .u.ao
1.101 1.'10 .021.0 .00900 .00230 -.00180 .00530 .15960 .04UO .00000 .075.0 .U&50
1.101 1.180 -.Ostlo .nlBo .001..0 -.00200 .00'00 .155..0 .0..160 .00000 .07810 .11180
1.101 '.0'0 -.14520 .26830 .11031111 -.11112110 .11112110 .15310 .0..2311 .11110011 .074110 .U630
1.103 '.1211 - •••'40 .3115011 .00530 -.00300 .011130 .1..760 .11..360 .00000 .1175..0 .1111011
1.101 lO.UO ~ ••11.10 .'11680 .011550 -.1103.0 .00050 .141190 .0..560 .1111000 .1176011 .12160
GRADIENT -.03181 .116.75 .111111111 -.011016 -.00030 .00013 -.00010 .110000 .011003
-.0000'
DATI •• AP" 1, NAIA "IFC NT U' TA8ULATEO DATA LIITI~
II'lREHCI DATA
"IFC NT 'a. SHUTTLE LAUNCH nOi Ci'IOD41
PARAIlETIIC DATA
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DA TI .. A'" 'I ll"'A ...,C NT 'Sf TABULATED DATA LIITI~ ,ut as
...,c NT IS. "UTTLE LAUNCH TaOS CTI6DD41 CI. API
"
I
IE'IllINCE DATA ' ....ICTlIC DATA
IIlE' • '."00 ... III IlMRP • ••U'O IN• KTA • .000 CAlIN • -1.'00
LAE' • 1....0 IN. YIlAP • •0Ollll IN.
nl' • •••,00 IN. ZIlAP • .1••0 IN.
ICALE • .00.0
IUNNO. DID IN/L = ••110 GRADIENT INTERVAL = -5.001 5.00
IlACH ALPHA CLM, CN CY CBL CYN "'F CABO CA8S CABHO CAB
••11'11 -10.100 .0111110 -.IU.o
-.00'20 -.00080 .00280 .1.'30 .00260 .00000 .00600 .1IlI17U
••11'11




-.111'00 -.00130 -.00070 .00280 .11080 .00260 .00000 .00'110 .00810
••"11 - ••'10 .01770 -.1••00 -.011410 -.00090 .00180 .12510 .00270 .00000 .00580 .00860
..'" -'.'10 .017.0 -.0112110 -.00.50 -.00070 .00210 .12020 .00280 .00000 .00580 .00170
••11'11 -.110 .01010 -.0.170 .00010 -.00020 .00200 .UIIO .00280 .00000 .00570 .00850
••1511 1.810 .00110 .00610 .00180 -.00030 .00210 .U26O .00280 .00000 .00100 .00880
•••51 1.170 -.011400 .05UO .000.0 -.00030 .00180 .10810 .00290 .00000 .00570 .00860
••1511 '.1100 -.00110 .10550 .00110 -.00050 .00210 .107.0 .00290 .00000 .00540 .00UO
4.1151 1.1110
-.OIUO .U150 .00370 -.00050 .00200 .10510 .00300 .00000 .00510 .00.10
•••51 ....0
-.Dl610 .111210 .00230 -.001.0 .00280 .1D420 .00300 .00000 .011480 .007'0
~DIENT -.00384 .02.82 .00082 .00008 .00001 -.00200 .00002 .00000 -.00000 .00000
DATE '4 A'I '. MAlA "IFC NT n. TABULATED DATA LIITlN(, ..a5l II
"IFC NT n. lHunLE U~H. TaOI UIiDDSl ell A'I 11
IE'EAENCE DATA PAIAMETRIC DATA
IIIE' • 7.'1100 IQ. IN lIMRP .. ••1••0 IN. ALPHA .. .000 <lR8IN .. -1.500
LIE' .. I.U40 IN. TMAP .. .0000 IN•
IRE' • ••••00 IN• ZMAP .. .24.0 IN•
ICALE • .0040
IUNt«>. 20/ 0 RN/L = 4.5G GRADIENT INTERVAL = -5.001 5.00
HACH BETA CLM CN CV CBL CTN CAF CABO CAllS UBHO CA8
••04 -10.080 .02530 -.DGIIIO .UGIIO .05590 -.04000 .02140 .02180 .00000 .05080 .01270
••04
-'.1lI0 .02420 -.06260 .2GGOO .04180 -.OU70 .03080 .02090 .00000 .04480 •Dll570
••04 -1.0110 .02140 -.06520 .19740 .03580 -.02620 .03610 .02020 .00000 .04080 .DflJOO
••0. -4.DllO .02700 -.06340 .14030 .02590 -.01950 .04220 .02120 .00000 .03580 .05710
••04
-2.030 .011150 -.06150 .07850 .OUIO -.OU30 .04480 .02250 .ODOOO .03260 .DSSSD
.104 .000 •OUSO -.06400 .OS290 .110190 . -.00060 .04490 .02210 .00000 .03370 .055.0
••04 1.020 .03200 -.06440 -.052110 -.01030 .00960 .04680 .02200 .00000 .03370 .05"0
••04 4.050 .03360 -.06440 -.U820 -.02200 .01930 .04330 .02190 .00000 .03GSD .OSSDO
.1D4 1.080 .03440 -.06920 -.17890 -.03250 .02660 .031140 .021l10 .00000 .03950 .010110
••04 '.UD .03520 -.06540 -.238GO -.04310 .03340 .03400 .02170 .00000 .04420 .DflSIIO
••04 SO.07D .03350 -.06850 -.30540 -.05UO .04070 .02810 .02260 .00000 .04no .07100
GRAD SENT .OD077 -.00024 -.03199 -.005ll3 .00416 .0002S .00004 .00000 .00008 .000S2
RUNt«>. Illl 0 RNlL = 5.42 GRADIENT INTERVAL = -5.001 5.00
HACH lETA CLM CN CV CBL CVN CAF CABO CABS CABHO CAB
••os -SD.SIO .03470
-.0"50 .U730 .05GGO -.04080 .03860 .02510 .00000 .05450 .071170
.IDS
-'.100 .03540 -.06670 .27630 .04500 -.03350 .04670 .02420 .00000 .05070 .07500
.'DS -'.150 .03800 -.07050 .21050 .03510 -.02940 .05720 .02530 .00000 .042S0 .01550
.'DS -4.SDO .04250 -.07700 .S4740 .02540 -.02270 .OG100 .02340 .00000 .031130 .06"0
.'OS -a.D50 .04530 -.07750 .084ll0 .01530 -.01520 .OG390 .024GO .00000 .03760 .01250
••os .000 .05.10 . -.08850 .01UO .00290 -.00340 .06440 .02S 70 .00000 .03ll60 .061l10
••os 2.030 .04..0 -.08230 -.06020 -.01030 .OUOO .06180 .02440 .00000 .04080 .0.,20
.'OS 4.0'0 .04680 -.08130 -.S2..0 -.02220 .02230 .06070 .02390 .00000 .04S70 .01S70
••os ••130 .04560 -.078ll0 -.S9UO -.03270 .03010 .05700 .02350 .00000 .044ll0 .0...0
.'OS '.S'D .04S20 -.07250 -.25650 -.04260 .03670 .05240 .02350 ~OOOOO .041ll0 .07240
.'OS SO.UO .03980 -.07160 -.32S80 -.05330 .04280 .04680 .02450 .00000 .05S80 .07630
GRAD SENT .00057 -.00066 -.03408 -.005llS .00518 -.00013 .OD004 .OOODO .00039 .00042
DUE" A,.. 'I II"'A IlIFe NT 5U TA8ULATED DATA ~ISTING 'A5I If
,II.,C NT U' IHU"~E LAUNCH TaOS UIIOO5) C'II A'I 'I )
IE'IEIENCE DATA 'ARAIlETRIC CATA
liE' • '."00 H. IN lOIR' • 4.14.0 IN. ALl'tlA • .000 CiR81N • -1.500
~E' • 1.1440 IN. YMR'
"
.0000 IN.




IIINNO. 11/0 RN/~ = 5.72 GRADIENT INTERVA~ = -5.001 5.00
MACH InA CLM CN CY caL CYN CAF CABO CABS CABHO CAB
••04
-10.240 .0600 -.0'440 .362.0 .06270 -.04050 .06310 .02680 .00000 .055.0 .OUIO
••04
-'.140 .0&&10 -.0'770 .2.930 .05150 -.03570 .07120 .02&40 .00000 .05270 .07ll20
.104 -&.180 .0&4.0 -.OIUO .21850 .01950 -.03000 .0.180 .02570 .00000 .04700 .07210
••04
-4.UO .01170 -.01110 .15240 .02.20 -.02490 .08710 .02650 .00000 .04UO .07050
.104 -2.050 .05500 -.0.9.0 .08410 .01550 -.01700 .0.770 .02790 .00000 .04170 .0&110
.104 .000 .05520 -.0'150 .00770 .00150 -.00090 .08700 .02630 .00000 .04210 .06840
.104 2.010 .04170 -.0'490 -.062'0 -.OUIO .01500 .08590 .02750 .00000 .04UO .07150
.to4 4.010 .OID10 -.08950 -.useo -.02400 .02420 .08620 .02670 .00000 .04610 .071.0
.104 '.150 .06510 -.01310 -.20160 -.03&40 .01210 .0.0.0 .02580 .00000 .04900 .07480
.104 '.120 .0&470 -.08760 -.27150 -.04960 .03830 .07820 .02610 .00000 .05260 .07870
.104 10.110 .0&550 ' -.08310 -.14170 -.06050 .04350 .07D30 .02660 .00000 .05510 .08180
GRADIENT -.ODD41 .00047 -.03512 -.00&41 .00636 -.0001' -.00000 .00000 .00012 .00012
III1NNO. 161 0 RN/L = &.05 GRADIENT INTERVAL = -5.001 5.00
MACH BETA CLM CN CY CBL CYN CAF CABO CABS CABItO CAB
1.102 -10.'10 .05&30 -.07'30 .37540 .07810 -.05880 .U540 .04000 .00000 .08070 .11070
1.101 -'.510 .075&0 -.090'0 .211600 .06550 -.05150 .14210 ,04UD .00000 .07870 .U190
1.102 -'.220 .0.010 -.09600 .21.00 .04700 -.02460 .14760 .04090 .00000 .07810 .11100
1.102 -4.140 .08520 -.091190 .14440 .03140 -.01570 .15520 ,04050 .00000 .07750 .U7IO
1.102 -Z.070 .08710 -.01l1l00 .07450 .01590 -.00710 .15470 .04150 .00000 .07820 .UI.O
1.102 .000 .01050 -.01l950 .00220 .00000 .00350 .15650 .04140 .00000 .07860 .12010
1.102 1.060 .0'950- -.091180 -.06950 -.01530 .01290 .15360 .04190 .00000 .08090 .lIz.b
1.102 4.130 .OU50 -.09970 -.13870 -.03060 .02UO .15350 .04160 .00000 .07l1l0 .12160
1.102 ••200 .08810 -.01950 -.21010 -.04620 .02940 .14960 .04180 .00000 .07980 .11160
1.102 '.210 .07170 -.01560 -.2'&40 -.06230 .03&20 .14480 .04150 .00000 .08130 .12280
1.102 10.S00 .06810 -.08490 -.36240 -.07780 .04170 .U600 ,04540 .00000 ,08270 .12120
GRADIENT .00055 -.00002 -.03455 -.00751 .00453 -.00002 .00015 .00000 .00056 .00050
DAti .. A'I TI MAlA IIlFe NT n. TABUU'l£ll DATA LUTINf.
IIlFe NT n. SHUTTLE LAUNCH 1101 CAG600Sl
' .....METRle DATA
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DA TIt I. A'I " NAIA IIIFC NT sn TAIULAltD DATA LilTING 'A'C ..
IIIFC NT 51. SHUTTLE LAUNCH Tl<n UIIDDS) CII A'I
"
)
IE'[RENC~ DA TA 'AllAIlETRIC DATA
IRE' • '.1800 Ie. IN lIMR' • 4.14'0 IN. ALPHA '" .000 ORIIN :0 -1.500LaE' • ••1.40 IN. YMAP '" .0000 IN.
IRE' • 4.4&00 IN. ZMIlP '" .24.0 IN.ICALE :0 .0040
RUN NO. 110/0 RN/L = 4.12 GRADIENT INTERVAL = -5.001 5.00
IUCM BETA CLM CN CY caL CYN CAF' CABO CAIS CA8HO CAS
1.'25 -10.210 .011110 -.05250 .14810 .04360 -.011110 .12250 .01420 .00000 .02400 .01820
1.1IIS
-'.210 .01780 -.052110 .27820 .01640 -.01090 .12210 .OU90 .00000 .021110 .Dn.o
l.lIZS -1.170 .01870 -.05200 .20SS0 .02790 -.02140 .12220 .OU50 .00000 .02420 .01780
'.1115 -4.110 .01ll80 -.05210 .U560 .01840 -.01450 .12160 .OU40 .00000 .02410 .onso
'.'25 -1.070 .01ll60 -.05140 .06860 .00890 -.00670 .12260 .OU70 .00000 .022l10 .01660
1.1125 .000 .02220 -.04880 .00210 -.00010 .00160 .12120 .01400 .00000 .02no .01710
'.lIZ5 2.010 .02070 -.04650 -.06120 -.00950 .00880 .12270 .01410 .00000 .02400 .OIBIO
'.lIZS 4.100 .011180 -.04260 -.11170 -.01870 .01660 .12120 .OU90 .00000 .02460 .01850
'.125 I.UO .01850 -.04100 -.llI9IO -.02840 .02500 .12180 .01410 .00000 .02480 .011110
1.1125 '.220 .01510 -.04160 -.26990 -.0:"00 .01270 .12520 .01450 .00000 .02520 .OU70
1.1125 10.200 .01060 -.04410 -.14040 -.04450 .04020 .12570 .01460 .00000 .02580 .114040
GRADIENT .DOD05 .00118 -.01248 -.00451 .00179 .00016 .00007 .00000 .00010 .00017
DATC .. A'll 7' ...... IlII'C M U. TAIULATED OAT. LilTING ,nr 10
...,c M U' IHUTTU: LAUNCH nOlll UI6II0II C II '1'1
"
»
IC'CAENCE D'TA 'AIUMl;Tl,C DATA
..C' II 7.'100 18. IN lIMA' II 4.14'0 IN. I£TA .. .Doo OIl8IN .. -1.500
LU' II 1.1440 IN. YMAP .. .0000 IN.
ailE' II 4.4100 IN. ZNllP .. .24.0 IN.
ICALE II •0040
ItUNNO. 101 0 ItN/L .. 4.54 GRADIENT INTEAVAL = -5.001 5.00
NACH ALPHA CLM CN CY CBL CYN CAF' CABO CABS CABHO CAS
.511 -10.410 .UUO ·.17&90 ·.01000 .00060 .00180 .08450 .01670 .01100 .04610 .011170
.111 •....0 .11510 ·.56460 -.01080 .00000 .00260 .08310 .01670 .01400 .114410 .lIS50o
.111 -1.410 .01270 -.45050 ·.01160 -.00030 .00270 .08750 .01550 .01110 .03130 .08800
.111 -4.340 .01760 ·.32880 ·.00650 .00000 .00170 .08670 .01630 .03260 .03110 .08820
.111 -2.170 .114170 ·.20670 ·.00260 ·.00070 .00210 .08no .01540 .01160 .01650 .Dano
.511 -.100 .01420 -.01080 ·.00550 -.00090 .00110 .oe780 .01620 .01070 .OU60 .08270
.511 1.'10 ·.01210 .03270 -.00190 -.00030 .00190 .08no .01700 .02950 .01420 .0'0'0
.511 1.910 -.114970 .14890 ·.00280 ·.00140 .00090 .08160 .01870 .02910 .01410 .01Z2o
.511 5•.,0
-.07190 .25610 .00090 -.00110 .00020 .07940 .01950 .01010 .01250 .DeIIO
.111 '.040 -.10270 .17140 .00240 -.00160 -.00010 .07270 .01910 .01010 .01540 .08490
.511 10.030
-.12&10 .48100 .00270 ·.00290 .00100 .06890 .02010 .01010 .05560 .08590
GRADIENT -.01197 .05786 .00031 :".00012 -.00009 -.00044 .00011 -.00042 -.00061 -.00072
ItUNNO. 29/ 0 RNIL .. 5.42 GRADIENT INTERVAL = -5.001 5.00
NACH ALPHA CLM CH CY CBL eYN CAF' CABO· CABS CABHO CAB
••02 -10.700 .U600 -.7UI20 -.01200 .00090 .00090 .11110 .02590 .05510 .06020 .UIIo
••01
-'.170 .U240 -.11100 -.00760 .00140 .00100 .11140 .02120 .01600 .05590 .11 SID
••0. -1.550 .12420 -.49990 -.00720 .00140 .00080 .11150 .02080 .01650 .051.0 .10120
••02 -4.440 .08550 -.16180 -.00610 .OOUO .00040 .11160 .02010 .01560 .114780 .10110
••02
-'.140 .04110 -.22780 -.00250 .00120 -.00050 .11'10 .01880 .01400 .04110 .01870
.'11' -.110 .02400 -.10720 -.00210 .00080 -.00110 .11720 .01950 .01220 .04270 .0.450
••02 1.110
-.001'0 .02010 -.00110 -.00040 .00010 .U200 .02060 .01170 .04050 .01100
.'0' '."0 -.Olillo .11170 -.00160 -.00050 .00010 .10320 .02120 .01250 .04040 .09410
••0. 1.1110 -.10180 .26640 .00110 .00000 -.00110 .09760 .02160 .01270 .04010 .0.470
••11. '.140 -.14070 .40210 .00520 -.00080 -.00550 .08580 .02210 .01100 .04170 .01110
••11. 10.150
-.15150 .50070 .00400 -.00180 -.00210 .08010 .02450 .01160 .04130 .10450
GRADIENT -.01711 .05974 .00050 -.00025 .00001 -.00128 .00017 -.00041 -.00087 -.00101
OATE .. A'I 72 ..........,.C M U. TABULATED DATA LIITlN(, 'A'IE .a
.....C M U. SHUTTLE LAUNCH TlOSSl UIIOOII C .1 A'. 71 »
U'ERENeE DATA ' .....IIETRIC DATA
lit' .. 7.UOO H. IN llHRP .. 4.14'0 IN. BnA .. .000 QIl8IN .. -a.soo
LIE' .. 1.1440 IN. YIIIP .. .0000 IN •
IRE' .. 4.4600 IN. VlRI' .. .2480 IN •
KALE .. .0040
llUNNO. 281 0 llNlL = 5.76 (,RADIENT INTERVAL = -5.001 5.00
....CH ALPHA CLII CN CY CBL eYN CAF CABO CABS CA8HO CAB
.'01 -10.'10 .st18D -.711410 -.01130 .00370 -.00010 .14730 .03030 .03410 .01160 .uuo
••01
-'.740 .17170 -.15no -.01230 .00250 .00150 .U8iO -.026iO .03600 .06010 .11110
.tol -1.120 .15410 -.51730 -.01050 .00200 .000iO .14i80 .02380 .03750 .05570 .U700
••01 -4.470 .U840 -.58i50 -.OIOiO .00020 .00160 .15220 .02230 .03680 .050iO .UOIO
.101 -2.:550 .07230 -.24310 -.00840 -.00060 .00230 .15150 .02210 .03440 .04750 .10410
.101 -.230 .031170 -.U610 -.00330 .00040 -.00070 .1,Ul0 .02140 .03270 .04520 .Oino
••01 1.870 -.00610 .01360 .00040 .00010 -.00050 .13510 .02130 .03170 .04UO .Oi710
.101 1.140 -.07130 .131110 -.00130 -.00040 -.00140 .12670 .02210 .03220 .04200 .0i640
.101 1.020 -.13080 .27340 -.00~10 -.00150 -.OOOiO .U860 .02330 .03450 .04580 .10170
.101 '.150 -.11710 .40130 .00200 -.00090 -.00080 .UIOO .02460 .03340 .04730 .10540
.101 10.110 -.18310 .50340 .00220 -.00270 -.OOUO .10730 .02650 .03350 .OSSIO .IU30
(,RADIENT -.02175 .01245 .00133 -.00002 -.00042 -.00320 -.00006 -.00057 -.00102 -.00164
llUNNO. 261 0 RNIL = 8.07 GRADIENT INTERVAL = -5.001 5.00
....CH ALPHA CLM CN CY CBL eYN CAF CABO CABS CABItO CAB
1.101 -U.DIO .11120 -.15360 -.01410 .00060 .00680 .23430 .04130 .04240 .07610 .151110
1.10' - ....0 ••5540 -.?l7iO -.01170 .00050 .00680 .240iO .03i60 .04280 .07UO .15130
1.102 -1.180 .11620 -.5ll760 -.00830 .00000 .00770 .24800 .03850 .04300 .07080 .15240
1.101
-••510 .17300 - ••4000 -.00610 -.00060 .00670 .2.880 .03iOO .04350 .06i80 .15240
1.102
-2.150 .122iO -.28330 -.00450 -.00020 .00660 .24i30 .03900 .04250 .01720 .14880
1.102 -.210 .07210 -.13560 -.00180 -.00140 .00650 .24570 .03il0 .041110 .06850 .14110
1.102 1.150 .0UOo .00340 -.00030 -.00180 .00640 .24140 ,03140 .04080 .01870 .uno
1.101 4.010 -.04620 .14880 .00170 -.00200 .00590 .25070 .04020 .04150 .066iO .14870
1.102 I.UO -.11510 .2i360 .00010 -.00250 .00570 .22470 .04030 .04190 .06510 .14760
1.102 8.280 -.15820 .41270 .00140 -.00300 .00560 .215iO .04120 .041iO .06610 .14120
1.102 10.140 -.st050 .55860 .003110 -.00370 .00510 .20740 .04200 .04150 .064iO .J4"0
GRADIENT -.02415 .06868 .Doon -.00021 -.00008 -.00206 .00011 -.00027 -.00010 -.00014
MAlA IIIFC M n. UlULATED DATA LilTING
II.,C M n. IHUTTLE LAUNCH TIOIII 1£11001)
PARAIlETIIC DATA















lEU • .000 OIIIIIN • -1.500
























































































































































































































































































































Dnl •• API '. MAlA MI'C TWT 53. TAlUUJED DATA LUnw. PUE II
MII'C TWT Sit lHunLE LAUNCH n01l1 CAIIDO&) c II API 7Z )
~
--"""--,
.E'EUNCE DATA 'AIAMETIIC DATA
I)lE' • '.'100 ... IN lIMRP • ••1••0 IN. lETA • .DOO ORBIN • -1.500
LIE' • 1.1"0 IN. VMRP • .0000 IN.
'IEr • ••••00 IN. NP • .1••0 IN.
KALE. .00.0
.UNNO. USIO .NlL. ••15 GRADIENT INl£lVAL " -5.001 5.00
MACH ALPHA CLM CN CV CBL CVN CA' CABO CABS CA8HO CAB
'.7.0 -10.'10 .03140 -.57120 -.00160 -.001.0 .OOUO .23560 .01520 .OU.O .02160 .055.0
'.'.0 -'.610 .02210 - ••&880 -.00630 -.00130 .00200 .22980 .01530 .0U60 .02800 .05500
••7.0
-'.550 .00180 -.35800 -.004.0 -.OOUO .00180 .22500 .01520 .01200 .02700 .05450
'.'.0 -•••30 .002.0 -.25650 -.00260 -.00130 .00160 .22130 .01510 .012.0 .02590 .05310
••7.0
-'.5.0 -.00210 -.15780 -.00160 -.00180 .00130 .21B70 .01500 .012.0 .02510 .052l1O
'.7.0 -.210 -.00050 -.on.o -.00120 -.001Z0 .001BO .21610 .01.BO .012.0 .02.10 .05220
'.'.0 1.170 -.00080 .02no -.00090 -.00130 .OOUO .2UBO .01.50 .01220 .02.20 .05100
••7.0 1.190 -.00390 .U.90 .00080 -.OOUO .00270 .21220 .01.10 .OU90 .02340 .041.0
••7.0 1.090 -.015.0 .10760 .00260 -.00150 .00220 .209.0 .01400 .OUBO .022.0 .04830
'.7.0 '.110 -.02180 .303.0 .00290 -.00170 .002BO .20730 .01360 .OUBO .02220 .04770
'.7.0 10.'20 -.02570 .31770 .00390 -.OOIBO .00250 .20450 .01290 .01200 .02100 .04&10
GRADIENT -.OOD34 .0••03 .ooon -.00003 .00013 -.OOUO -.00012 -.00006 -.0002B -.000.7
RUN NO. 1511 0 INIL " ••91 ' GRADIENT INl£lVAL " -5.001 5.00
MACH ALPHA CLM CN CY CBL CVN CAF CABO CABS CABHa CAB
•••59 -10.510 .01060 - ••3910 -.00420 -.00130 .001.0 .2U70 .00230 .00260 .00600 .OUOO
•••5.
-'.340 .00710 -.3.930 .00060 -.000.0 .00210 .20420 .00250 .00270 .00600 .OU20
...,.
-1.320 .00720 -.27380 .OOOBO -.00120 .00200 .18790 .00270 .00270 .00.00 .0UlIO
it ••,.
-••210 .008.0 -.118.0 .OOUO -.00050 .00190 .19220 .00270 .00270 .00580 .01 liD
...,.
-••••0 .01220 -.13210 .00000 -.00040 .001BO .18710 .002BO .00270 .00600 .OUIO
..." -.170 .01940 -.01260 .00170 -.00050 .00260 .18210 .00280 .00270 .00600 .OU'O
...,. 1.'60 .02050 .00350 .00030 -.00110 .00170 .179.0 .00280 .00260 .00580 .OU.O
..." 5.900 .02.50 .06980 .00060 -.000.0 .00200 .17.10 .002BO .00260 .00560 .0IUO
•••511 5.9.0 .02550 .1.210 .002.0 -.00050 .00190 .16980 .00290 .00270 .00570 .OU.O
•••5. 7.lISO .onoo .21450 .00.20 -.000.0 .00270 .16960 .00290 .00260 .OOSSO .01080
..." ••••0 .02110 .28070 .00290 -.00060 .00300 .17160 .00270 .002.0 .00.70 .01000
GRADIENT .00191 .03211 -.00005 -.00002 .00001 -.00215 .00001 -.00001 -.00005 -.00005
DA YI 14 AP. 'I ..... IIIFC 1VT II' TAlUUltD DATA LUTlIKr
IIIFC 1VT 55. SHUTTLE LAUNCH TlOlll Ul1007)
,,,IlAMETlle DATA















"LPHA a .000 QIUIIN • -1.500
























































































































































































































































































































DA fl 14 API fl
....IA ".,C M n. TAlUUTEO DATA LIITI~ PAK IS
".,C M SU IHUTTLE LAUNCH raous CA1l001) C IS API 11 )
IE,.;IENCE OA TA PARAIlETRIC DATA
IU' • 1'...00 ... IN lIMRP = 4.14'0 IN. ALPHA = .IIDO CRIIIN = -S.500
LIE' • '.'440 IN. YMRP = .DOOO IN.
IU' • 4.4'00 IN. ZMRP = .1410 IN.
.CALE • .0040
RUHNO. 11/0 RNlL= 5.1'6 "lADIENT INTERVAL = -5.001 5.00
HACH InA CLM CN CY CBL CYN CAF CABO CAlS CA8HO CAl
••0. -IO.stO .011'0 -.06860 .3411'0 .04no -.05440 .UOtO .O~Z'O .0~170 .05410 .1"1'0
.'OJ - ••ISO .02UO -.01'110 .28160 .0UtO -.041'10 .SZ190 .02t~0 .0~680 .05040 .1S150
.'OJ -1.150 .02no -.08160 .11010 .02880 -.03780 .SZ8t0 .02550 .03710 .04870 .UUO
.'OJ -4.0tO .OS050 -.091'0 .14480 .OU90 -.029~0 .13550 .02280 .03710 .041'80 .SOflO
.'OJ -1.040 .OS200 -.09860 .01'80 .OU90 -.02000 .13970 .02130 .0~640 .04710 .SIU.O
••os .000 .01480 -.S0090 .01320 .00220 -.00450 ' .14250 .02UO .01450 .04650 .S0220
.10' 1.040 .02800 -.09S50 -.06190 -.00880 .01400 .14570 .0214tl .OU~O .04550 .099~0
••os 4.010 ,OIlSO -.Ot640 -.12780 -.OHOO .0261'0 .14600 .02200 .0~040 .04680 .09940
.IOS 8.130 .01490 -.08410 -.194S0 -.02640 .osno .S4250 .024~0 .02870 .1U690 .SOOOO
••0. '.UO ,01850 -.08240 -.26UO -.OS570 .041'60 .13610 .02700 .02750 .04.10 .S0270
.10' SO.SiO ,01180 -.01'S40 -.S2600 -.04490 .05490 .S2640 .0~150 .02660 .05190 .HOZO
GRAOIENT -.DIlDIS .00044 -.0~~90 -.00464 .007U .001~~ -.00007 -.00086 -.0001' -.IIDI09
RUHNO. S5I 0 RNIL = I.S4 GRADIENT INTERVAL = -5.001 5.00
MACH lETA CLM CN CY CBL CYN CAF CABO CABS CIoBHO CAS
S.OIt -SO.260 .021'20 -.084S0 .SltlO .06690 -.05560 .20800 .04120 .IUSSO .07510 .151180
S.ott -8.11'0 .04UO ' -.09590 .2t180 .05420 -.04S90 .i!U~O .04100 .043110 .07400 .151110
S.DeI -8.110 .05010 -.sono .114110 .040~0 -.0~280 .22520 .0~9~0 .04S60 .07040 .sn40
S.otl -4.SIO .05840 -.11480 .S4450 .02700 -.02260 .1~5S0 .o~no .04S20 .01910 .15070
S.OIt -2.010 .0ISSO -.U.IO .01'5S0 .OU70 -.01080 .2S820 .OS910 .04SS0 .06920 .15170
1.01t .000 .01"0 -.120~0 .00~40 -.00040 .OO~IO .24050 .0~870 .04320 .06940 .15140
S.OIl 2.050 .06140 -.Ut50 -.06800 -.01420 .01570 .2S920 .0~960 .04260 .06880 .UJ20
1.01t 4.UO .06UO -.UtOO -.U720 -.02740 .027S0 .2~850 .0~890 .04070 .06750 .14720
1.011 8.S1'0 .05540 -.lU40 -.20630 -.04020 .03720 .2~570 .03990 .0~950 .06840 .14790
I.DII ••250 .04400 -.10460 -.28220 -.05S60 .041'80 .229S0 .04180 .0~840 .06920 .141150
I.DII 10.150 .OS550 -.09460 -.~5820 ' -.06640 .05720 .22~60 .04270 .057110 ,07060 .UJ20
"'AOJENT .01lDS4 -.0004' -.0~431 -.00165 .DDS14 .DDO~' ,DODO' -.0002' -.00017 -.00056
DUI: .. A'. 71 "'SA IIIFe NT ,.. TABULATED DATA LilTING 'AS( ••
lI...e NT U' IHUTTLI: LAUNCH TlOnl U.IDO" C'1 "I 'I I
II:'III:NCI: DA TA 'AIAIlETRle DATA
UI:' • 1."00 ••• IN lIMRP • ••1••0 IN. ALl'HA • .DOO ORBIII • -1.'00
UI:' • 1....0 IN. 'MIlP • .OODO IN.
••1:, • ....00 IN. ZMRP = ••••0 IN.
IeALI: • .0040
IUNNO. 14/0 INlL· '.S' GRADIENT INTERVAL • -5.001 5.00
MACH 'ETA eLM eN
"
CBL "N CAF CABO CABS CAlIHO Cd
1.101 -Io.no -.OU40 -.05960 .511840 .0".0 -.04.'0 .22.70 .057'0 .05900 .01150 .S••'O
1.101
-'.500 .00210 -.011880 .28600 .05510 -.05550 .221150 .03860 .058110 .06500 .1.,60
1••0.
-'."0 .01180 -.01680 .21050 .051120 -.02550 .237110 .05650 .05850 .06UO .15700
1.101 -4.140 .02120
-.0'410 .15760 .02550 -.01600 .24340 .03440 .05840 .06140 .13420
1.'01 -2.070 .02610 -.08830 .061160 .01250 -.006110 .24620 .03340 .03820 .061.0 .USlO
1.'06 .000 .02840 -.0'050 -.00170 -.00150 .D0500 .25020 .03300 .05.00 .05990 .13100
1.106 1.040 .01120 -.08190 -.07040 -.01.30 .01.60 .24720 .03340 .05750 .06290 .UUO
1.10' 4.110 .023110 -.085'0 -.15110 -.02760 .02520 .14630 .03380 .05"0 .06410 .S3460
1.'06 '.100 .01110 -.08320 -.2UI0 -.04140 .03390 .24400 .03600 .03550 .06420 .13510
1••0. '.180 .00590 -.07310 -.28880 -.05520 .04510 .23970 .03800 .03490 .06540 .13840
1.'06 10.1110 -.00860 -.06700 -.311890 -.06590 .05500 .23600 .03830 .03450 .06670 .SSlI50
GRAOIENT .00023 -.00015 -.03361 -.00645 .00504 .00033 -.00006 -.00021 .00031 .00006
IUNNO. U5/0 RNlL= 7.04 GRADIENT INTERVAL = ·5.001 5.00
MACH BETA CLM CN CY CBL CYN CAF CABO CABS CABItO CAB
S ••65
-10.4'0 -.00540 -.07480 .38520 .04680 -.05500 .12930 .02400 .02050 .04500 .0.760I.'" - ••lItO -.00070 -.071'0 .3S2oo .031170 -.04550 .25140 .02560 .02090 .04170 .08130I.". -1.'110 -.00140 -.07000 .25430 .03060 -.03200 .23560 .02410 .02180 .04030 .0.640
i.lI.
-4.1'0 -.00010 -.06115o .U511o .02000 -.02130 .23040 .02400 .021S0 .0,.40 .08510I.'" -'.100 .00000 -.06870 .071160 .00.1I0 -.01050 .22.00 .02430 .02110 .05950 .0.510I.'" .000 .00050 -.08650 .00520 -.00020 -.00090 .22700 .02440 .02150 .05940 .0"40I.'" 2.010 -.00010 -.06640 -.06680 -.00'70 .00900 .22160 .01S70 .02050 .05750 .08110
..." ••110 -.00150 -.06550 -.14230 -.01'80 .01110 .25280 .02410 .02040 .03610 .0.120
...15 1.170 -.00260 -.06400 -.21130 -.03050 .03UO .23560 .02410 .01190 .03820 .08220
1.115 ••SlO -.002'0 -.064'0 -.21840 -.04050 .04220 .23310 .02460 .02010 .04060 .0"40
1.115 10.UO -.00450 -.06460 -.57500 -.04880 .05270 .23550 .02430 .01150 .04270 .08660
GRADIENT -.00014 .000411 -.03554 -.00475 .004" .00011 -.00002 -.00025 -.00036 -.00013
DUE I. A'I 11 ....... IIIf'C 'NT SII ",auu.ltO OATA LIITI~ 'AW:
"
IIIf'C 'NT sse IHUTTLI: UUNCH TlOUI UU001) C '1 A'I 11
IE'IRENCE DA TA 'AIlAIlE:TRIC DA '"
IIIF • 1."00 M. IN lIMIP • ••14.0 IN. ALPHA s .000 <lR8111 s -I.SOO
UlE' • 1.'••0 IN. YNAP s .OODO IN.
Ill' • •••600 IN. ZMRP s ••••0 IN.
lCALE s .00.0
IUNNO. 15./0 llNlL .. ..65 GRADIENT INltRVAL .. -5.001 5.00
....CH lETA CLM CN CY CBL CYN CAr CABO CABS CABIIO CAB
1.7.0
-10.120 .00t50
-.06"0 .3.600 .0:"'0 -.033ll0 .21690 .OU70 .0U1l0 .025.0 .05150
1.7.0
-....0 .oono -.06710 .".50 .0'970 -.0'930 .21750 .01..0 .OUOO .025.0 .050.0
1.7.0
-6.1'0 .00910 -.06760 .21690 .0"70 -.02220 .21730 .OU'O .01'10 .0,,.0 .05080
1.7.0
-4.1.0 .007.0
-.068'0 .U970 .01350 -.01.30 .21640 .aulo .01'10 .0'5'0 .05050
1.7.0
-2.080 .00660 -.06570 .07UO .00580 -.005.0 .21580 .OU80 .01"0 .0'5'0 .05UO
1.7.0 .000 .00410 -.06350 .00180 -.00060 .OOUO .21660 .014'0 .012.0 .0'510 .05UO
1.7.0 1.010 .001tO -.06270 -.06410 -.006ll0 .00720 .21700 .0UllO .012.0 .02.110 .05140
1.7.0 4.UO .00stO -.06170 -.11110 -.01.80 .01530 .21820 .01..0 .01210 .02570 .05150
1.7.0 '.170 .008ll0 -.06080 -.20820 -.02180 .021.0 .2'100 .OU80 .01200 .02510 .05100
1.7.0 '.110 .007.0 -.05840 -.27770 -.03120 .03100 .22220 .01.20 .01200 .025.0 .05170
1.740 10.'10 .00720 -.05750 -.11920 -.01680 .03680 .22250 .01.50 .OU70 .02SS0 .05180
GRADIENT -.0002' .00079 -.01107 -.00116 .00'" .00021 .00001 .00001 .00001 .00010
RUN NO. 151/0 RNIL .. 4.ll0 GRADIENT INltRVAL .. -5.001 5.00
MACH lETA CLM eN CY CBL CYN CAr CABO CABS CABIIO CAB
4.lSt -10.040 .002tD -.04UO .24870 .02010 -.008ll0 .11470 .00260 .00200 .005ll0 .01060
4.'St -'.100 .00420 -.04460 .20290 .01460 -.00370 .11100 .00260 .00210 .OOSSO .01010
4.1S' -6.100 .00440 -.05420 .14940 .00ll20 .00050 .18980 .00260 .00220 .OOSSO .01050
••IISt -4.0lS0 .01010 -.06060 .Iono .OOSSO .00450 .I8SIO .00270 .002.0 .00570 .Oloto
••IISt -2.050 .01750 -.06460 .05050 .00320 .00180 .181ll0 .002ll0 .00250 .001540 .0U1I0
4.IISt .000 .01710 -.06570 .00460 -.00040 .00110 .18110 .00270 .00260 .00stO .01140
4.IISt 1.020 .01520 -.015420 -.0487t1 -.00.20 -.00280 .18220 .00280 .00270 .00610 .OU70
••'St 4.050 .ou.o -.05110 -.Oll740 -.00680 -.00440 .18860 .002ll0 .00280 .00650 .OUIO
••lISt lS.070 .00780 -.04770 -.14450 -.01070 -.00010 .19260 .00290 .00290 .00600 .OUSO
••lISt '.OtO .0D4tO -.01120 -.19320 -.01610 .00450 .11680 .00270 .00270 .005.0 .01010
••"t 10.010 .00.50 -.01650, -.24320 -.02070 .01060 .11960 .00290 .00270 .00580 .01150
GRADIENT •00001 .0007• -.02471 -.00158 -.00120 .00006 .00001 .00005 .00006 .OOOU
UTI .. API f' NAIA ".,C M U' TAlUUltD DATA LUTING PAl( a.
IIIFC M n. IHUTTLI: U~ TlOUll1 CAIIOD.1 C •• API fI I
IE'IIENCE DATA PARAIlETIIC DATA
lilt, .. f ...OO ... IN llMIlP II ••1••0 IN. lETA .. .000 ORaIN .. -I.SOO
LIE' .. 1.1440 IN. TMAI' .. .OOOD IN •
liE' .. ••4100 IN. ZMRP .. .24.0 IN •
KALE .. .0040
IUNNO. .11 0 RNIL II 4.'2 GRADIENT INTERVAL .. -S.DDI '.00
MACH ALPHA eLM CN CY CBL eTN CAF CABO CADS CABHO CAl
.,..
-10.'00 .14010 -.70540 -.01240 .00070 .00110 .01200 .01130 .036'0 .05560 .uno
•It.
-'.410 .lI52o -.51610 -.01450 -.00010 .00210 .01080 .02000 .03640 .052:50 .10110
....
-1.4'0 .10550 - ••1300 -.01280 -.00020 .ODUo .09030 .01830 .0:5660 .04110 .10410
....
-••no .0.070 -.16440 -.01010 -.00040 .00260 .01200 .01830 .01510 .04750 .101.0
....
-'.300 .05:570 -.21770 -.00740 -.00060 .00:5:50 .09260 .01820 .03'40 .0."0 .01110
....
-.'10 .01710 -.12080 -.00710 -.00090 .00lfo .09140 .01820 .0:5:510 .04440 .1IS6fo
.... 1.150 .00030 .00720 -.00110 -.00070 .00200 .01010 .02000 .03320 .04:560 .01610
.... 1.'10 -.033.0 .lI140 .00060 -.00050 .00100 .0stlO .01970 .03200 .04160 .01340
.... '.170 -.06:560 .2:5:580 -.00380 -.00160 .00010 .08200 .02UO .0:5:510 .04120 .01780
.,.. '.040 -.01110 .151:50 -.OOUO -.00220 -.000'0 .07510 .02050 .0:5:520 .04:560 .01740
..,. 10.020 -.U47O ••1:510 .00UO -.00310 .001.0 .069.0 .02UO .03320 .04"0 .10030
GRADIENT -.01112 .0SSI5 .00110 -.00001 -.00022 -.oOD32 .00022 -.00048 -.00066 -.ODOI2
IUNNO. .21 0 RNIL II 5••2 GRADIENT INTERVAL = -'.001 5.00
MACH ALPHA CLM eN CY CBL CYN CAF CABO CABS CABHO CAB
••0. -10.710 .1.2.0 -.71180 -.ollIO .00100 -.00020 .n080 .02460 .034'0 .0"10 .1'410
••04
-'.870 .11810 -.82170 -.00830 .00uo .00200 .nooo .02260 .03570 .0SS.0
.""0
••0.
-8.'80 .11240 -.518'0 -.00720 .OOUO .00200 .lI730 .02100 .01170 .0'380 .....0
.104
-••••0 .01:5:50 -.381.0 -.00840 .00UO .00030 .12650 .02000 .0:5600 .05100 .10710
••0.
-•.no .05600 -.2.110 -.00260 .00100 -.00010 .129.0 .01810 .03'30 .0.190 .IOUO
••D4 -.24D .01290 -.unD -.00310 .000'0 -.00090 .lI810 .01160 .0:5:520 .04560 .01810
••04 1.150 .00210 -.00600 -.00350 -.00100 .00UO .12570 .02010 .012.0 .04270 .015:50
••04 1.13D -.05:510 .U120 -.00.00 -.00090 .00070 ....60 .02090 .03310 .o.no .01780
••04 1.02D -.08920 .24070 .00090 -.00020 -.00"0 .10660 .02050 .0:5:5.0 .04.60 .01870
••04 '.saD -.12180 .17210 .00360 -.00080 -.00270 .01520 .02100 .onlo .04700 .10200
••04 10.14D -.1.300 ••7560 .00150 -.002:50 -.00010 .01240 .02200 .03.00 .0.910 .10570
GRADIENT -.OUI57 .051:56 .00018 -.00021 .00012 -.00131 .00014 -.00017 -.0009. -.OO"f
DATI: .. "II 71 NAIA NSFC TWT .JI TAIULAnD DATA LIITlNGr 'AK It
NSFC TWT .58 SHUTTLE LAUNCH nouu. UIIODII C I. AI'II 71 I
ItUUEIICE DATA 'ARAMETIlJC DA TA
'UI' • '."00 ... IN IlM/lP ,. 4 ••4.0 IN. lETA ,. .DDO alJIlN ,. -1.'00
LIlEI' • 1.1440 IN. 'MAl' ,. .0000 IN.
IIlEI' • 4.4'00 IN. ZMRP • ••••0 IN.
IeALE • .0040
IUNNO. .JI 0 INIL ,. '.n GRADIENT INnRVAL = -'.001 ••00
NACH ALI'HA CLM eN CY CBL (PN CAl' CABO CABS CA8HO CAB
••01
-10.'10 .1.750
-.'0'50 -.01000 .OOJOO .00080 .16350 .0'910 .0J400 .0.,'0 .UI.O
••05
-'.750 .171S0 -.'71'0 -.01090 .OOUO .00140 .11S50 .02670 .05590 .06160 ••200
••01
-'."0 •.,.50 -.'.'10 -.00860 .00020 .000'0 .16620 .02570 .05790 .051S0 .11.10
••01
- ••••0 .11160 -.40UO -.00820 .00050 .00050 .16650 .02UO .05760 .0•••0 .IU'O
••01 -1.360 .0st,O -.27070 -.00700 .00000 .001.0 .16620 .01980 .05580 .0.100 .10670
••01 -.240 .06050 -.1.770 -.00J40 -.00010 -.00090 .16150 .01980 .0J450 .04970 .10400
••01 1.170 .01510 -.020.0 -.002.0 .00000 -.00'20 •.,520 .02020 .05500 .04760 .10090
.to5 5.'10 -.05550 .IU'O -.00070 -.00060 -.001.0 .14290 .02120 .05590 .04.90 .10010
••01 '.050 -.11840 .210.0 .001.0 -.00150 -.00120 .15550 .02150 .055.0 .04710 .10.00
••01 I.UO
- ••'100 .58110 -.00180 .00110 .00100 .12560 .02220 .05470 .05060 .1(,760
••01 .0.170 - ......0 ••7170 .00410 -.00550 -.00080 .119.0 .OU60 .0J410 .05280 .11060
"'ADIENT -.0Ilt7 .01070 .000t5 -.00010 -.00056 -.00275 .00001 -.00048 -.00107 -.00.,5
IUNNO.
." 0 INIL= 1.02 GRADIENT INTERVAL = -5.001 5.00
MACH AU'HA CLM eN CY CBL CYN CAl' CABO CABS CABHO CAB
1.10' -11.020 .50••0 -.166'0 -.01550 .00100 .00650 .25.60 .0.000 .03970 •07160 .15140 .
1.10. - ....0 .1....0 -.78J40 -.01170 .00060 .00700 .26080 .05820 .05980 .06920 .14750
1.10' -'.700 .11150 -.'1070 -.00850 .00000 .00640 .26770 .05710 .0.0.0 .066.0 .14440
1.10' - ••550 .17.10 - ••"110 -.00170 -.00080 .00600 .27070 .05650 .0.100 .06550 .14"0
1.101
-'.580 .U520 -.51010 -.00450 .00010 .005.0 .26870 .05650 .0.090 .06470 .14250
1.101 -.250 .0.2itO -.17220 -.00510 -.00150 .00500 .26560 .05650 .0.080 .06580 .14510
1.10' 1.810 .05450 -.04250 -.000.0 -.001.0 .00510 .26250 .05620 .05960 .06760 .14550
1.101 ••010 -.01270 .10000 .00100 -.00170 .00580 .2.950 .05750 .0.0.0 .06...0 .14••0
1.101 1.120 -.08650 .25200 .00010 -.002'0 .00.90 .23990 .05770 .0.020 .0... 70 .14270
1.106 '.260 -.15150 .51050 .00280 -.00290 .00.50 .25060 .05790 .05970 .06410 .14190
1.101 10.520 -.11570 .51700 .00.110 -.005.0 .00590 .22050 .05860 .05970 .06250 .14090
GRADIENT -.0211' .0....5 .00091 -.elOOI5 -.00022 -.OOUO .00010 -.00012 .00022 .00020
DUI •• API 7'
..." IIIFC NT SI. TAlUUTED DATA L.1IT1NG 'Ui SO
IIIFC NT SI. IHUTTI.£ UI.WCH TSOlISRa UtlOOI) C Il "PI 71 I
K'IIENCI OA TA ' .....IlETRaC DATA
1111' • 7."00 M. aN llMllP • 4.14'0 IN. lETA • .DOD ORlaN • ·1.'00
LAI' • .....0 IN. YMRP • .0000 IN.
1111:' • ....00 IN. ZMRP • .1••0 IN.
KALI • .00.0
RUN NO. 4., 0 RNlL. • 1.07 GRADIENT INTERVAL. • ·'.001 '.00
!lACH ALPHA CL.M CN CY CBL. CYN CAF' CABO CASS CA8ItO CAl
a.11I ·U.D7D •••750 • ••U70 ·.011040 .DOO~O .00180 .15800 .04060 .0.010 .071040 .uno
I.'" •••••0 .10020 -.7~000 ·.DUID ·.DDO~O .00220 .16550 .Dn.o .04020 .07250 .UD20
1.1" ·1.nD .11280 ·.51270 -.01010 -.00060 .00180 ••1920 .035.0 .0.020 .06120 .1.500
1.111 •••5.0 .I~no - ••1210 ·.00720 ·.00120 .00200 .16670 .D~570 .•D.UO .07070 .U76D
I.all ·1 ••10 .107.0 ·.11710 -.00570 ·.00100 .00100 .1...0 .0,.90 .O40~0 .06570 .UOlD
1.192 ·.I~D .0'020 -.15830 -.00470 ·.00170 .D02~D ••104110 .0,.50 .D~II.0 .01350 .a375D
••111 1."0 .0.180 -.0~020 -.00160 ·.00160 .00140 .21120 .O,.~O .0~800 .06220 .1,..0
1.ltI ••020 ·.OlttO .UUO .DO~20 -.OOuo -.00040 .25450 .0,.60 .03150 .061.0 .U~.O
1.1'1 '.150 ·.07.10 .2."0 .00.00 -.00170 -.00120 •••720 .03520 .0~800 .D6UO .I"~D
1.111 ••SID ·.10580 .1I8UO .00160 -.00220 -.DOUO ••1860 .0~660 .0~8ID .06180 .15.60
1.111 ID.aeD ••U7ID •50050 .00640 -.00280 ·.00100 ••2920 .01860 .D~870 .06,.0 .U07D .
GIlADIINT ·.01727 .06167 .OOUI -.00002 -.00020 -.ooln -.ooon -.0004. -.DOIO~ -.ODISO
RUN NO. 115/0 RN/L. = 7.01 GRADIENT INTERVAL = -5.001 5.00
!lACH ALl'HA CLM CN CY CBl CYN CAF' CABO CABS CABHO CAB
I ....
-U.IID .12.70 -.72070 -.00150 -.000\10 .ODUO .260\10 .02.60 .01760 .D.8SlD .01120
I ....
-t.D5D .10.'0 -.595.0 -.00.50 ·.000\10 .DDUD .25\190 .02.40 .01950 .0.570 .08970
I .... •••••0 .07510 -.45900 -.OD~60 -.00010 .00050 .25510 .02.50 .02000 .0.,10 .08770
I ....
-4.120 .DSlIID -.12130 .00000 -.00060 .00000 .2.700 .02.20 .02050 .04160 .0".0
a.... -1 •••0 .Dae.D -.2DISO .00120 -.00070 -.00020 ••4110 .02.~0 .021.0 .D.UD .081'70
a.e..
-.'50 .D2UD -.De37D .00150 -.00070 -.00020 .2ll7l0 .0••10 .02150 .0.0110 .08660
a .lIlI' l.tlD .DDISD .01650 .OD2SD -.ODDSO .00010 ••llIo4D .D2~70 .020S0 .0.060 .015.0
a.II" ••0110 -.DI.SD .12.10 .00410 -.00010 .00050 .2IISO .02.10 .02UD .0311.0 .DU7D
I.e•• 6.1.0 -.031160 .227.0 .003110 -.00100 .00040 .21000 .02.50 .02250 .01830 .015.0
a.e.. ••••0 -.05410 .n4.D .DDSID -.00100 .000.0 .22950 .02••0 .02120 .05700 .D8nD
a.lIlI' 10.520 -.D'UD .4"20 .006110 -.OOOSO .00070 .22570 .02••0 .023S0 .Oll66D .DUIIO
GIlADrlNT
-.00'12 .05175 .00045 -.00001 .00006 -.00170 -.0000. .00001 -.000.5 -.000.5
DA TI I. A'I 71 IlAIA IIIFC NT n. TAIULATED DATA LI'TI~ 'A'C 1&
IIIFC NT 511 IHUTTLE LAUNCH nosalll 16.10011 C .1 A'I
"
I
11'1t1E1lC1 DA TA 'ARAICTRIC DATA
MI' • ., •.,00 ... IN llMRP • ••14.0 IN. lETA • .000 ORBIN .. -1.500'
LlI' • 1....0 IN. 'NAP .. .0000 IN.
• IE" • ••••00 IN. ZMRP • ••••0 IN.
lCALI • .0040
I~NO. I." 0 INIL .. ..68 GRADIENT INTERVAL .. -5.001 5.00
IlACH AL'"A CLN CN CV ClL CVN CAr: CABO CAlS CAIHO CAl
'.1'40
-10."0 .0SlOO -.59540 -.00300 -.00130 .000iO .'4520 .01570 .0UlD .OUIO .051110
'.1'40 -'.110 .04110 -.414iO -.oono -.00100 .00150 .23950 .01570 .01210 .02820 .05110
••7.0 -1.540 .02liO -.37440 -.00300 -.00140 .OOUO .23220 .01550 .01260 .02730 .1155111
••1'40 -4.450 .111$10
-.21'21'0 -.00050 -.00130 .00130 .22940 .01540 .0121'0 .1IZ650 .11541'0
'.1'411 -1.3&0 .01440
-.l1'250 -.000111 -.00140 .000110 .22600 .01540 .01250 .025iO .05UO
••1'40 -.200 .01450
-.07"0 -.00120 -.OOUO .00130 .22250 .01540 .012.0 .02540 .053511
••1'411 1.11'11 .01350 I .112450 .1151811.013.0 .011120 -.00140 .001511 .219511 .01490 .012311
, •.,.11 ••000 .OU50 .10650 .00230 -.00150 .00300 .'l1'511 .01440 .011911 .02380 .050111
'.1'40 1.0911 -.000211 .1111311 .OOUO -.00150 .00180 .21510 .014011 .0UiO .022110 .041$0
'.1411 '.2011 -.0081'0 ••lI4lD .00510 -.00130 .00120 .21240 .01310 .01200 .02260 .04850
••1'.0 10.110
-.01'110 .31440 .00250 -.00190 .00250 .20890 .01320 .01210 .02170 .041'10
MADIINT -.000'0 .04469 .ooon -.00002 .OOOU -.00143 -.00012 -.00009 -.00032 -.00053
II~NO. 1.11 0 IIN1L .. ••119 GRADIENT INTERVAL = -5.001 5.00
IlACH ALPHA CLM CN CV CBL eVN CAr: CABO CAIS CAlHO CAB
••1511 -10.110 .111020
- ••5130 .00010 -.00090 .00150 .21720 .00250 .00260 .00610 .0IUO
...,.
-....0 .02220 -.111680 .00060 -.00040 .00130 .20840 .00260 .00270 .00610 .0IlSO
....11
-1.110 .0l1'50
- ••8550 -.00060 -.OOUO .00080 .20160 .00270 .00270 .005110 .01130
••15. - ••180 .0111'0 -.11330 -.00030 -.00040 .OOUO .19430 .00280 .002.0 .00600 .IIUlD
..". -1.140 .02030 -.14400 -.00010 -.00040 .OOUO .1811711 .00280 .00270 .00570 .01130
...,.
-.1'0 .01410 -.01'41'0 .00010 -.00040 .00140 .1"40 .00290 .00270 .005110 .OUIO
...,. 1."0 .02880 .000711 .OD140 -.00010 .00210 .H950 .00290 .00270 .OOSIO .01110
4 ••SlI 1.1lI0 .0.1100 .01080 .00060 -.00040 .OOHO .11510 .002110 .00270 .ODSID .01140
4.11511 5.1110 .0.780 .131100 -.00200 -.00010 .00240 .HHO .00290 .00260 .00550 .OU20
4.11511 '.000 .015.0 .20820 .00270 -.00010 .00270 .H220 .00290 .00270 .00520 .01090
•••511 11.950 .01510 .27440 .00.90 -.00010 .00220 .HIIO .00290 .00270- .00520 .01080
GIlAOJlNT .00111 .013110 .000211 .00000 .000011 -.002311 .00001 -.00001 -.00001 -.00001
\' I'
DAK 14 .,l. 7' NAIA II.,C M n. TABUUTEO OAT. LIITlH' '.'1 II
II.,C M SlI. IHUTTLE LAUNCH flOSSIRI (T.IODtI C•••,. 7' I
U'IEIEHCIE O. T. 'AL\IlETRIC O. T.
- PIE' • 7."00 18. IN lOlRP = ••14.0 IH. .L..... • .000 OR/liN a -1.100
LlIE' • .....0 IN. Y",P .. .0000 IN•
••E' • ••••00 IN • MP • .2••0 IH.
ICALIE • .00.0
RUN NO. 01 0 RNIL a ••52 liR.DIENT INTERVAL = -5.001 1.00
NACH lIEU CLII CN CY CBL CYN gF gBO gsa CA8HO gs
.... -10.070 -.01010
-.0'150 .30250 .0.4.0 -.047'0 .06520 .02520 .03540 .053.0 .U.'D
....
-'.UO -.00570 -.07000 .'5000 .03760 -.04110 .07240 .02seO .03530 .04.10 .SOI,O
....
-'.010 .00050 -.07150 .1.770 .02100 -.OSSIO .07620 .0.260 .01600 .0....0 .10500
....
- ••050 .00410 -.0'200 .11420 .02010 -.0'410 .0.650 .020.0 .0SS10 .04010 .011150
.5" -'.0.0 .011S0 -.0'.'0 .07130 .01010 -.01270 .011110 .01150 .014.0 .GIBOO .01240
.... .000 .0u.0 -.09110 .011110 .00140 -.OOUO .01410 .01.60 .01410 .0'lIiO .On50
•••• l.lIiO .01660 -.O'UO -.04'60 -.00770 .01010 .0ISBO .02040 .0lseO .04140 .011570
.... 4.040 .00150 -.084'0 -.10570 -.01760 .02010 .01D50 .02240 .011.0 .04210 .Dt7'0I
-.1114110 -.02610 .03200 .0.020 .02270•••• '.040 .00S20 -.OBOOO .02880 .04.40 .09100
.... '.100 -.OlU.O -.071110 -.22810 -.01450 .00lUO .087BO .024BO .02700 .lU510 .08150
.... 10.0.0 -.01250 -.07280 -.28210 -.04210 .04780 .OBIOO .02...0 .02650 .05210 .10500
GRADIIENT .000.' -.00056 -.OZ'67 -.00412 .00561 .00042 .0001' -.OOlU' .00037 .00013
RUN NO. 01 0 -ANIL= 5.43 liRAlHENT INTERVAL " -'.001 5.00
NACH lET. CLM CH CY caL CYN CAF CABO CABS gBHO gl
••0. -10.140 .00060 -.07280 .32160 .04290 -.04780 .09650 .02170 .03160 .0IlBO .U910
••0. ".110 .00390 -.07710 .2"10 .01310 -.03980 .IOS60 .02540 .03160 .05090 .U40C!
••0.
-'.ISO .01710 -.08990 .20000 .02150 -.OSSSO .11190 .02290 .03110 .04910 .10970
••D2
- ••0'0 .02UO -.09150 .13980 .01910 -.02610 .UB60 .02UO .OS150 .04580 .10490
••02
-'.040 .02310 -.10470 .078S0 .01160 -.01770 .12290 .02080 .OS.20 .044.0 .10140
••D2 .000 .02690 -.101110 .01350 .00230 -.00110 .12520 .02000 .03510 .04540 .10050
••02 '.OSO .02330 -.10570 -.0"90 -.00710 .01270 .12710 .02100 .01340 .04470 .0.920
••02 4.010 .02010 -.09930 -.12150 -.01690 .02570 .12810 .020.0 .03090 .04580 .09760
••D2 '.110 .01.10 -.On60 -.IB'60 -.02590 .03450 .12460 .02240 .02960 .04650 .0"'0
••0. '.UO .00920 -.OBSIO -.24040 -.01300 .04040 .12170 .02550 .02790 .04650 .10000
••0. 10.130 -.00050 -.07760 -.S0310 -.04110 .04800 .11110 .02840 .02600 .05010 .1041D
GR.OIENT -.0000' -.000S2 -.03224 -.00449 .00660 .00114 -.00006 -.OOD79 .00002 -.00082
IUC I. A'I 'I NASA Il.,C M SS. TABULATED DATA LISTI~ ,ur U
.....C M SS. IHUTTU; LAloNe" nOIlUI nilDOIl C •• "'I '.
I
IC'CIENCC DATA 'dAMETRIC DATA
IlC' • '."00 II. IN ICNIlP • ••1..0 IN. ALPHA ,. .000 ORIIN
,.
-1.SOO
Lltl' • 1.1..0 IN. YMIIP ,. .0000 IN.
IIlIt' • ••••00 IN. %MRP • .1••0 IN.
lCALIT • .Do.O
ItUNNO. 01 0 ItNlL • '.1l GRADIENT INTERVAL = -S.OOI '.00
"'CH IUA CLII CN a CBL aN CAF' CABO CABS CABMO CAB
....
-10.1'0 .01.10 -.078'0 .1570q .04270 -.04810 .12560 .02710 .01760 .05510 .12010
•••• -'.IUO .02680 -.08250 .2716'1 .01440 -.DAI70 .UIOO .02590 .03780 .05410 .11110
•••• -a. 150 .OUIO -.101'0 .20600 .02580 -.01340 .14190 .02310 .03750 .05DAO .11110
•••• -4.100 .DA060 -.11680 .1020 .01140 -.02670 .14640 .02070 .01770 .DAIIO .10840
....
-1.040 .04210 -.11160 .0.010 .01090
-.01'00 .14960 .01elO .01610 .04870 .10540
.... .000 .DA.40 -.12100 .01260 .00110 -.ODAIO .15480 .01820 .034.0 .DA6S0 .10080
•••• '.010 .04080 -.11780 -.05140 -.00780 .OU50 .15660 .01910 .03270 .DA77o .01160
•••• 4.0'0 .01710 -.11'00 -.12270 -.01610 .01470 .15620 .01830 .03050 .04"0 .09850
.... '.140 .01340 -.10830 -.187'0 -.02490 .03360 .15610 .01170 .02940 .05010 .10110
•••• '.110 .Dl1l0 -.08780 -.25510 -.03330 .04320 .15110 .02460 .02740 .05160 .10370
•••• 10.170 .02070 -.0'470 -.11800 -.04110 .05120 .14150 .02770 .02660 .05330 .10770
GRADIENT -.0001' -.00001 -.01281 -.ODAIO .00657 .00110 -.00016 -.00087 -.00012 -.00116
ItUNNO. 01 0 RN/L ,. '.1' GRADIENT INTERVAL ,. -5.001 5.00
MACH BUA CLM CN a CBL aN CAF' CABO CABS CABMO CAB
1.10' -10."0 .04570 -.11210 .16180 .06050 -.05260 .22910 .01100 .04330 .075.0 .15830
1.10'
-'.'10 .oSl50 -.12770 ."4'0 .04.40 -.04220 .21620 .04020 .04"0 .07430 .15830
•••0.
- ••••0 .07510 -.11850 .2U10 .01620 -.01190 .24460 .03910 .04410 .07100 .15640
•••0. -4.120 .08260 -.14640 .14200 .02430 -.02210 .25450 .03810 .04570 .07UO .UlIOo
1.101 -2.010 .0..40
-.14"0 .07190 .01210 -.01100 .25700 .01870 .04570 .07150 .U400
••10' .000 .0.120 -.15100 .00210 -.00040 .002.0 .25950 .03840 .04140 .07210 .15400
••10' '.050 .01410 -.15010 -.06780 -.01270 .01500 .256.0 .03960 .04UO .07210 .15480
1.102 •• :10 .08070 -.14860 -.13530 -.02420 .02550 .25710 .03880 .040.0 .07040 .15020
1.102 '.UO .07830 -.14570 -.10150 -.01620 .03570 .25270 .03960 .03970 .07010 .141150
1.10' '.250 .01560 -.11450 -.27630 -.04830 .04540 .14550 .04210 .03920 .07190 .15110
1.10' 10.250 .052.0 -.12360 -.15070 -.05880 .0'150 .24210 .04250 .03790 .07200 .15250
GRAOJENT -.00020 -.00023 -.0137' -.00582 .00588 .00026 .ooou ~.00032 -.00001 -.00021
DATE 14 A'R 'I MAlA .....C NT sse TAiIlUTED DATA LUTlI5
.....C NT n. IHUTTLl LAUNCH TaOSIIRa CTiiODiI















ALI'HA • .000 <lR8IN • -1.100






















































































































































































































































































































DAft .. A,. '. """ MIFC TWT 5U fAlUUltD DATA LUTING PAK IS
M.,C TWT U' IHUnL.E UUNCH raOU1.l "liDO') C I. A'I
'.
)
II:'IUNCI DA fA PAIANETIIC DATA
IIlE' • , ••,00 ... IN llMllP • ••1••0 IN. AI.PHA :I .DOD OIlIIN :I -I.SDD
I.IE' • I.S44D IN. YMRP • .0000 IN.
IIIE' • ••••00 IN. ZMRP :I .1••0 IN.
ICALE • .00.0
IUHHO. ala RNII. • ..., GRADIENT INTERVAL :I -5.001 5.00
MACH ItTA CI.M CN CY CBL CTN CAF CABO CABS CA8HO CAl
••lSt -10.0.0 .01070 -.05060 .25450 .02050 -.01400 .UtIO .00260 .00200 .GOUO .01020
•• tst
-'.100 .OUIO -.05570 .20710 .01550 -.00670 .lnlO .00280 .00210 .00570 .01070
•.IS' -'.080 .01590 -.05710 .15700 .01070 -.OOUD .UUO .OOZIO .00230 .00570 .010tO
4.lSt -4.070 .01720 -.06170 .10520 .00610 .002.0 .ltOtD .00280 .00230 .00550 .01070
4 ••5. -1.050 .011.0 -.06760 .051tO .00:510 .00250 .18510 .DD2tD .G023D .00570 .OUOO
4.'st .OGO .02510 -.06560 .00470 .00000 .ODUO .18280 .00280 .00250 .00590 .01140
4.lSt 1.010 .02210 -.01700 -.05IS0 -.00400 -.00140 .18490 .00280 .00270 .D05l1D .01150
••11' 4.010 .02000 -.084'0 -.09880 -.00690 -.00180 .ltUO .00100 .00280 .00620 .01100
••,st '.090 .DUtD -.05040 -.14890 -.DIUO .00250 .19580 .00290 .00270 .00580 .01150
4.11' '.100 .DU9D -.04800 -.20050 -.01570 .00710 .20000 .00290 .00270 .00560 .DIUD
•.'S' 10.010 .OU50 -.04210 -.24610 -.02100 .01450 .20140 .00110 .00280 .00610 .01200
GRAD liNT .00029 .00021 -.02522 -.00161 -.00061 .00008 .00001 .00007 .00008 .00015
DATI U ",. '. ...... IIIFC nn '" ''''ULATtD 0"'" Lla'lM& '''51
"
IIIFC nn ". SHU'TLE UIJICH '.OU.II CAUOID) C •• "'I 71 )
Rt'IRENCE 0" 'A '"RAMUIIC 0"'"
liE' • '.1100 H. IN IIMRP • •••••0 IN. IE'" • .ODO ClQIN • ·'.000lJIE' • 1.1440 IN. 'IIIP • .OODO IN.
••E' • ••••00 IN. IMAP • .1••0 IN.
KALE • .00.0
IUNNO. .011 0 RNlL· 4.51 GRADlEN' INTElVAL • -5.001 5.00
...CN "LPH" CLN (N (Y ClL CYN CAY CABO CABS CAlIHO Cd
.Iel -10 •••0 .15750 ·.71.,0 .00150 .00010 ·.00100 .10150 .02610 .01410 .06010 .11OtO
.... ·'.500 .UIIO ·.111.0 .001'0 ·.00010 ·.00120 .10070 .025.0 .0U70 .outo .UIIO
.... ••••,0 .11010 ·.51860 ·.00010 ·.00110 ·.00170 .10010 .01.70 .01..0 .05ODll .UIIO
....
-4.1.0 .10150 ·.40140 .00150 ·.000.0 ·.00110 .09610 .01410 .01680 .04.00 .IDNO
.1.' -1.1.0 .0.110 ·.27710 .00100 ·.00010 ·.00010 .Dt460 .01.,0 .01660 .04600 .10760
.1.' ·.120 .05..0 ·.15700 .00570 -.00010 ·.00110 .01560 .01510 .OUIO .04260 .10110
.1.' 1.140 .01260 -.04680 .OOIBO .000.0 -.00210 .01170 .02620 .OUOO .04.60 .10110
•••• 1.'10 ·.00150 .07.60 .00510 .00120 ·.00270 .0',60 .olno .01410 .04100 .llIOtO
.... 1.'60 ·.DlltD •••100 .006.0 .001.0 -.00110 .084.0 .02.20 .014.0 .04460 ••0100
.... '.010 -.05110 .10750 .00610 .00160 -.00120 .07460 .02450 .01470 .045.0 .10500
•••• 10.0'0 -.07150 ••'110 .00530 .00160 -.00150 .06560 .02180 .01400 .04t10 .10600
MADlEN' -.01108 .05771 .00011 .00015 -.DOOl. -.00077 .00000 -.00014 ·.00065 -.000.9
ILNNO. 1021 0 RN/L II 5.71 GRADIENT INTERVAL .. -5.001 5.00
MACH ALPHA (LM CN CY ClL (YN CAY CABO CABS CASIIO CAB
••05 -10.130 .15360 -.'7700 .00000 .00110 -.00450 .17170 .05580 .on80 .08010 .14110
••01 ·'.710 ••,150 -.7.700 .00100 .00050 -.00500 .17520 .05440 .05..0 .067.0 .11'40
.101 •....0 ••0520 -.'0110 .00220 .00140 -.00360 .17170 .05100 .036'0 .05110 .II7ID
.101 •••510 .17550 -.47500 ·.00010 .OOUO -.00500 .17620 .02690 .01850 .05UO .110.0
.105 ·'.110 .11110 ·.13120 .00010 -.00010 -.00150 .17010 .01.50 .01760 .05440 .11160
.101 -.170 .01.70 • ••05.0 .00180 .00010 -.00500 .1..70 .02270 .OU50 .05150 .UO'O
.105 1.'10 .053.0 -.07160 .00500 .000.0 -.00540 .15710 .01400 .03510 .05020 •lOtiO
.105 l.tlO -.01560 .OUIO .00540 .00leO -.D0570 .14520 .01440 .03550 .04.40 .10"0
.105 '.010 -.07070 .18910 .00100 .001.0 -.00550 .11..0 .0.420 .05120 .04.00 .10150
••05 . '.110 -.UI60 .12110 .004.0 .00200 -.00'00 .12240 .024.0 .01570 .05110 .uno
••01 10.1'0 -.11110 .41800 .00530 .00"0 -.00200 .U270 .02480 .01580 .0'''0 .11710
SlUDIINT -.OISS. .O'UO .00075 .0000' -.00055 -.00175 -.000'6 -.00041 -.00088 -.00151
c,o
DATI 14 A,. 11 "'SA ...,C nn ,n TABULATED DATA LIITI~ PAK 11
"IFC nn n. IHUTTLt LAUNCH nOSSll1 ""10.01 C I. A'I 11 1
11'IiINCI OA TA PAIAIlETlIC DATA
"I' .. 1 •.,00 ... IN IIMR' • 4.14'0 IN. KTA • .DOO ClRIIN • -S.OOO
LlC' • 1.1440 IN. YMllP • .00DO IN•
••C' • 4.4100 IN. ZMR' • .24.0 IN.
IC£LI • .0040
IUNNO. 1011 0 IN/L .. '.01 GRADIENT INTERVAL .. -5.001 5.00
MACH ALPHA CLN CN CY CBL CYN CAF CABO CABS CA8HO CAll
••••• -11.0'0 .Sollo -."840 -.00010 -.00170 -.00ll70 .21460 .04110 .04110 .0.710 .17110
.....
-'.'50 .15540 -.111710 -.00010 -.001'0 -.00210 .2T1'0 .04010 .04020 .011150 •••050
••••• ".750 .11.10 -."060 .00140 -.00150 -.00280 .21400 .03.40 .04010 .015.0 .15420
.....
-4.110 .IIISo
-.482'0 .00420 -.00160 -.001110 .213.0 .Oll76O .04UO .0TlIo .UUO
.....
-1.410 .U100
-.:54'00 ~004'0 -.00010 -.00260 .21020 .01610 .04140 .01900 .141.0
.....
-.250 .11110 -.21110 .00560 -.00060 -.00220 .26150 .01590 .04UO .06710 .14440
..... ..110 .011510 -.011170 .00710 -.00020 -.00230 .26410 .0J510 .04010 .06620 .14220
••••• 4.010 .04010 .041.0 .00160 .00010 -.00200 .25110 .0J62o .04060 .06410 ••4150
..... '.140 -.01100 .18440 .001120 .00140 -.00260 .24920 .03650 .04000 .06510 .14110
••111' '.100 -.05140 .SlUO .01010 .00180 -.00210 .21910 .0ITTO .011110 .011520 .141J0
•••11. 10.110 -.01580 .44510 .01230 .00220 -.00220 .22890 .011110 .01150 .06660 .14510
GlW)IENT -.01841 .0IlUI .00041 .00020 .00000 -.00182 -.00020 -.00012 -.00084 -.DOIIII
IUNNO. 1111 0 RN/L .. 1.05 GRADIENT INTERVAL .. -5.001 5.00
MACH ALPHA CLM CN CY CBL CYN CAF CABO CA8. CABNO CAB
.....
-11.110 .1.,10 -.16410 -.00130 -.00110 .00240 .211910 .02160 .01110 .041110 .011010
'.'51 -11.010 .UIoo -.11490 -.ooTlo -.00140 .00210 .28480 .02120 .011100 .04"0 .olllio
...,.
-1."0 ••Ollllo -.4l1l12o -.00420 -.00110 .00140 .25850 .02690 .0111110 .04450 .011140'
.....
-4.840 .11111110 -.36810 -.00280 -.00150 .00.20 .25350 .02640 .01l11o .04210 .0le1lD
...,.
-1.4'0 .01010 -."010 -.00250 -.ooUO .00080 .24TTo .02550 .02080 .04000 .01110
•••8. -.210 .0'.10 - ••1250 .00010 -.00140 .00060 .24110 .02410 .02120 .03860 .0.410
•••8. ..1110 .01100 -.011120 .00090 -.OoUo .00100 .21120 .02460 .02UO .on.o .08uo
•••It 4 ••00 .01200 .09110 .00220 -.00140 .•00140 .2U50 .02440 .02110 .03610 .0.280
..". 1.210 -.OU60 .111140 .00250 -.00140 .00uo .2J4Sll .02l170 .02210 .0J610 .0.220
••tllI '.410 -.010110 .10440 .00UO -.00160 .00180 .ISUO .OU50 .022110 .05120 .08210
..". .0.510 -.04UO .414.0 .00460 -.00160 .00120 .21840 .02110 .02260 .01510 .0.160
GRADIENT -.001110 .05213 .00061 .00001 .00001 -.00211 -.00022 .00020 -.00061 -.00071
DUI •• "'II '. ""SA "IFC Nt n. "aUL.U£D DATA LllnN(, PAil Ie
"IFC Nt n. SHUTTLE LAUNCH TIOlln. UHOID) C.1 "'I 7i )
U'IIIIICI OUA PAAAIlETlIC OUA
IU' • 7."00 ... IN IlNAP • .....0 IN• KTA a .ODD CIlI.'" • -1.000
LlI' a 1.1"0 IN. YMRP • .0000 IN.
1111' • ••••00 'N. NP • ....0 IN•
ICALI • .00.0
I~NO. UII 0 INILa 5.15 GIAOI£NT INTERVAL = -5.001 5.00
MACH ALPHA CLIl CN CY ClL aN CItF CABO CAllS CAlHO CAl
'.'"
-lD.IUI .05250 -.'7820 .000.0 -.OOUO -.OOotO .22010 .00250 .00210 .00&20 .01&20
'.'"
-'.140 .041.0 -.11"0 .00040 -.OOUO -.00060 .20.60 .00260 .00250 .00610 .01UO4.'" -'.100 .01660 -.10640 .00070 -.OOUO -.00010 .20050 .00280 .00250 .00630 .0U70
'.'"
-4.110 .01440 -.2IUO .000110 -.00140 -.00090 ••9100 .00290 .00260 .00610 .OU.O
4 •.,11
-'.140 .01460 -.15880 .002.0 -.00050 .00060 .18770 .00100 .00260 .00610 .01110
'.1111 -.170 .01840 -.0'650 .00100 -.00'00 .00050 .IS090 .00280 .00260 .00570 .01UO
'.'"
'.160 .01840 -.01420 .00640 -.00050 .oouo .177.0 .00290 .00.70 .00570 .OU40
'.'"
1.'00 .01960 .05790 .00660 -.00050 .00160 ••n80 .00100 .00270 .00560 .OU40
'.11' '.1140 .on.o ••2690 .00180 -.00060 .OOUO .17090 .00290 .00250 .00SlO .01010
••••• 7.'70 .01020 .St610 .00'60 -.00070 .00060 .16990 .00100 .00260 .00520 .01080
..... '.tlO .01010 .1&S1I0 .001ll0 -.00050 .00.10 .16860 .00290 .00270 .00480 .01040
IlUDIINT .00069 .01514 .00071 .000D9 .00028 -.00216 .00000 .00001 -.00010 -.00007
DAti •• ,,,a '. NASA ".,C M n. TABULATED DATA LUTI'" "A5C It
.....C M n. lHunu: LAUNCH nouul CUHD.U C •• A'.
'.
I
'E'ERENCE DATA 'dAIeTIIC DATA





LllE' • 1.1••0 IN. ,MIl,
-
.00OD IN.




.!MHO. DID .NlL. ..sa GRADIENT INTERVAL = -5.001 5.00
HAeN lETA eLM eN CY ClL eYN CAF CABO CABS CABHO CAB
...,
-.0.010 .01510 -.U510 .1••10 .04510 -.04880 •OHIO .01690 .on.o .0,.,00 .UlUO
."7 -••UO .01110 - ••54.0 .15750 .on20 -.04.'0 .073.0 .02570 .onoo .05UO .usao
.5.7
-'.0'0 .04100 -.uno .111••0 .02.20 -.055.0 .013.0 .01••0 .05610 .04700 ••0710
."7 -••050 .0••10 -.14010 .U.l0 .011110 -.01.'0 .087.0 .02.20 .onoo .0."0 ••0710
••'7 -1.050 .04810 -.1.060 .07"0 .OUOO -.0.410 .09250 .01••0 .0UlIO .04.50 ••0550
,"7 .000 .04.70 -.1.050 .01760 .001.0 -.00540 .08190 .01550 .05140 .04610 ••0120
••17 1.010 .0."0 -.15,.,0 -.0.640 -.007.0 .007.0 .096~0 .01.50 .OU'O .04.10 .10500
••'7 ••010 .0."0 -.U.IO - ••0150 -.0.160 .0.130 .09510 .02410 .05270 .04750 .10••0
••17 ••0.0 .0.1.0 -.12160
-.U"O -.01700 .050.0 .08790 .02610 .0507~ .04.1IO .10150
.." '.100 .054.0 - ••1710 -.25160 -.05520 .05910 .01310 .01760 .02110 .ousa .U04o
.." 10.0'0 .02790 -.UlIOO -.1111'0 -.0••'0 .04150 .0.150 .02"0 .01690 .05UO .10870
GRADIENT -.00059 .OD075
-.050'" -.00451 .00UI .0007. .00005 -.OOOSI .00015 -.ODDU
11M HO. 01 0 RNlL- '.70 GRADIENT INTERVAL = -'.001 5.00
HAeN lETA eLM eN CY CBL CYN CAF CABO CABS CABHO CAB
••01 -10.100 .0...0 -.15410 .1.1.0 .047.0 -.05210 .15580 .01990 .05890 .0,.,.0 .12670
.101 -'.110 .07e00 -.ueso ••8550 .05.90 -.04,.,0 .1.570 .01750 .05860 .05610 .122.0
.10' ".UO .08210 -.17'10 ••1110 .01900 -.05600 .15110 .01560 .058.0 .0••00 .U85D
.101 -••100 .D.,lIO -."750 .1•••0 .01.50 -.026'0 .U540 .O'SSO .05820 .0••,0 .IU90
.102
-'.070 .0.110 - .....0 .0••20 .011.0 -.01'00 .1,.,50 .02500 .05130 .OU'O .USlO
.10' .000 .011.0 -.1".0 .014.0 .00110 -.00.10 .112.0 .01170 .05lS0 .0.1.0 .U070
.101 1.010 .0.',0
-."500 -.OU'O -.00840 .01150 .SHeO .02520 .05••0 .0.0.0 .10120
••01 ••0'0 .012.0 -."150 -.110'0 -.01750 .OUIO .1.,.0 .02.50 .OUSO .OU.O .UO.O
.10' ••1.0 .01110 -.se..o -.1'770 -.02'10 .01170 .154.0 .01140 .05220 .0•••0 .IUIO
.HI '.ltO .0..10 -.11000 - ••55.0' -.05.00 .0.220 .1.780 .02920 .010'0 .055.0 .11550
.Ioa 10.170 .DlIO.D -.14,.,0 -.52200 -.0.500 .0••70 .1.150 .05170 .01.90 .0.6.0 .11 reo
GlAOUNT -.ODDI. .000.7 -.05271 -.00.11 .00.54 .00125 .00011 -.0006. -.00025 -.00085
DAft •• A'. 7' IlAIA IIIFC M II' TAllIUm DATA LUU* 'A" .0
IIIFC M'" IHUTTLE LAUNCH TIona... CUlIOUI C •• A'. 11 I
"'IEUIICE DATA 'dAIlETilIC DATA
MI' • 7."00 I'. IN IlMIU' • ••S..O IN. ALPHA • .000 ClUIII • ·a.DOO
LllI' • 1,1"0 IN. Y..., • .ODOO IN.
1111' • •••100 IN. ZMRP • ••••0 IN.
lCALI • .00.0
.UNNO. DID .N/L • '.07 GRADIENT INTERVAL • -5.001 5.00
MACH lETA CLII CN CY elL CYN CAF CABO CAlS CA8HO CAll
••••• ·'0.1'0 .06710 ·.seuo .I1StO .0IUO ·.031.0 .I••ao .03"0 .04060 .0ntO .UO'O
••••• -'.110 .o.no -.17.10 .1••50 .05230 ·.030.0 .25040 .04160 .04060 .070.0 .U5IO
..... • •••10 .oes.o ·.IU20 .IS670 .OUOO ·.01300 .2St.0 .039.0 .04050 .06750 •••760
'.1'. • ••150 .10450 ·.1.150 .1.320 .02570 ·.015.0 .16560 .03770 .04040 .01100 ••••'0
.....
-'.0'0 .11070 ·.11420 .015.0 .01110 ·.00.00 .167S0 .03610 .04030 .06720 •....0
..... .•ODO .uno ·.S.670 .OOUO ·.00040 .00340 .16990 .05600 .03.110 .06550 ...S50
••••• '.010 .UO'O -.U340 -.08HO ·.OUIP .01320 .2&640 .03670 .031120 .06800 •...00
••S" ••no .SDeaD ·.S8800 ·.S3400 ·.02510 .02UO .16570 .03760 .03150 .061120 .S.530
S.S•• '.'SO .DlIDO ·.S'OOO ·.104110 -.03160 .02710 .26S.0 .03.20 .03730 .070.0 .S.640
..... '.100 .oaz.o ·.s.no ·,.7140 ·.05210 .03470 .25670 .03160 .03650 .072.0 ••••60
'.'N SO.ISO .0418.0 ·.153110 ·.3ltOO ·.063110 ,04110 .15190 .0...0 .OU60 .07150 ••••70
"WHENT .DDDS7 .00038 ·.OU68 ·.00622 .00460 ·.00002 -.00001 ·.OD02. .00035 .000.0
.UNNO. 0/0 IlNIL= 7.05 GRADIENT INTERVAL = -5.00/ 5.00
MACH lETA CLM CN CY CBL (YN CAF CABO CABS CASHO CAl
..... ·SO••30 .0••20 ·.13270 .37140 .04520 ·.04750 ,2.130 .02510 .01.10 .0.1110 .0.620
I ....
·'.3110 .05170 ·.13210 .10570 .037.0 ·.03800 .244.0 .02520 ,02130 .0.020 .01870
1.18' ".100 .05050 ·.13250 .121100 .021100 -.02720 .25060 .02520 .02220 .038t0 .0.640
I.'" ".100 .05100 -.11130 .UOSO .01140 -.01110 .1.530 .02520 .0.300 .03880 .01700
I.'" ·'.110 .05160 ·.11970 ,01500 ,00140 -.00600 .2.8S0 .02580 .02250 .03tOD .017.0
I.'SI .000 .051.0 -.12780 .00150 -.OOUO .00180 .'."0 .02.20 .01160 .OUID .014.0
'.'59 '.090 .05110 ·,S2680 ·,08920 -.01020 .009.0 .1.730 .02380 .02080 .031150 .0••10
S...I ••no .041100 ·.U510 ·,1••20 ·.02020 .01130 .1.860 .02.50 .02020 .01130 .O••SO
'.159 '.110 .0.7.0 ·.1,.50 ·,2ISlIO ·.03080 .OU.O ,25130 .02••0 .01.90 .04090 .01S80
'."9 ' ••10 ,04'·70 -.12510 ·.30070 -.0.0'0 .0311.0 .254.0 .025.0 .02010 .0.180 .08710
1."1 SD••OO .04.10 ·.12300 ·.37200 ·.0.150 .041120 .2."0 .02570 .01950 ,0.1.0 .01870
IlWIIENT ·.00021 .00053 ·.034.1 ·.00458 .00.08 .00037 -.00018 -.00035 .00007 -.000.3
'AR I. AP. 1'1 ....... ".,c NT ... ''''UUTED DA'" LUTl~ 'AM: ••
IIVC NT .11 ..urru: LAUNCH noaa••• CUlIOU) CI••'I" )
II'III:NCI DA'" 'AIAIlETlIC DAT.
"I' • 7."00 ... IN lIMRP • •••••0 IN. AL"",, • .DOO OIIIIN • -I.DOG
LAC" • I.IUO IN. Y...P • .III1DO IN.
I.C' • •••600 IN. ZMRP • .1••0 IN.
lCALI • .0040
IUNNO. III II .NlL. '.35 GRADIENT INTERVAL • -'.0111 5.00
....CH lETA CLM eN CY CBL CYN CAF CABO CABS CA8HO CAB
...,.
-10.11111 .1116'11 -.05150 .141'1'11
.0"'0 -.01.711 ."3611 .001111 .110'411 .0061111 .11.1311
..'" -'.11'11 .1114111 -.1165811 .""0 .1113,0 -.OIlUO •• to611 .002.0 .1I02S0 .1106110 .011311
.....
-'.111'0 .D.ttD -.01'1)0 ••41'60 .11.020 -.1I0S'0 .'''SO .1I0S00 .110250 .1I06S0 .IIU'II
..'" - ••11711 .1111.0 -.11'11'11 •• 0200 .006S0 .00110 .''''0 .00280 .00250 .00560 .IIUOII
•••5. -1.0.0 .IIS5211 -.01"'0 .050S0 .DOS20 .DOUD .18040 .00'80 .1lIl250 .00550 .OUOO
..." .1lIl0 .011'.0 -.08S10 .00110 -.00020 .00060 .17840 .00280 .00260 .0051'0 .OU20
••15' '.11111 .0:5440 -.01'870 -.0.700 -.00:51'0 -.00100 .18050 .002'0 .00270 .005611 .OUIO
•.•s. ..050 .OS2S0 -.01'680 -.0'7S0 -.00680 -.00210 .18780 .002'0 .00270 .0051'0 .01150
..... '.070 .027110 -.06820 -.144:50 -.01060 .00!50
.1'1'0 .OOSOO .0021'0 .110560 .IIU.O
..." '.11'11 .IIIUII -.06260 -.1'4S0 -.01480 .00810 .ltS'O .00S10 .0021'0 .00580 .OU70
..'" 'O.OSO .02510 -.056'0 -.24140 -.01t10 .01410 .""0 .OOSOO .00250 .00540 .IIUOO
MADliNT .110025 .1I005S -.1124.' -.1I111n -.00048 .0001' .00001 .00001 .00001 .111100'
.,
UTI I. API 71 .........,C M U' TABULATED DATA LIITI", PA'« .,
IIIFC M U. lHunu: LAUNCH TIOUIRI unoal) I a. ..P.
"
II'II£N(I OA TA ' .....I£TlIC DATA
IIIE' • 7.11100 H. IN IIMAP .. .....0 IN. KTA .. .000 OI8IN .. .000
LIE' • .....0 IN. YIIIP .. .0000 IN.
IIIE' • ••••00 IN. ZMRP .. ....0 IN.
.CALE • .00.0
RUN NO. 12/0 RNIL .. ••51 GRADIENT INTERVAL .. -5.001 5.00
....CH ALPHA CUI eN CY CBL CYN CAF CABO CABS CAB/fO CAB
.," -10••70 .016S0 -.64150 -.OO.SO -.00110 -.00040 .08190 .01620 .OS500 .05540 .11l47D
."7 •....0 .D8S2D ·.5.120 -.006S0 -.00180 .OOOSO .08510 .016S0 .05100 .04920 .IDDID
."7 • •••10 .D5UO • ••0740 -.00.60 -.00010 .001.0 .08700 .OU90 .05620 .04800 .10010
."7 -••1.0 .02.10 ·.28450 ·.OO.SO ·.00160 .00080 .09500 .OUOO .01560 .0••50 .OU20
.'87 •••270 .00450 ·.16890 ·.00270 ·.00150 .00000 .09780 .01••0 .05410 .04250 .09110
.'17 -.110 -.020S0 -.onoo .00000 -.00010 -.OOOSO .097S0 .01.10 .OSS20 .0.110 .OU.O
.517 1.110 -.0.510 .06550 .00050 .OOOSO .00000 .09570 .01.50 .OS250 .04270 .08180
.'87 1.9.0 ·.07lS0 .17270 .00S10 .00080 -.00180 .09110 .01380 .OS"O .0.060 .08590
.517 5.180 -.10110 .29120 .00160 .00180 -.00010 .090.0 .01.50 .OS200 .01910 .085.0
.517 '.050 -.12970 ••IISO .00520 .001.0 .00020 .08130 .01560 .01lS50 .04no .01S00
.517 10.0.0
-."800 .518.0 .OOSIO .OOUO -.00060 .082.0 .01600 .05540 .0••00 .OUIO
GRADIENT -.0117. .05552 .00087 .00012 -.00025 ·.ODD28 -.00011 -.00048 -.OOOll? -.00091
RUN NO. III 0 RNIL = 5.70 GRADIENT INTERVAL = -5.001 5.00
....CH ALPHA CLM CN CY CBL CYN CAF CABO CABS CASIIO CAB
••0. -10 ••00 .154.0 -.71500 -.00900 -.00510 ·.00020 .15010 .02560 .05620 .06200 .12180
••0. -'.7.0 .10710 -.59220 ·.00510 .00020 -.00250 .15550 .02290. .05670 .05810 .11710
••0. -11.1100 .01ltO ·.45160 ·.00510 -.00020 -.00150 .158.0 .01970 .Oll?50 .0'.80 .UIIO
.10' -4.410 .OU50 ·.52590 ·.00070 -.00130 -.OOltO .IU40 .01750 .05810 .05070 .IOMO
•to. -1.140 .04200 -.20550 .OOSIO .00080 -.00.50 .16220 .01150 .05150 .04770 .011.0
.toa
-.'20 .0DeIO -.07700 .00280 .00110 -.00500 .15780 .01100 .05410 .onlo .01710
.102 1.150 -.Oll?20 .04810 .00250 .00110 -.00S60 .15270 .01100 .OUIO .0.520 .09••0
••oa 1I.1S0 -.US20 .11150 .OOSOO .00170 -.00200 .14130 .01100 .OU70 .0.S90 .09no
••02 11.050 -.17190 .12470 .00550 .oono -.00220 .13590 .01640 .05570 .0.650 .01850
.102 '.150 -.18700 ••2.20 .OOSSO .00210 ·.00220 .13020 .01780 .051.0 .05080 .10.20
.Ioa 10.1'0 ·.1"'0 .'2510 .00.80 .002.0 ·.001.0 .12910 .01970 .05580 .05570 .IOUO
NAOIENT ·.02058 .01087 .00052 .00050 .00005 -.00255 -.00017 -.00055 -.00077 -.00141
Dot TI I. A'. 11
....... "IFC NT U' TABULATED DATA LIITIN' 'UC ••
.....C NT t,. SHUTTLC UUNCH TSOUIRI CAUOII) C II AP.
"
)
IE'EAENCE DATA PARA":TRIC DA TA
.RI"
"
















.~NO. •• /0 IN/L " 6.01 GRADIENT INTERVAL" -'.001 '.00
MACH ALPHA CLM CN CY caL CYN CAF CABO CA8$ CABHO CA8
1.1111 -U.050 .11110
-."660 -.00190 -.00110 -.00090
.'''520 .016.0 .04010 .011110 .15'''0
1.1111
- ••UO .121'0 - ....500 -.OOUO .00'70 -.OOUO .'5400 •01~·.0 .0"010. .onlo .""0
1.1l1li -6.720 .011"10
- ••'110 -.00050 -.00'60 -.00'00 .25990 .01150 .0..0.0 .07280 ...510
.1.1l1li - ••510 .01110 -.'19~0 .00'70 -.00110 -.00250 .'66'0 .01010 .0..010 .068'0 .UIIO
1.1911
-'.110 .0..600 -.21210 .00'00 -.00150 -.00220 .26590 .02170 .0'960 .06500 .UIIO
1.11111 -.210 .01580
-.0'050 .00420 -.00010 -.00140 .26490 .028..0 .0'9"0 .OU'O .U120
1.11111 1.910 -.01120 .0..510 .00..10 .00000 -.00200 .26490 .02160 .0'110 .06UO .1'610
1.1l1li ••060
-.08460 .11110 .00110 .OOUO -.00290 .25110 .02UO .038..0 .06120 .12.00
1.1119 6.1'0 -.U060 .120..0 .00.10 .00110
-.001'0 .25250 .02880 .03890 .011250 .UO'O
1.11111 '."0 -.15640 ...."0 .011'0 .00'20 -.001.0 .'''620 .02910 .01190 .06410 .UliO
a. 1l1li 10.420 -.I1UO .559.0 .01190 .00260
-.00"10 ."910 .01100 .0'910 .06560 .U580
GRADIENT -,01115 .06101 .00051 .00015 -.0000' -.DODS' -.00022 -.00027 -.DOOU -.OOUI
A~NO. 1101 I RNIL " 1.01 GRADIENT INTERVAL" -'.001 '.00
MACH ALPHA CLM .CN CY caL CYN CAF CABO CABS CABHO CAB
1.11115
-U.l'O .0.000 -.116910 -.005.0 -.00160 .000.0 .25200 .02680 .01110 .0"520 .08980
1.'115 -'.0"0 .05550 -.'''100 -.00"90 -.00140 .000Bo .25120 .02620 .01810 .D4:HO .OB880
a..115 -1I.no .02860 - ...02..0 -.OoIBo -.00120 .00020 .2..640 .02510 .020..0 .0..290 .01B50
1.11115
- ••110 .010..0 -.27"0 .00000 -.00090 -.00050 .2..520 .0"70 .02020 .0.080 .0••80
1.'115 -2."50 -.00290 -.16300 .00160 -.00080 -.00120 .2.... '0 .02190 .02150 .0..100 .0••50
1.'115 _.2'0 -.01100 -.04610 .001.0 -.00050 -.00090 .2.210 .01960 .020.0 .0..010 .080..0
1.'115 1.11"0 -.OIIBO .OU90 .00..70 -.000"0 -.00090 .2..160 .01910 .02000 .01900 .07UO
1.'115 •• 110 -.05060 .1118.0 .OOSSO -.00010 -.00010 .2.220 .01920 .02000 .0'7110 .011'0
1.1165 8.260 -.0611.0 .264110 .00500 .00000
-.000"0 .2"270 . .019..0 .02060 .0"110 .07800
1.11115 8 ••50 -.07750 .18490 .00UO •00010 .000..0 .21B5o .01950 .02170 .017110 .07910
1.1165 10.no -.08UO ••6UO .00710 .00020 .00060 .211..0 .01950 .022110 .0""0 .071180
.GRAOIENT -.00699 .05076 .0006" .00007 .00001 -.000"0 -.0005" -.00009 -.00016 '-.000117
DATE I. A". '. ....... lIarc NT n. TABULATED DATA LUTING 'AK ••
lIarc NT n. SHUTTLE LAUNCH nounl lA.101I1 I 'I APR '.
• E'UEHeE DA TA '''''''IIETRIC DA TA
PE' .. 1.'111111 H. IN XIlRP .. .....11 IN• IUA :I .000 ORBIN .. .lIlID
LIIE' .. •.,..11 IN • YIlRP .. .0111111 IN.
I.t' .. •••61111 IN • %MRP = .2.811 IN.
'CALt :I .1111.11
.UHHO. 1311 0 RNIL = S.U GRADIENT INTERVAL " -5.001 5.00
....CH ALPHA CLM CN CY CBL ClN CAF CABO CABS CA8HO CA8
•.'5' ·10.100 .oono -.41240 .00020 -.00110 .00080 .IUIO .00210 .00250 .00510 .010.0
••1511
-'.150 .001110 -.11080 .00050 -.001'0 .00160 .10510 .00220 .00260 .005110 .01080
••1511 -1.110 .00080 -.15250 .00080 -.00190 .OOUO .111890 .00240 .00210 .005110 .OUIO
•••511
-••110 .00000 -.1"40 .OOUO -.00110 .00090 .19250 .00250 .00280 .00580 .OUIO
••1511 -2.110 .00:160 -.IUOO .00410 -.00180 .lIDIIO .18810 .00280 .lID280 .00580 .OU50
••11511 -.110 .00"0 -.04180 .00100 -.00110 .00010 .18190 .00270 .00210 .00510 .OUIO
••1511 1.110 .01410 .01440 .001110 -.00100 .00120 .18010 .00280 .00260 .00580 .0IUO
••11511 1.180 .01810 .08110 .00510 -.00010 .OOUO .11480 .00280 .00260 .00510 .OU'O
••11511 5.1140 .011140 .15400 .00540 -.00010 .00180 .11010 .00280 .00260 .00580 .0IUO
••11511 1.1180 .01510 .22120 .oono -.00010 .00100 .17UO .00280 .00260 .00500 .01050
••11511 11.1140 .02020 .28950 .00750 -.00080 .00250 .UUO .00280 .00270 .00510 .010110
GRAOIENT .OOZIO .01264 .00027 .0001" .00002 -.OOZI.. .00001 -.00001 -.00001 -.001101
DATI: U ". 71 MAlA M$FC NT U. TABULATED DATA LISTING 'ASol .,
MIf'C NT U' IHUTTLE LAUNCN TlOUUI lA.fiDU) ell ". 7'
.EFCIEMCE DA T" '"UIlETRIC DATA
.111:, • '.11100 H. IN IIMRP • •• 1..0 IN. ALPN" • .000 ORBIM • .000
LIE' • S.IUO 1M. YMRP • .0000 IN.
aRE' • •••100 IN. ZMRP = .2••0 IN•
ICALE • .0040
IlUNNO. 11/0 RNIL : 4.51 GRADIENT INTERVAL = -5.001 5.00
MACH DElA CLM CN CY CBL CYN CAF CABO CABS CABIfO CAB
.,,,
-10.050 -.05800 -.01.20 .IU50 .04610 -.05110 •01260 .02070 .0".0 .05UO .101150 .
.5" - ••UO -.04'110 -~01.'0 .25620 .0.960 -.0.440 .071.0 .01970 .0.780 .05UO· .10950
.5117
-'.0'0 -.0."0 -.011110 .U080 .029.0 -.0'460 .07810 .01800 .01670 .041100' .10180
.'11' -••0'0 -.0'640 -.01440 ...5110 .02060 -.02'90 .08460 .01640 .0.660 .04170 .Olli80
.5117 -2.050 -.0:J450 -.02610 .074110 .OU'O -.01"00 .09200 .01560 .0.570 ,04:J40 .011.70
'.5.' .000 -.0.,80 -.02150 .01550 .00220 -.00'50 .09200 .01610 .01S20 .04480 .011640
.,., 2.020 -.010110 -.02190 -.04600 -.00700 .00690 .09280 .01610 .0"80 .O.SSO .011570
.5n ••040
-.0'270 -.02150 -.10120 -.01620 .01840 .011410 .01590 .0....0 .0..600 .OU"O
.5n '.070 -.0'670 -.01100 -.16160 -.025'0 .02850 .060.0 .01650 .02890 .0..810 .OU'O
.5.7 '.0110 -.O.SSO -.01.80 -.22200 -.0'.10 .0.990 .08870 .018.0 .02750 .05000 .0115110
.• '.7 10.0.0 -.04810 -.01280 -,271140 . -.04'00 .04700 .08750 .01860 .02640 .05UO .011610·
GRAD lINT .0005" -.000511 -.021158 -.00..5.. .00521 .00098 -.00001 -.00061 .0000. -.00058
IlUNNO. 1161 0 RN/L = 5.72 GRADIENT INTERVAL = -5.001 5.00
MACH BETA CLM CN CV CBI. CYN CAF CABO CABS CABIfO CAB
•ItO7 -10.1110 -.02060 -.0'050 .34660 .04460 -.05160 .12770 .02150 .01880 .05940 .111180
.1107 -8.210 -.OUIO -.0.290 .27800 .01660
-.0""0 .U600 .01960 .0....0 .05720 .uno
.1107 -6.110 -.00490
-.05"20 .2U'0 .02890 -.01S.0 .14570 .01870 .03810 .05.10 .11120
.1107 -••100 -.00130 -.01290 .1.110 .02040 -.02790 ....670 .01800 .03820 .05240 .108.0
.1107 -2.040 .00000 -.06160 .08410 .01190 -.011190 .15290 .01690 .01650 .0..980 .10130
.1t07 .000 .00650 -.06700 .01600 .00250 -.00610 .15720 .01730 .03500 .0..880 .10110
.1107 2.0'0 .00280 -.06000 -.04750 -.00730 .00770 .16000 .01690 .03270 .0..810 .0117110
.1107 ".100 -.00270 -.05740 -.11370 -.01660 .01950 .15790 .01720 .03120 .0..960 .09810
••07 I.UO -.00750 -.05UO -.17830 -.02520 .02990 .15610 .01.00 .03030 .05070 .0111120
.1107 '.UO -.01220 -.03880 -.2.....0 -.01S00 .03890 .15160 .01850 .02930 .OSS40 .10340
••07 10.170 -.01860 -.021160 -.31260 -.04350 .0..900 .1.....0 .01980 .02900 .05980 .10880
GRADIENT .00010 .00062 -.03181 -.00"55 .00598 .001." -.00008 -.00087 -.00035 -.00131
DATI 14 ". 7. ""SA MIFC NT n. TAaULATED DATA LISTU"
IIIFC NT n. IHUTTLE LAUNCH TlOUIRI CAIIDUI
Po\IlA":TRIC DATA
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DA Tl 14 A'. '. MAlA NSFC NT 'U TAIULAtED DATA LISTING 'Af,( .,
NSFC NT U' IHUnLt LAUNCH flOUIRI CAllOUI C .1 A'.
'.
I
II'ERINCI DATA 'ARAMETRIC DATA




.000 QUIN a .000
L11' • 1.1440 IN. YMAP • .0000 IN•
I.E' • •••600 IN • ZMRP a .1••0 IN.
ICALI. .0040
IUNNO. 1381 0 RN/L " '.10 GRADIENT INTERVAL a -'.001 '.00
MACH lETA CLN CN CY CBL CYN CAF CABO CABS CABHO CAB
4.'" -10.040 -.00010 -.02170 .2547D .011iO -.01.50 .IUIO .00160 .OOUO .00"0 .01010
....i
-'.1.0 .00110 -.03IiO .20570 .01650 -.00800 .19610 .00170 .00110 .00560 .01040
••tn
-6.0iO .00130 -.03960 .15240 .01110 -.00.50 .19310 .00260 .00210 .00560 .01050
.....
-4.070 .00270 -.0.5iO .10360 .00640 .00100 .19100 .00270 .00220 .00550 .01050
..". - ••040 .00iTO -.04680 .05350 .00350 .00120 .18590 .00270 .002.0 .00570 .01100
4.'" .000 .00830 -.0.7iO .00160 -.00100 .000.0 .18460 .00280 .00250 .00570 .01110
•••n ••020 .00iOO -.04900 -.05010 -.00.80 -.00070 .18560 .00280 .00260 .00570 .01120
•••n ••OSO .004.0 -.0.100 -.10330 -.00770 -.00100 .19290 .00270 .00270 .00570 .01120
..... '.070 .00270 -.0'250 -.ISUO -.012.0 .00320 .U640 .00280 .00280 .00570 .011.0
••t,t ,.0tO .00100 -.02670 -.19890 -.01720 .00970 .20060 .00280 .00270 .00570 .OU30
••t,. 10.0'0 -.00170 -.02120 -.2.910 -.01360 .01.80 .20450 .00290 .00270 .00560 .01130
GRADIENT .00014 .OOOU -.0255. -.00180 -.00029 .00017 .00000 .00006 .00002 .00008
DATI.. A'. 71 IlASA MII'C nn n. TAlUUTED DATA LUTl~ ,ut ••
M.,C NT 5U SHUTTLE LAUNCH nOUZRI CA160UI I II AP. 7. I
at'EUNCE DA TA 'AUMETRIC DATA
















RUN NO• .111 0 RNIL " 4.51 GRADIENT INTERVAL " -5.001 5.00
....CH ALPHA CLM eN CY CBL eYN CAF CABO CABS CABItO CAB
.511
-10 ••'0 .11110 -.701110 -.00880 .00100 .oouo .011210 .011180 .0.,50 .05••0 .11010
.5••
- ••••0 .12060 -.511080 -.00960 .00010 .00170 .08870 .01960 .03620 .05210 .107110
.511 - ....0 .10170 -.47600 -.00110 .00020 .00280 .08570 .01960 .03680 .05150 .10800
•SIll
-4.310 .07810 -.35750 -.00540 .00000 .00250 .08790 .01970 .03670 .04840 .104110
.SI. -2.300 .04100 -.21680 -.00510 -.00060 .00120 .09380 .01780 .03420 .114390 .01610
.511
-.210 .01710 -.11430 -.00470 -.00070 .00200 .09080 .01860 .03470 .04450 .097110
.511 1.850 -.00060 .00.70 -.00550 -.00100 .oouo .09100 .01960 .03230 .04330 .0IlUO
.51111 1.1110 -.03350 .11540 -.002110 -.00110 -.00110 .08790 .02010 .03180 .04180 .014110
• SIll 5.1160 -.05650 .23300 .00090 -.00060 -.00310 .08570 .02070 .03220 .04330 .011630
.511 '.040 -.08610 .35170 .00120 -.00070 -.00350 .07480 .02250 .03320 .114650 .IDUD
.51111 10.030 -.10860 .46940 -.00200 -.00160 -.00370 .07190 .02230 .03260 .04430 .DlInD
GRADIENT -.DIUO .05852 .00022 -.ooou -.00035 -.00014 .ooou -.00057 -.00057 -.00101
RUN NO. 48/ 0 RNIL " 5.42 GRADIENT INTERVAL" -5.001 5.00
....CH AL'HA CLM eN Cof CBL crN CAF CABO CABS CASItO CAB
••01
-10.740 .13870 -.73900 -.00810 .00100 -.00030 .12590 .02440 .03490 .06520 .12dD
••03
-'.180 .11120 -.62710 -.00530 .00140 .00060 .12430 .02320 .03610 .05950 .11880
••03 -1.570 .12520 -.51510 -.00100 .00140 .00060 .11150 .02150 .03720 .05530 .HUD
••03 -4.460 .08890 -.371160 -.00530 .00140 .00000 .12450 .02010 .03650 .04900 .10560
••05 -1.550 .05440 -.24650 -.00180 .00150 -.oouo .12780 .01880 .03510 .04660 .10060
••05
-.240 .03510 -.12740 .00010 .00150 .00000 .12850 .01960 .03370 .04320 .09670
••05 1.850 .00120 -.00260 -.00340 -.00060 .00440 .12140 .02100 .03no .04250 .09680
••05 5.830 -.04490 .11690 -.00230 ,..00070 .00430 .11520 .02210 .03360 .04380 .0911&0
••05 '.040 -.07660 .24290 .00350 -.00080 .00430 .10720 .02120 .03230 .04520 .08880
••03 '.UD -.11760 .37550 .00930 -.00201t .00390 .09520 .02200 .05410 .04770 .10380
••03 10.150 -.15550 .47510 .00870 -.00420 .00610 .09160 .02230 .03410 .05070 .10710
GRADIENT -.01524 .05896 .00011 -.00030 .00068 -.00109 .00019 -.00036 -.00069 -.00075
DATI: .. A'II 7' MAlA IIIFC NT 5" TABULATED DATA LUlIN' 'AW: ••
IIIFC NT U. IHUTTLE LAUNCH TlOSS2RI UUOI.' C II A'II 71 I
IIE'UENCE DA TA 'AlAHETRle DATA







LlII:' • 1.14.0 IN. YMIlP • .0000 IN.
IlIE' • ....00 IN. ZMRP .. .1••0 IN.
kALE· •00411
.~NO.
• " 0 RN/L .. 5.70 'IADIENT INTERVAL .. -5.001 5.00
MACH ALPHA CLM CN CY caL CYN CAF CABO CABS CABHO CAB
.'1111 -10.120 .20290
-.'1410 -.01200 .00280 .00010 .16230 .02950 .03470 .06950 .13380
••00
-'.760 .1.150 -.88320 I -.01450 .00050 .00310 .16260 .02650 .05720 .06260 .12640
••00 -8.130 .157.0 -.54900 -.01050 .00130 .00150 .18';'0 .02440 .05790 .05760 .12010
••00 -4.4.0 .11140 -.40100 -.00820 .00080 .00040 .16160 .02120 .03700 .05280 .11110
••00 -I.UO .0.090 -.17070 -.00580 .00010 .00050 .16120 .02030 .03610 .04980 .10630
••00
-.140 .05550 -.14510 -.00340 .00000 -.00030 .15810 .01910 .03.60 .04950 .10330
.100 1.'80 .01350 ...01830 -.00160 .00000 -.00070 .15100 .02010 .03560 .04770 .10150
••00 s.no -.05160 .11030 .00110 -.00060 -.00540 .1.060 .02120 .03440 .04500 .10060
••00 8.050 -.11420 .24840 .00160 -.00080 -.00230 .15070 .02130 .05530 .04640 .10310
••00 '.140 -.15&90 .58110 .00150 .00150 -.00050 .12230 .02150 .03570 .04960 .104ll0
••00 10.150 -.16830 .48510 .00250 -.00210 -.000.0 .11270 .02500 .05420 .05310 .11040
'lAD lENT -.01863 .06055 .00108 -.00014 -.00060 -.00247 -.00001 -.00057 -.00084 -.00122
R~NO. 48/ 0 RNIL .. 8.01 'lADIENT INTERVAL " -5.001 5.00
MACH ALPHA CLM CN CY CBL CYN CAF CABO CABS CABHO CAB
l.100
-11.020 .30710 -.96880 -.01470 .00080 .00680 .24900 .04060 .04020 .07250 .15520
1.100
-'.110 .26460 -.78740 -.01180 .00030 .00740 .25820 .05850 .03970 .06900 .14710
1.100 -8.700 .21780 -.81250 -.00960 -.00020 .00660 .26460 . .03710 .04020 .06690 .14440
1.100 -4.';'0 .17650 -.45460 -.00560 -.00090 .00650 .26920 .03630 .04100 .06430 .14170
1.100 -2.370 .13450 -.31010 ... 00400 -.00040 .00570 .26660 .03630 .04090 .06560 .14090
1.100
-.250 .09320 -.17180 -.00190 -.00150 .00570 .26320 .03630 .04090 .06580 .14500
1.100 1.180 .05640 -.04580 -.00040 -.00210 .00510 .25890 .03610 .03970 .06710 .14500
1.100 4.010 -.00640 .09700 .00160 -.00170 .00500 .24600 .03750 .04050 .08620 .14590
1.100 •• 120 -.08500 .24820 .00010 -.00500 .00540 .25550 .03720 .04040 .06450 .14210
1.100 8.260 -.12750 .58730 .00220 -.00320 .00470 .22640 .03750 .05960 .06360 .14080
1.100 10.520 -.18120 .51480 .00550 -.00580 .00480 .21870 .03770 .05880 .06070 .15720
GRADIENT -.02081 .06421 .00084 -.00015 -.00017 -.00253 .00008 -.00012 .00054 .00030
DATE" APR 7. .... IA Ol~C NT n. TASUUTtO DnA LIlTING

















lETA .. .000 ORGIN .. -1.500
























































































































































































































































































































DATI 14 APR 71 M" lIarc NT ", TAIULATEC DATA LI$TI~ 'AW: II
lIarc NT ". IHUTTU: LAUNCH 1I0I12RI UII0141 C II APR "
U'EREHCI IIA TA 'ARAIlETRIC OA'"
.RE' • , •.,00 'G. IN XMRP = 4.1410 IN. lETA a .000 CIAIIIII a -I.SOO
LAE' • 1.:lUO IN. TIIRP a .0000 IN.
1.1' • 4.41100 IN. ZMRP = .24'0 IN.
ICALE • .0040
RUNII:l. 150/0 RN/L = 4.82 GRADIENT INTERVAL = -5.001 5.00
MACH ALPHA CLM CN CT CSL CTN CAF CABO CA8S CABHO CA8
4.IS' -10.:110 .02180 -.45470 -.00560 -.00010 .00240 .22410 .00250 .00250 .00600 .0IUO
4.IS' -'.:140 .011'0 -.36440 -.00690 -.00080 .00140 .21600 .00260 .00160 .OOSIO .OUZO
4.'" -'.300 .01060 -.18260 -.00050 -.00040 .00210 .10760 .00260 .00270 .00590 .0IUO
4 ••5. -4.160 .011S0 -.11040 -.00030 -.OOUO .00200 .10150 .00270 .00270 .00580 .0IUO
4.IS' -1.140 .0IUO -.14390 .00000 .00020 .00240 .1111130 .00280 .00270 .00600 .OUIO
4.'" -.180 .014110 -.07770 .00010 -.00040 .00180 .18900 .00280 .00270 .00580 .0IUO
4.'" 1.1:10 .02870 -.00840 -.00270 -.00140 .OOUO .18200 .00290 .00270 .001110 .OU'O
4.'" 3.'90 .02900 .06070 -.00230 -.00030 .DDHD .n580 .00290 .00270 .00580 .OU50
4.1" S.I:lO .02710 .nODD .00080 -.00090 .00150 .lnDD .00290 .00260 .00550 .OUIO
4.151 1'.11'0 .01400 .20220 .DDUD -.00050 .00150 .n31'D .00280 .00270 .00530 .01090
4.151 '.130 .02040 .26850 .00130 -.00100 .00220 .n470 .00280 .00260 .00500 .01040
GRADIENT .00140 .03327 -.00033 .00000 -.00006 -.00323 .00002 .00000 .00000 .00003
OAK 14 A'. " MAlA ".,C NT Sit TABULATED DATA LUTI~ PAW: sa
.....C NT SI. SHUTTLE U~ TlOU2R1 CAIIOISI C II API
"
_I'IIINCI OA TA PAllAIlETlIC DATA
Ill' • '.1100 II. IN XMRP .. .....0 IN. ALPHA .. .DOO QRlIN .. -a.SDO
LIE' • .....0 IN. YMRP • .0000 IN.
IRI' • •••1110 IN. ZMRP • .1••0 IN.
ICALI • •1111411
IUNNO. '110 RNIL " '.1' WDIENT INTERVAL .. -'.001 '.00
MACH lETA CL" CN CY CBL CYN CAF' CABO CASS CAStIO CAll
.11111
-10.'211 .01120 -.08100' .14210 .041.11 -.114710 .12550 .02770 .111850 .0"60 .UIIII
••1111
-'."11 .01150 -.01760 .27810 .01..0 -.1140'0 .U550 .02600 .01810 .115500 .UIIII
.1011 -1.110 .11"10 -.IOtiO .20.00 .0273t/ -.03260 .1••10 .02300 .01770 .o,no .U210
.11111 -4.1011 .042311 -.12000 .1.390 .011B0 -.02520 .1.670 .02180 .01850 .0'150 .IUIO
.11111 -1.1150 .1148411 -.13000 .08150 .OU90 -.01620 .150'0 .02020 .11"'0 .1150511 .IlIno
••110 .1100 .114'40 -.12850 .111250 .00160 -.00290 .15580 .01930 .•03580 .04940 .111470
••00 1.010 .114520 -.12260 -.05820
-.00'00 .0...0 .15820 .01170 .01140 .114100 .10220
••00 4.080 .114200 -.12150 -.12500 -.01770 .02500 .15750 .02040 .01190 .05050 .10210
••00 '.120 .111640 -.UOlO -.18700 -.02480 .03310 .15180 .02280 .03040 .05220 .10540
••00 '.100 .02810 -.119810 -.25690 -.03.90 .114220 .15230 .02520 .02880 .05270 .10680
.1011 10.170 .02210 -.08460 -.32190 -.114300 . ~05020 .1«70 .02750 .02780 .05510 .IUOO
GRAD lINT -.00018 .110021 -.03114 -.00469 .00641 .00143 -.00016 -.00085 -.00017 -.OOU8
IUNNO. 51/0 RNIL" '.06 GRADIENT INTERVAL .. -5.001 5.00
MACH lETA CLII CN CY CSL CYN CAF' CABO CASS CASHO CAS
•••11 -.11.1211 .112010 -.0,670 .363.0 .06140 -.03670 .23940 .03120 .04070 .117\70 .151711
I.'IY -'.110 .111570 -.'0950 .28570 .05130 -.02180 .24600 .04000 .04020 .01100 ••4..0
•••'1 -1.130 .048111 - •• U80 .10150 .03850 -.02120 .154.0 .03110 .04000 .06580 ...110
••1'1 -4.150 .05810 -.12900 .13610 .02530 -.01300 .25810 .03520 .03170 .06610 ...130
•••IY -'.11111 .111110 -.114,0 .06720 .01210 -.00420 .26010 .03430 .01110 .066'0 .14060
••Sl1 .000 .01110 -.13140 -.00450 -.OOUO .00850 .26280 .034.0 .031B0 .0"40 .14010
•••IY '.lIl10 .01420 -.U310 -.01090 -.01370 .014.0 .26000 .03540 .03930 .0..40 .14110
••1.1 •• 130 .05750 -.12150 -.14060 -.02650 .0242,0 .26060 .03560 .0"40 .06820 .I4UO
•••IY '.100 .04840 -.12270 -.IUOO -.01960 .01220 .25880 .03760 .01610 .06770 .14150
••1'1 '.210 .01500 -.UOlO -.'8650 -.0"40 .03170 ."110 .04050 .01"0 .06850 •••480
1.117 10.100 .02140 -.10020 -.16470 -.06300 .04"0 .'4810 .04090 .03520 .01010 .14610
GRADIENT -.00005 .00001 -.03150 -.00626 .004" .ooose .00009 -.00022 .00026 .1I00n
DATI" API 71 MAlA IISFC NT U' TABULATED DATA LISTI~ 'AK U
IIl1FC NT U' SHUTTLE LAI.I«:H TlOUZRI CAliOIS) C II APR 71 )
U'lRENCE DA TA PAIlAMETRIC DATA
In, • 7."00 H. IN IlMRP • 4.I4'D IN. ALPHA = .000 alBIN • -1.500
LitE' • '.JUO IN. YMRP • .0000 IN.
IIiE' • 4.4100 IN. ZMRP • .24.0 IN.
KALE· .0040
111M NO. 1171 0 IlNIL = 7.08 GRADIENT INTERVAL = -5.001 5.00
MACH ItTA CUI CN CY CBL eYN CAF' CABO CABS CA8ltO CAS
I.'SI -10.420 .00150 -.oaellO .17460 .04110 -.04'60 .24710 .02360 .02180 .042110 .0.840
I.ISI
-'.ltO .01210 -.08840 .211.110 .03540
-.017'0 .241170 .02370 .021.0 .04230 .0'7110
I.'SI -1.1t0 .01440 -.0'1100 .22240 .02700 -.02770 .251110 .02420 .02170 .04050 .O.ISO
I.ISI -4.200 .01710 -.081110 .14"0 .01740 -.01640 .25470 .02450 .02230 .04010 .08720
1.151 -2.100 .01••0 -.0'830 .07780 .00850 -.00770 .25110 .02170 .02160 .041110 .08740
1.151 .000 .02000 -.08610 .00520 -.00030 -.00020 .25010 .02110 .02140 .04140 .08660
1.151 1.060 .01800 -.08310 -.06270 -.001l10 .00780 .25250 .02350 .02050 .04040 .OUSO
a. lSI 4.1'0 .01120 -.08260 -.11550 -.01830 .01700 .25440 .02480 .02070 .01950 .08~10
I.ISI 1.270 .01150 -.071140 -.21080 -.02810 .02850 .25280 .02460 .02010 .04080 .08560
I.ISI '.370 .01070 -.07890 -.28780 -.03710 .01950 .25550 .02500 .01980 .04210 .08710
I.ISI 10.180 .00610 -.071180 -.36180 -.044110 .041180 .25400 .02470 .01980 .04310 .08770
GRADIENT -.ODDI4 .00087 -.03387 -.00425 .00393 -.00001l .00002 -.00021 -.OOOU -.00014
111M NO. 1451 0 IlNiL. 4.116 GRADIENT INTERVAL = -5.001 5.00
MACH lETA CLM eN CY CBL eTN CAF' CABO CASS CASItO CAB
4.151 -10.010 .01110 -.05640 .25160 .0207l) -.01140 .20170 .00270 .00210 .00560 .01050
4.15t
-'.100 .01580 -.05940 .20580 .OU40 -.00320 .111.00 .00270 .00220 .00580 .010.0
4.151 -1.100 .01700 -.06290 .15100 .01030 .00150 .19540 .00270 .00220 .00580 .01080
4.151 -4.050 .02420 -.06650 .091110 .00720 .00420 .19070 -.002110 .00230 .00610 .01140
4.1S1l -1.050 .021S0 -.06740 .05350 .002.0 .00420 .18770 .002.0 .00240 .00580 .01100
4.151 .000 .1I24tO -.06860 .00460 -.00060 .000110 .18610 .00280 .00240 .005110 - .01120
_4.151 1.020 .02550 -.061180 -.04700 -.00180 -.00060 .18880 .002.0 .00270 .00570 .0IUO
4.1151 4.040 .02380 -.06770 -.08180 -.00780 -.00190 .19260 .00290 .00280 .00600 .01170
4.1S1 6.070 .0'040 -.06280 -.14010 -.01230 -.00310 .19670 .00290 .00280 .00580 .01160
4.1S1l '.100 .01530 -.05720 -.111470 -.01640 .00330 .20070 .00300 .00270 .00590 .01180
4.1S1 10.030 .01500 -.05120 -.24010 -.020'0 .01150 .20470 .00300 .00270 .00590 .01180
GRADIENT -.00011 -.00024 -.02334 -.00181 -.00084 .00024 .00000 .00006 -.00001 .00004
DUI: .. AI'. 71 MalA lI$Fe NT n. TABULATED CATA LilTING 'U( k
II$FC NT U. SHUTTLE UUNCH nOUlR1 CAUDill ell AP.
"
.E'ERENCE DUA PARAMETRIC DUA
'''E' • 1."00 W. IN XIIRP • ••14.0 IN. lETA .. .000 ORBIN • ·1.500
Lilt' • 1.1440 IN. YIIRP
"
.0000 IN.




..... 110. 1110 IN/L = ••U GRADIENT INTERVAL = ·5.001 5.00
MACH ALI'HA CLM CN CY CBL CYN CAY CABO CABS C.A1lHO CAe
.101 ·10.480 .11300 ·.69850 ·.00110 ·.00140 ·.OOOllO .0ff.0 .01ll80 .0:55.0 .05400 .10tlO
.101 ·'.500 .UOtlo ••58910 ·.00400 ·.OOlfO .00000 .01410 .01900 .016f0 .OUIO .UUO
.IDI -1.430 .09450 ·.41150 .00100 ·.00090 .00060 .01480 .0lftlO .036.0 .051.0 .10680
.101 -4.:550 .OTl70 -.15080 .00010 -.OOUO .00100 .01850 .OIT.O .01690 .04.40 .10110
.IDI -1.1.0 .04ffO
-.11250 .000tlO -.00100 -.00010 .O.ITO .01720 .0:5550 .04T10 •DllllllO
.101 -.110 .02670 -.U840 .00100 -.00040 -.00070 .O.UO .OIT60 .0J400 .04520 .Oll69o
.101 1.'30 .DoollO .OOTIO .00510 .00070 .00030 .0.140 .01870 .011llO .04160 .Dll6ID
.101 1.810 -.011ll0 .12510 .00190 .00100 .00000 .Off40 .01940 .0J410 .04480 .Dllno
.101 1.180 -.05810 .24190 .00940 .00200 -.00020 .07270 .02010 .011ll0 .04520 .0ll9J0
.101 '.010 -.08290 .16750 .00.60 .00140 -.00020 .06510 .02150 .olno .04570 .IOUO
.IDI 10.040 -.10150 .47920 .007i10 .00140 -.00000 .05790 .02250 .011ll0 .04870 .10510
GRADIENT -.01211 .05777 .00018 .00011 -.0000. -.00010 .00021 -.00015 -.00052 -.OOOIS
1.... 110. 901 0 RN/L .. 5.41 GRAD lENT INTERVAL = -5.001 5.00
MACH ALPHA CLM CN CY CBL CYN CAY CABO CABS CABItO CAB
••04 -10.140 .U740 -.71130 -.00140 -.00080 -.00100 .10590 .02410 .01540 .01210 .lllllO
••04 -'.100 .U4150 -.12280 -.00480 -.00010 -.00110 .10300 .02240 .016.0 .05960 .UIoO
••04
-1."0 .10i70 -.514ll0 -.OOUO .00070 -.00100 .10250 .01i90 .onlo .OSSID .11240
••04 -4.470 .on80 -.17740 -.OOOllO -.00010 -.00270 .10460 .01.80 .On50 .05UO .10750
••04
- •• JeO .04960 -.24940 .00020 .00040 -.00100 .10610 .01.40 .01590 .04150 .10180
••04 -.240 .01080 -.11580 .0DliO .00150 -.00120 .10430 .01850 .01470 .04800 .IDUD
••04 1..40 .00700 .00150 .00410 .00120 -.00220 .10310 .01.90 .03380 .041550 .Oino
••04 3.840 -.0Ii20 .12UO .00630 .00300 -.00450 .Oll710 .01910 .03480 ,041'0 .10090
••04 1.050 -.01870 ••4ll7D .00830 .00310 -.00380 .08960 .02070 .01510 .04720 .10110
••04 '.UD -.10160 .38UO .00SSD .00100 -.00180 .080ll0 .02160 .01480 .04810 .10470
••04 10.180 -.UI20 .48050 .00740 .00200 -.00250 .01820 .02150 .03480 .05220 .108150
GRADIENT -.01314 .05911 .00088 ;00033 -.00013 -.00086 .00005 -.00036 -.00054 -.00085
DAn •• A" l' IlAIA N"C NT n. TABULA ItO OUA LUTINCO 'AK n
NIP'C NT n. SHUTTLE LAUNCH noulal CAI6DUJ I II APa 11 J
.E'UENCE OUA 'AIlAMETRIC OUA
PE' • 1.'100 Sl. IN XMRP .. ••14.0 IN• lETA .. .000 ORllIN .. -1.500
LIE' • 1.14.0 IN. YMAP .. .0000 IN•
IU' .. ••••00 IN. ZMRP .. ••••0 IN•
.CALE .. .00.0
• lINNO. .i/O aNlL .. 5.11 GRADIENT INltRVAL .. -5.001 5.00
MACH ALPHA CLM CN CY caL. CYN CAF CABO CABS CABHO CAB
••0. -10.150 .nOl0 -.'0510 -.00210 .00040 -.00300 .13250 .03000 .03600 .061iO .13310
.iD.
-'.180 .155.0 -.1Y480 -.00590 -.00160 -.00080 .13320 .02630 .03850 .06560 .12820
••0. -6.640 .15150 -.55120 -.00460 .00060 -.00240 .13660 .02220 .03850 .06120 .SlUO
••0. -4.510 .10250 -.40IiO .OOUO .00000 -.00220 .13860 .02100 .03940 .05160 .UIJO
••0.
-'.510 .01110 -.26890 .00160 -.00020 -.OOSYO .14SYO .01960 .03800 .05510 .U080
••04
-.'40 .05340 -.14210 .00400 .00050 -.00390 .13660 .01900 .03510 .05210 .10150
.iD4 1.140 .01380 -.01640 .00440 .OOUO -.00450 .13240 .01960 .03490 .05090 .10560
.'04 3.140 -.05620 .12180 .00620 .00190 -.00300 .12320 .02110 .05610 .04"0 .10160
••04 8.060
-.096110 .25680 .00460 .00190 -.00220 .U420 .02200 .03700 .04990 .10iOO
.1104 '.180 -.13010 .58880 .00540 .00590 -.OOllO .10240 .02210 .03110 .05460 .ISllIO
.1104 10.220 -.15050 .4"10 .00800 .00090 -.00410 .09860 .02530 .03620 .05110 .U1l70
GRADIENT
-.01'011 .06157 .00062 .00024 -.00021 -.00189 .00006 -.00046 -.00095 -.00154
allNNO. 87/ 0 RNIL. .. 1.01 GRADIENT INTERVAL. .. -5.001 5.00
MACH ALPHA CI.M CH CY caL. - CYN CAF CABO CABS CABHO CAB
l.Oll. -U.040 ••1510 -.i5210 -.00520 -.00310 .00390 .21430 .04390 .04340 .07910 .IIYIO
1.0" -'.ilO .23410 -.16GiO -.00110 -.00300 .00360 .22150 .04190 .04360 .07740 .16300
1.011' -1.720 .19020 -.'9920 -.00230 -.00260 .00430 .22930 .04040 .04430 .07480 .159110
1.011' -4.550 .14no -.44200 .00000 -.00210 .00440 .23430 .03940 .04430 .07210 .15580
l.O" -'.5110 .U240 -.U600 .00220 -.00060 .00350 .23620 .03900 .04480 .069iO .15510
1.01l8 -.240 .08210 -.111530- .00440 -.00060 .00300 .23210 .03910 .04470 .07060 .15450
1.0" 1.1100 .05210 -.03700 .00480 -.00010 .00380 .22900 .03880 .04540 .07180 .15420
1.01l8 4.050 -.00180 .Oi960 .00410 .00040 .00450 .22050 .05840 .04320 .06960 .15130
1.01l. 11.150 -.05760 .24250 .00'10 .00070 .00440 .21320 .03i60 .04510 .07030 .15560
1.D1I8 '.500 -.Oi7ll0 .3.280 .00750 .OOUO .00380 .20490 .04020 .04500 .07060 .15400
l.01l8 10.360 -.12120 .'0950 .00650 .00140 .00390 .19640 .04140 .04260 .07150 .15540
GRADIENT -.01756 .062'8 .00050 .00026 .00002 -.00162 -.00010 -.OOOSY -.000S4 -.00040
DA n: 14 AP. 71 NAIA IIIFC TWT U' TA8UUlTED DATA LilTING 'AK .,
IIIFC TWT U. SHUTTLE UlUNCH nOSllRI CAlionI C 'I API 7' I
ll'ERENCE DATA 'ARAIlETRle DATA
'.E' • 7.11100 I •• IN XMAP
"
















IIUNHO. 11/0 .N/L .. '.06 GRADJENT JNTERVAL .. -5.001 5.00
MACH ALPHA ClM CN CY CBl CYN CAr CABO CABS CABHO CAl
1.100 -11.010 .22610 -.1I0SI0 -.OOSIO -.00210 -.00120 .211S0 .D4S80 .D4010 .07810 .16040
1.200
-'.lISO .18560 -.71100 -.DOSIO -.00190 -.oouo .22270 .03890 .04040 .07600 .155S0
1.200 -6.150 .15450 -.56050 -.00060 -.OOSIO -.00070 .22820 .onlo .D4100 .07010 .14860
1.200 -4.570 .12340 -.41360 -.00010 -.00140 -.OOUO .22810 .01600 .D4160 .;'6770 ...540
1.200 -2.410 .Olll70 -.17970 .00190 -.00090 -.00100 .22680 .03590 .04150 .06610 .14160
1.200 -.240 .07l00 -.15090 .00140 -.00070 -.oono .22580 .01490 .D4070 .06190 .Ul7b
1.200 1 •.,0 .0J610 -.01050 .00390 -.00010 -.00160 .22050 .0J470 .03980 .06110 .13760
1.200 4.040 -.01500 .11610 .00600 .00050 -.00170 .11800 .0J410 .01960 .06110 .13690
1.200 6.180 -.05210 .14680 .00700 .00110 -.00140 .2U60 .03520 .01920 .06380 .uno
1.200 8.140 -.08110 .n810 .00910 .OOUO -.00110 .10540 .03610 .01900 .06470 .14010
1.100 10.420 -.08990 .49740 .01060 .00210 -.00190 .19620 .03800 .01900 .06610 .14320
GRADIENT -.01567 .06128 .00066 .00020 -.00000 -.00123 -.00022 -.00026 -.00057 -.00107
IIUNHO. 1201 0 RNIL " 7.04 GRADJENT JNTERVAl .. -5.001 5.00
!fACH ALPHA ClM CN CY CBl CYN CAF CABO CABS CABItO CAB
I.tll2 -11.240 .UIIOO -.74490 -.00510 -.00040 .00050 .21810 .02470 .01790 .04870 .09140
1.9111 -9.090 .09710 -.10780 -.00230 -.00020 .00020 .21480 .02470 .01950 .04520 .08950
1.1112 -6.880 .07490 -.41670 -.oono -.00020 .00060 .20790 .02480 .02010 .04300 .08800
l.t62 -4.140 .05810 -.13180 -.00060 -.00040 -.00030 .20110 .02460 .02010 .04110 .oeeoo
1.162 -2.4110 .04150 -.21340 .00150 -.00040 -.00050 .19660 .02420 .02120 .04010 .0.140
1.161 -.250 .02710 -.09780 .00190 -.00050 -.00060 .19190 .02450 .02110 .04010 .08610
1.162 1.120 .00900 .01460 .00280 -.00040 -.00010 .19150 .02410 .02070 .01900 •ontO
1.162 4.0'0 -.01480 .12250 .00350 -.00060 .00000 .18510 .02450 .02070 .01900 .OUIO
1.1112 1.160 -.01170' .21220 .00570 -.00050 .00000 .18600 .02450 .02190 .01710 .OU90
1.862 e.450 -.04350 .14210 .00650 -.00040 .00020 .17990 .02460 .02310 .03650 .0.410
1 .862 10.5110 -.04750 .44760 .00690 -.00040 .00070 .17590 .02460 .02S60 .01560 .OU90
~RADJENT -.00826 .05226 .00044 -.00002 .00004 -.00172 -.00001 .OOOOS -.00046 -.00045
DAtt 14 A'I " MAlA NIF'C TWT '3' TABULATED DATA LlITlN' ''''C
"
IIIFC TWT II. IHUTTLf: LAUNCH nonlRI UIIOI'I C II A'I 11 I
1a:'IAENCE DATA 'ARAIlETfIiC DATA
IRE'
'"












••••00 IN. ZMllP II .1••0 IN.
lCALE II .00.0
RUNw.l. I." 0 RNIL = ••95 ~AOIENT INTERVAL = -'.001 5.00
HACH ALPHA CLM CN CV CBL "N CAr CAGO CABS CA8HCI CAB
••15' -10.520 .021.0 - ••1000 .00010 -.000.0 -.00060 .20550 .00250 .00260 .00610 .0IUO
••15' -1.510 .01650 -.U570 -.00410 -.00060 -.OOUO .19520 .00250 .00260 .00ltO .OUOO
••15' -1.1II0 .011tO -.2t1tO -.00010 -.00080 .00000 .18480 .00260 .00210 .005110 .0IUO
..'" -4.260 .01130 -.21940 -.00540 -.00020 .OOUO .ST690 .00280 .00280 .00620 .OU'O
4,'5' -2.240 .02180 -.1.410 -.00510 -.00060 .00110 .STOIO .00280 .00210 .00610 .OU70
4.15t
-.180 .OU20 -.074110 .00000 -.00080 .00050 .16560 .00290 .00270 .00650 .01200
4.15' 1.140 .02t10 .00060 .00190 -.00020 .00170 .15950 .00280 .00260 .00560 .0IUO
••"t 5.'00 .05410 .065tO .000.60 -.00040 .00110 .15460 .00280 .00260 .00550 .0IUO
•.•5. 5.'40 .05280 .13620 .00240 -.00020 . .00190 .15260 .002110 .00260 .00540 .OUOO
4.l5t 1."0 .0511tO .20250 .00100 -.00090 .00100 .IIUO .00280 .00270 .00510 .01060
•.'5' '.'40 .OllT20 .27110 .001ll0 -.00040 .0011l0 .15250 .00260 .00260 .00460 .0011110
GltAOIENT .00181 .01l486 .00064 -.00000 .00006 -.00271 .00000 -.00002 -.000011 -.00010
DATI 14 A'I 71 "'''' IIlrC twT 5U TABULA TED DA TA LliTI NCO '6U: Ie
IISP'C twT n. IHUTTLE LAUNCH nOUlRl IAUOITI C Ii API 71 )
ltrUENCE OA TA 'ARAMETRIC OA TA


















IlUNNO. .,, 0 RN/L " 4.5' GRADIENT INTERVAL " -5.001 5.00
MACH lETA CU. eN ey ClL eYN CAr CABO CABS CABHO CAll
•••• -10.0.0 -.01060 -.07"0 .'0'10 .04550 -.040110 .06240 .0"50 .01440 .04190 .10110
.1" -'.110 -.00'40 -.07'60 .15440 .01650 -.01510 .06460 .0'110 .01460 .04850 .10"0
•St.
-1.0'0 -.00'00 -.07190 .SIUO .0'8'0 -.02810 .07250 .O'S'O .05510 .04220 .OU70
.St8 -4.060 .01lt00 -.08400 .11140 .02000 -.020S0 .07760 .02090 .015'0 .04010 .01650
.St. -1.010· .OU20 -.08580 .07570 .OUOO -.01040 .08070 .Oill20 .01450 .04000 .0111.0
.St8 .000 .01840 -.011070 .01770 .00190 -.00160 .08S90 .01710 .01180 .04110 .0.400
.111 i.020 .OSOIO -.08690 -.04710 -.00"0 .00750 .0"50 .01960 .01120 .04180 .09470
.St, 4.010 .00410 -.07540 -.10470 -.01760 .01520 .08400 .02010 .0"20 .01.50 .011210
.1" 1.070 .00000 -.07550 -.SI640 -.02710 .02500 .0"00 .02210 .01010 .011110 .0'1'0
.51t '.100 -.00560 -.01880 -.22470
-.0"20 .011110 .07850 , .02400 .02910 •04ill0 .01100
.It. 10.050
-.00'40 -.06500 -.28110 -.04150 .04060 .07750 .02110 .02750 .04520 .016S0
GAAOIENT -.OOOst .000711 -.01021 -.00467 .00417 .00077 -.00004 -.00016 .00001 -.00040
RUN NO. 811 0 RNlL= '.4S GRADIENT INTERVAL = -'.001 '.00
MaCH lETA elM CN ey Cll eYN CAr CABO CABS CABHO CAB
••01
-lD.UO -.001160 -.07"0 ."210 .04110 -.04150 .078110 .02620 .01700 .05160 .U70D
••01 -8.110 -.00440 -.07710 .26180 .01410 -.01420 .08510 .02440 .01720 .050S0 .U180
••01 -1.S4D .00110 -.08150 .20170 .02710 -.02910 .011110 .02090 .01710 .04740 .10570
••01 -4.070 .012.0 -.09450 .S4150 .01950 -.02170 .SOO,O .01950 .01610 .04410 .10010
••02 -1.050 .OS750 -.0.6.0 .08490 .01250 -.01570 .SOIiO .Oill20 .01"0 .044.0 .0••70
••D2 .DDD .024.0 -.10470 ' .01820 .00110 -.00170 .S0880 .01770 .01420 .04550 .08550
••02 I.DlIO .02180 -.091110 -.04500 -.00650 .00650 .S09l0 .011110 .0"70 .041S0 .09520
••02 4.070 .01580 -.08550 ~.10910 -.01590 .01660 .10580 .02020 .01S50 .04510 .011190
••01 1.010 .00880 -.0IU20 -.17110 -.02590 .02800 .S0540 .02110 .021170 .04410 .011570
••02 '.S8D -.00210 -.07750 -.211110 -.01110, .01520 .10210 .02"0 .02900 .04500 .011760
••02 lD.UD -.00820 -.07'00 -.211140 -.0"80 .04120 .09700 .02650 .02710 .04710 .S0120
GAADIINT .0004' -.00025 -.01102 -.0044S .00485 .00084 .00007 -.00061 -.00001 -.00056
.,
MAlA MlfC TWT 51' TAIULATED DATA LI$TI~ ,,51: It
MlfC TWT 5U SHUTTLE LAUNCH 120UIRI CAI6011'1
'ARAMETRIC OAT'















ALPIlA • .000 ORBIN :a -1.'00
























































































































































































































































































































DATIT 14 .," '. NAiA II.,C TWT n. T4IUl.ATED CATA LUTINf.
IIIFC TWT n. IHUTTLE lAUNCH TlOnlRI CAUOH)
PAaAlCETlIlC CATA















ALPHA " .000 ORIIN • -1.500






















































































































































































































































































































DATE" A'I 11 NASA IIlIFC M U' TAIULATtD DATA LISTING
"'"
II
IISFC M U. SHUTTLE LAUNCH nouul lAUOl1) C II A'I
"
IEFUENCE DA TA "'IAIlETIlIC DATA
.IEF • 1.1100 IQ. 1M lIMRP ,. ••1••0 1M. ALPHA ,. .000 ORIIN • -1.500
LIEF • 1.1440 IN. YMRP • .0000 1M.
• IEF • ••••00 IN. ZMRP = .'480 IN.
KALE • .00.0
IlUNID. 1.71 0 RN/L = ••lI6 GRADIENT INTERYAL = -5.001 5.00
MACH BETA CLII CN CY caL CYN CAr CABO CABS CABHO, CAB
•••51 -10.010 .01.60 -.06000 .'.860 .02150 -.01690 .11570 .00210 .00200 .00560 .010.0
•••51
- ••OtO .olno -.06110 .ltl70 .01770 -.01030 .lnoo .00280 .00200 .00580 .01070
••15t
- ••OtO .01220 -.06060 .1••80 .01210 -.00520 .16870 .00270 .00210 .00550 .010S0
....t
- ••040 .02450 -.06120 .0t610 .00740 -.00210 .16640 .00290 .00230 .00580 .ouio
•••5t
-'.040 .02410 -.06200 .04880 .00350 -.00120 .16530 .002tO .00250 .00590 .OU40
4.15t .000 .02410 -.06570 .00110 -.00050 .00040 .16230 .00290 .00260 .00580 .OU40
••t51 2.000 .02260 -.06040 -.04410 -.00510 .00260 .16510 .00270 .00250 .00550 .010tO
4.15t ••040 .02200 -.06110 -.09120 -.00840 .00440 .16960 .00100 .00270 .00590 .OU60
4.'5t 1.060 .02580 -.05880 -.11840 -.01100 .00660 .17270 .00500 .00270 .00600 .OU70
••15t '.010 .020tO -.05640 -.IIU60 -.01190 .01010 .17680 .00290 .00270 .00580 .OU40
4.t51 10.0.0 .02060 -.05050 -.2.170 -.02350 .01870 .18100 .00290 .00270 .00570 .OUIO
GRADIENT -.ooon .0000l! -.02114 -.00200 .ooon .ODD32 .00000 .00004 -.00001 .00002
DATe '4 A'. '. NAIA IIIFC NT SSt tABUlATED DAtA ListiNG 'AK .,
IIIFC NT SSe lHunLE LAUNCH nounI CAlion I I II A'.
"
Re'ClENCE DA fA 'AIlAll£tRIC DATA
liE' • '.1100 H. IN IIMRP • 4 ....0 IN. BUA • .1lll0 <lR8IN • -I.SOO
L.U' • I.J44D IN. YHRP • .001lll IN.
••E' • 4.4600 IN• %HRP • .1480 IN.
'CAL.E • .0040
RUHHO. 571 0 RH/L = 4.52 GRADIENt INTERVAL = -5.001 5.00
NACH ALPHA ClN CN CY CBl CTN CAr CA80 CABS CA8ltO CAB
.4101 -ID.51D .12200 -.70020 -.01360 .00020 .00090 .07470 .01960 .03580 .05620 .IU60
.601
-'.500 .U060 -.58550 -.01200 .00010 .00200 .07390 .01940 .03640 .05240 .Iono
••01 -6.430 .01220 -.46870 -.01040 .00030 .00240 .07650 .01770 .03610 .04790 .10240
••01 -4.350 .07100 -.34770 -.00890 -.00050 .00310 .07650 .011S0 .03610 .04680 .IOUO
.601
- ••180 .04410 -.22420 ";.00740 -.00120 .00250 .07820 .01840 .03550 .04450 .09850
••01 -.IUO .02300 -.10640 -.00460 -.00060 .00160 .07830 .01900 .03410 .04450 .01770
••01 1.840 -.00170 .01110 .00040 -.00040 .00220 .07590 .01960 .03330 .04580 .01890
••01 3.120 -.03270 .13500 .00310 -.00030 .00190 .07470 .02100 .03390 .04280 .09770
.601 5.190 -.05830 .24110 .00330 -.00120 .00130 .07110 .02160 .03350 .•04430 .09950
••01 '.050 -.01260 .36420 .00240 -.00180 -.00020 .06300 .02180 .03280 .04620 .10100
.101 10.040 -.10250 .48060 .00280 -.00310 .00250 .05430 .02380 .0,.20 .04100 .10710
GRADIENT -.01226 .05849 .00154 .00006 -.00013 -.00029 .00034 -.00032 -.00032 -.00031
RUHHO. 511 0 RN/l = 5.70 GRADIENT INTERVAL = -5.001 5.00
MACH ALPHA ClM CN CY CBl CYN CAF CA80 CABS CABIIO CAB
••05 -10.880 .17170 -.81830 -.01350 .00210 .00170 .12960 .03020 .03780 .06890 .13700
.103 -'.800 .15140 -.18050 -.01530 -.00040 .00310 .13200 .02750 .03800 .06290 .12850
.'DJ -e.850 .12810 -.54050 -.01210 .00100 .•00150 .13180 .02390 .03820 .058eo .120.0
.105 -4.520 .09840 -.40450 -.01030 .00040 .OOUO .15430 .02230 .03870 .05720 .uno
.105 - •• 380 .07030 -.26960 -.01000 -.00060 .00120 .13760 .02140 .03740 .05160 .U060
.901l -.250 .05050 -.14320 -.00480 -.00060 .00010 .13370 .02UO .03560 .05140 .10830
.903 1.860 .01970 -.01100 -.00170 -.00010 -.OOUO .12890 .02110 .05420 .05040 .10580
.IDS 3.940 -.04960 .11580 -.00210 -.00090 .00000 .U980 .02220 .03520 .04910 .10660
••OS e.D40 -.08890 .24970 -.00030 -,00120 -.00080 .UUO .02270 .03620 .04180 .10880
.105 ••1.0 -.12070 .38040 .00150 .00120 -.OOUO .09960 .02320 .03530 .05290 .Uuo
•lOll 10.200 -.12110 .48600 .00520 -.00090 -.00120 .09440 .02320 .03560 .05650 .11550
GRADIENT -.01636 .06102 .00117 -.00010 -.00021 -.00178 -.00002 -.00048 -.00082 -.00134
DAti .. A'I " : IIAIA IIUC; NT U. TAIlUUTEll llATA LIITI",
IE'IERENCI: llATA
IIIFC; NT 5" INUTTLE LAUNc:H lIOU'RI "'1'0111
'ARAMETRIC; llATA

















.000 ORaIN " -1.500
























































































































































































































































































































DUI 14 A'. 71
""'" NIFC NT ue TABUUTED DATA LISTINli PA" 14
NIFC M 538 SHUTTLE LAUNCN T201S2RI UUIIII) C II AI'. 7' )
.E'IRENCE DATA PARAMETRIC DATA





LIU;' 1.14411 IN. YMIlP
"
.lIl1llll IN.




IIIJ'lNO. Uti 0 RN/L
"
4.ll' GRADIENT INTERVAL " -5.001 5.00
.....CIt ALPItA ClH CN CY cal eYN CAF CABO CABS CABHO CAB
4.1511 -111.120 .02860 -.47280 .00020 -.oouo .00150 .2U90 .00250 .110250 .00580 .1111110
4.'51 -1.160 .01830 -.38530 -.00100 -.00100 .00090 .20240 .00260 .00270 .110610 .OU50
4.'51 -6.130 .01490 -.29790 -.00370 -.00090 .00120 .11280 .00280 .00270 .00620 .0U'O
4.15' -4.210 .01400 -.22260 -.00490 -.oooeo .00160 .18560 .00270 .00270 .00590 .OU50
4.851
-'.240 .01880 -.14400 -.00010 -.oouo .00180 .17940 .00280 .00270 .00580 .OU40
4.851 -.110 .02160 -.08080 -.00440 -.00080 .00180 .17160 .00290 .00270 .00600 .OU70
••151 1.810 .02760 -.00840 .000'0 -.00040 .00170 .166'0 .00290 .00270 .00600 .OU70
4.151 I.UO .0'010 .05470 -.00700 -.00120 .00210 .16250 .00290 .00260 .00570 .01130
4.15' 5.140 .03480 .12710 -.00210 .00000 .00160 .15910 .00280 .00250 .00520 .01060
4.85' 7.170 .0'000 .196'0 -.00190 -.00120 .00190 .15780 .00290 .00270 .00540 .ouoo
4.15' '.130 .03320 .26560 .00580 -.00140 .oozzo .15990 .00270 .00250 .00460 .00180
GRADIENT .00201 .01378 -.00019 -.00001 .00004 -.00290 .00002 -.00001 -.00001 -.00000
DATE '4 API " MAlA MIFC NT n. TABULATED DATA LIITIN' 'A'E IS
"IFC NT U. IHUTTLt LAUNCH nOlIZRI 1A16Il1'1 CII API f' I
IE'UENCE DATA 'ARAMETRIC DATA
••E' • 7.1100 18. IN lIMRP • 4.14'0 IN. ALPHA
"
.000 0Il81N • -1.500
LIE' • I.J44D IN. YHRP .. .0000 IN.
IRt' • 4.4100 IN. ZMlP .. ••480 IN.
ICALE • •0040
IlUNNO. U/O RNIL • 5.1t 'lUDIENT INTERVAL" -5.001 5.00
MACH BETA ClH CN CY CBl CYN CAF CABO CABS CABHO CAB
.'DS -10.'00 .02410 -.10'40 .nooo .04110 -.OS940 .10620 .027.0 .0"40 .05.20 .124'0
.'DS -'.120 .OSIDO -.11260 .211710 .01850 -.01.410 .11550 .02640 .01lSO .055811 .12070
.'OS -1.110 .01110 -.11760 .20150 .02910 -.02680 .12020 .02460 .01900 .D5510 •IIIIIII
.'OS -4.0'0 .DOIO -.12800 .U44D .D2180 -.D215D .1237D .D2260 .D189D .D5no .11550
.'OS -'.0'0 .04'ID -.UlID .07650 .012'0 -.01440 .12740 .D2UO .D3750 .05S20 ~'lIUD
.'OS .000 .04160 -.1268D .DD17D .DOI8D -.DD270 .UIDD .D212D .D1650 .D'D5D .IDISO
.'OS '.OSO .04270 -.1225D -.D'.9D -.DD97D .D129D .112DD .D2220 .DI'IO .1l'IDD .11040
.101 4.D'D .04D8D -.1226D -.1218D -.018.D .D2D6D .U17D .D214D .DI37D .D'400 .ID.ID
••01 1.120 .on70 -.1I28D -.UI8D -.0271D .D21SD .1264D .D214D .OU60 .D556D .IU60
.'OS '.'00 .021.0 -.10400 -.24740 -.01460 .03470 .12250 .02480 .01090 .055.0 .IU6D
.801 10.1'0 .OU170 -.09820 -.11320 -.0425D .0011D .1155D .D279D .D2990 .D576D .U55D
'lUOIENT -.ODDS4 .00095 -.01172 -.005D6 .OD546 .ODIOI -.DDDD8 -.ODD63 .DDDOO -.00070
IlUNNO. '41 D RNIL .. &.D6 ~ADIENT INTERVAL = -'.DDI 5.00
MACH BETA eLM eN CY CBL eYN CAF CABO CABS CAllfO CAB
1.1" -10.310 .OUIO -.D9540 .I&UD .D610D -.DI17D .20070 .0404D .D4100 .D7210 .15370
1.1" -'.320 .D272D -.ID27D .2857D .D50'0 -.02760 .20760 .04010 .04100 .06"0 .15120
1.1'8 -I.ISO .01'40 -.11310 .20'40 .01780 -.01'00 .21570 .01.10 .04070 .06610 .14510
••1" -4.150 .D4nD -.1202D .U5ID .D24'0 -.01110 .22110 .01610 .04D40 .01650 .14UD
••1.8 -'.080 .056&0 -.12600 .06790 .DI210 -.00210 .22140 .01570 .04010 .06720 .14140
••1" .000 .0'140 -.12860 -.00400 -.00110 .00620 .22250 .01550 .04020 .066.0 .14210
I •• " '.010 .0'610 -.12370 -.06910 -.01370 .01310 .22140 .03690 .04000 .068'D .14550
••1" 4.JlD .05170 -.12210 -.11650 -.02630 .02110 .22110 .03660 .0"90 .0&1170 .IUIO
1.1111 1.210 .04140 -.11'30 -.20'40 -.03940 .02920 .21t10 .03860 .03.10 .07000 .14670
••1.11 '.100 .02680 -.103'0 -.28470 -.0'260 .03720 .21600 .04040 .03720 .0&1170 .14750
••1111 .0.110 .01370
-.0"60 -.15170 -.06300 .042.0 .21290 .04UO .03640 .06••0 .14640
UAOJENT .00021 -.00009 -.032811 -.0061' .00386 .00011 .00011 -.00016 .00037 .00031
DATI •• A'R f' NAIA IIIFC NT U' TAIULATED CATA LilTING 'A" ii
II:'lRtNCl DATA
IIIFC NT 5J. SHUTTLE LAUNCH nOSIlRI unDI'1
......IlE:TRIC DATA















ALPHA • .000 ORBIN • -a.50D


















































































































































































































































































































DUE •• A" ?I NASA MIfC Nt U. TABULATED DA'" LISTI~ ,ut
"
MIfC Nt U. IHUTTL[ LAUNCH nOS"RI CAUDIDI ell APR
'.
I
IIE'tRENCE DA'" 'ARAIlETRIC DA'"
.IlE' • '.IlIDD W. IN XMRP • •• 1••0 IN. BUA • .000 OIUIJN " -I.SDDLIlE' • 1 ....0 IN. YMRP
"
.0000 IN.




IIUHHO. "'0 IINIL " ..,. GRADJENT JNTERVAL " -'.001 S.OO
MACH ALPHA CLM CN Cy CBL CYN CAF CA80 CABS CABItO CAB
••0' -10.470 .US5D - ••8080 .001.0 -.OOUO -.00270 .07.20 .01850 .03.70 .05170 .IOSOO
.10' -'.470 .1••60 -.S750D .001.0 -.00090 -.00190 .0SlOO .01880 .0:5270 .04S10 .011670
.102 -6.400 .IUIO -.459:50 .00220 -.00020 -.00250 .071100 .01930 .0:5270 .04:540 .ou,o
.60' -4.140 .07UO -.14130 .Q0140 -.00010 -.001'0 .08650 .01.10 .0:5240 .OU30 .0U1I0
.60' -2.270 .05010 -.21900 .00410 .00000 -.00240 .08920 .01.10 .031BO .01680 .0.680
.10' -.110 .01810 -.10120 .00:540 .00010 -.OOHO .0.S60 .01790 .03UO .03770 .onoo
.10' 1.'40 -.02250 .02040 .DOUO .oouo. -.00210 .OS790 .01S60 .03000 .03740 .08610
••01 '.100 -.05770 .U580 .00650 .00140 -.OOHO .0S:S30 .01910 .03040 .03770 .O'UO
.eo. 5.160 -.08560 .24:520 .OOSIO .00220 -.00100 .07500 .02020 .03030 .0J990 .09060
.eo. '.030 -.UIIIO .:56.60 .00610 .00220 -.OOUO .06600 .020S0 .01010 .04020 .011110
.eo2 10.010 -.14470 .47no .00540 .00190 .00100 .05790 .02220 .03010 .04050 .OU70
GRADJENT -.01"7 - .05787 .0004S .00020 .00002 -.ooon .00012 -.0002' -.00003 -.OOOU
IlUHHO. 761 0 RNIL " '.71 GRADIENT INTERVAL" -'.001 5.00
MACH -ALPHA eLM CN CY CBL CYN CAF CA80 CABS CABItO CAB
.1101 -10.':50 .SlI870 -.'0400 -.00560 -.00130 -.OOUO .13270 .028J0 .03230 .06UO .12220
.110' -'.760 •H070 -.67020 -.003S0 -.OOUO -.OOISO .U180 .02590 .03440 .05700 .U740
.'01 -, •.,0 .13.10 -.51140 -.00060 .00050 -.003'0 .1J310 .02420 .03540 .05130 .IUOO
••02 -4.520 .0IlSiO
-.39'20 .OOUO -.00010 -.00300 .130:50 .OIJOO .0J5:50 .05020 .10870
••01 -1.410 .05650 -.26080 .00010 -.00030 -.00240 .12780 .02090 .0:5440 .04850 .IOUO
.1101 -.170 .02110 -.U710 .00260 .00000 -.00350 .125S0 .02UO .0:5340 .04100 .10360
.1102 1.'30 -.00380 -.01680 .00430 .00100 -.00460 .12410 .02030 .03210 .04'20 .09880
.1101 1.1110 -.054S0 .IU50 .00610 .OOUO -.00360 .US10 .02090 .03320 .044110 .01l1l00
.110' '.040 -.OUIO .24540 .00450 .00160 -.002S0 .10720 .02140 .0:5:540 .04580 .10070
.1102 '.160 -.150'0 .38400 .00640 .00240 -.00290 .01l470 .02200 .0:5240 .047:50 .10170
.1102 10.1'0 -.15240 .4.200 .OOSSO .001:50 -.00:560 .08820 .022110 .0:5140 ~05000 .10440
GRADIENT -.01703 .051157 .00067 .00020 -.00016 -.00133 -.OOOIJ -.00031 -.00061 -.00SS6
DATE 14 A'I 71 MAlA Msrc TWT 51. TABULATED CATA lISTING Pot": 14
MSf'C TWT U. SHUTTLE LAUNCH nounl 1£56010) 1 II "'I ." )
IE'IIlE:NC£ OA TA ,,,IlAMETIIC CU"
•IU • 7."00 II • IN IMRP ,. 4.1480 IN. BETA :a .000 ORBJN ,. -1.500
lU' ,. 1.1"0 IN. "MRP ,. .0000 IN.
.IIE' ,. 4.4600 IN. ZMRP ,. ....0 IN.
IeALE ,. .0040
-RUN NO. 771 0 IN/l " 1.04 GRADIENT INTERVAL = -5.001 5.00
MACH Al'NA CUI CN CY CBl CYN CAF CABO CABS CABHO CAB
1.101i -10.11110 .1118110 -.11'550 -.oono -.00270 .00270 .22560 .0'880 .04050 .07580 .15S10
1.101i
- ....0 .155110 -.76720 -.00050 -.00240 .00270 .22560 .0'910 .04270 .07410 .15620
1.101i -1.710 ••0510 -.10110 -.00050 -.00220 .00270 .22940 .01870 .04280 .07290 .15450
1.10' -4.550 .11110 -.45'60 .00160 -.00180 .00290 .21070 .0'800 .04290 .07210 .1"10
1.101i -2.400 .11400
-.'0760 ;00'90 -.00060 .00270 .221110 .01760 .04100 .07270 .15540
LID' -.250 .07210 -.16510 .00610 -.000'0 .00250 .22620 .0'870 .04200 .07260 .15'40
l.l01l 1.'80 .021160 -.02810 .00710 .00010 .00260 .211150 .0'890 .04010 .07440 .1"40
I. lOll 4.000 -.01890 .10160 .00580 .00060 .00260 .20820 .0'860 .04000 .07600 .15480
1.101i I.UO -.06880 .2:4100 .00560 .00080 .00150 .19640 .0'910 .0'990 .07740 .15650
1.101i '.170 -.11740 .18'20 .00600 .00120 .00290 .U800 .04010 .0'960 .07710 .156110
1.101i 10.lI'O -.15100 .501190 .00760 .00140 .00210 .17750 .04270 .01870 .077'0 .15170
GRADJENT -.02078 .06520 .00054 .00026 -.0000' -.00255 .00012 -.Otl041 .00044 .00011
IUNNO. 74/ 0 INll = 1.12 GRADIENT JNTERVAl = -5.001 5.00
MACH AlPNA ClM CN CY CBl CYN CAF CABO CABS CABNO CAB
1.111 -11.040 ••1700 -.111070 -.00510 -.002'0 -.00230 ••2800 .0'950 .01870 -.07411o .15210
1.111 -8.tl0 .22100 -.71280
-.00'90 -.00210 -.00180 .21150 .01840 .0'900 .06920 .14170
1.111
-1.7'0 .17040 -.55890 -.00120 -.00200 -.00180 .23060 .03760 .03840 .06660 .14210
1.111 -4.550 .12850 -.40IBo .00090 -.00130 -.00200 .22870 .03670 .03810 .06640 .14UO
1.111 -2.420 .08810 -.27150 .00130 -.00120 -.00250 .22740 .03600 .01780 .06480 .uero
1.lIlS -.240 .05070 -.13530 .00290 -.00040 -.00190 .22320 .03590 .03790 .06530 .13120
LIlli l.tOO .01150 .00000 .00330 .00000 -.00220 .21660 .03630 .03670 .06860 .14160
I.U6 4.030 -.on60 .12960 .00600 .00100 -.002tO .20950 .03660 .03630 .07010 .14310
1.11I8 8.180 -.07330 .25850 .00810 .00180 -.00380 .20140 .03710 .03610 .07160 .14480
LIlli '.310 -.10700 .38830 .01020 .00220 -.00410 .19220 .03850 .03550 .07430 .14840
1.118 10.180 -.13580 .51120 .01170 .00260 -.00450 .U400 .04030 .03550 .07450 .15040
GRADIENT -.01819 .06286 .00057 .00027 -.00007 -.00229 .00000 -.00022 .00052 .00030
Dur; '4 A'" '. leA" ""'C TVT U. TA8ULAttO DATA LIITI", 'AK II
lE"r;UNCE OA TA
""'C TVT ,.. SHUTTLE LAUNCH nOUJAI U16112111
"lUIlETRICOATA

















.01111 OR8IN " -a.5110
























































































































































































































































































































Due 14 A'. ?I NAIA II.,C NT U. TAlUUltD DATA bUT!~ 'A'I
'"
II.,C NT U' IHUTTL£ LAUNCH nOn3AI uno.1l C .1 A'I
"
)
II:'CIIENCE DA TA 'ARAIlERIC DATA




.000 ORlIIN • -I.SOO
Lal:' • •••440 IN. YMIIP
"
.DODD IN.




IlUNNO. .11 D AN/L = 4.52 GRADIENT INTEAVAL = -5.DDI 5.DD
HACH BETA CLM CN CV CBL CVN CAF CABO CABS CABMO CAB
.11l? -IO.DIID -.D08&0 -.D744D .31DIlD .D437D -.04.4D .05ll10 .D2430 .OUID .D56ID .IU'O
.117
-'.110 -.DII60 -.07000 .25D7D .0364D -.D4I4D .D64DO .0221D .OU3D .05l4D .IDIlIO
.517
-1.0'0 -.00'40 -.D7280 .1Il44D .D2UD -.D334D .0711lD .D2110 .D336D .0477D .10320
.5" -4.0'0 -.ODIIO -.07490 .UUD .DIIl9D -.0243D .07680 .02280 .OU'O .04220 .OUIO
.'17 -'.0'0 .00110 -.07270 .07'00 .01110 -.01320 .08570 .0211l0 .03250 .OU20 .01280
.517 .000 .00ll00 -.07970 .OUDO .00120 -.00260 .08860 .01940 .03240 .03720 .081110
.SIl? 1.000 .00420 -.07560 -.04890 -.00750 .00690 .08900 .02160 .0.160 .03790 .0IlUO
.S1l7 4.0S0 -.00040 -.0&810 -.10100 -.016,0 .01660 .08570 .02290 .03010 .031l1l0 .DIl'OO
.517 1.070 -.D03l0 -.06130 -.1&750 -.02620 .02810 .084'0 .02380 .02810 .04070 .011270
.517 '.100 -.00'60 -.06200 -.22940 .-.03400 .03680 .08170 .02430 .02710 .04470 .01l620
.5117 10.050 -.OU40 -.05760 -.28640 -.04250 .04550 .07630 .02650 .02560 .04820 .10050
GRADIENT .00027 .00053 -.029111 -.00455 .00504 .00104 -.00000 -.OOOU -.00024 -.DOO61
IlUNNO. 801 0 ANIL = 5.71 GRADIENT INTERVAL = -5.001 5.00
HACH BETA CLII CN CY CBL CVN CAF CABO CABS CABHO CAB
.101 -10.190 .00230 -.10960 .32840 .04240 -.04530 .09670 .02770 .03650 .01070 .12500
••01
-'.210 .00660 -.10'30 .26540 .03640 -.03980 .10420 .02660 .03510 .0'770 .12040
.101 -1.150 .01310 -.112'0 .20440 .02850 -.03260 .U'40 .024'0 .03500 .05410 .U370
.101 -4.100 .01660 -.11200 .14160 .02060 -.02490 .12170 .02410 .03480 .041170 .10870
.101
-'.0'0 .02310 -.12010 .0.030 .01280 -.01620 .12510 .D2230 .03440 .04770 .104110
.1101 .000 .02570 -.U760 .01450 .00250 -.004,0 .12620 .02240 .03410 .04770 .10430
.1101 2.010 .01360 -.U460 -.051110 -.D0830 .00940 .12770 .02270 .03260 .04730 .10210
.1101 4.010 .01120 -.10970 -.IIIDO -.01720 .01.4D .12830 .02390 .0.070 .04750 .10220
.101 11.130 .01520 -.10620 -.I77ID -.026ID .0289D .1258D .D249D .D2950 .0478D .10'40
.1101 '.190 .D07110 -.10030 -.24D40 -.D3310 .D.67D .12130 .D267D .D2710 .050'0 .10440
.1101 10.160 .DOI40 -.09530 -.'0210 -.04050 .0437D .11640 .02900 .02480 .0526D .10&50
GRADIEHT .00011 .00049 -.031&7 -.00473 .DD549 .DOD77 .DDDDO -.DDD49 -.DOD23 -.0007'
UTI .. A'. " NAIA ...,e NT n. TAIULATED DATA LIITlI«r 'A" 7a
IE,UENCE 01. '"















.000 CIll8I11 • -a.SOD
























































































































































































































































































































MAlA IIIFC Nt SII ' TABULAltD DATA LIlTING
II.,C Nt Sat SHUTTLE LAUNCH TlOUJRI U6&OIU
'AllANETRIC DATA















ALPHA " .000 QRIlIN '" -I.SOO
























































































































































































































































































































DUI I. A'. 11 NAIA ".,e M U' TABULATED DATA LIITI~ ,,,G(
"
.....e M .J1 lHunu: LAUNCH TaClIUI "'UOIII r II "'1 " )
IE'IIENCE DATA 'ARANETIIC DATA
ME' • 1.'1100 H. IN IIMRP • ••1.'0 IN• lETA • .0110 ClIl8IN • -1.'011
LIE' • I.IUO IN. YMAP
'"
.11000 IN.
Ifll' • ••••00 IN. ZMR' • ....0 IN•
teALE • .011.11
IUNNO. 11/0 RN/L • .. ••1 GRADIENT INTERVAL '" -'.001 '.110
HACH AL'HA CLM CN CY CBL CYN CAr CABO CABI CA8HO CAe
.'0' -IO.saO .01000 -."140 -.00'110 .000.0 .00110 .0.1120 .02270 .0IUO .CUNO .104110
.102
-'.'20 .0'BlO -.56200 -.010.0 -.00050 .00140 .09100 .02050 .0IUO .CUIllO .0111110
.10' -1••50 .0..,0
- •• '050 -.00'10 .00010 .00120 .09070 .02010 .01570 .CU160 .01111.0
.10' -••110 .0'710 -.11140 -.005"0 .00000 .00090 .09160 .02160 .015..0 .CUIOO .10010
.102
-1.1110 .0011.0 -.20150 .00070 -.00010 .00000 .095.0 .02040 .03160 .019.0 .OU'O
.10' -.2'0 -.010'0 -.08570 -.00210 .00000 -.000.0 .011560 .02100 .01220 .017'0 .090110
.'0' 1."11 -.014'0 .041.0 .00040 .00000 .000.0 .095110 .02270 .01140 .014110 .0.1110
.102 1.1120
-.O'UO .11180 .001110 -.00060 .00010 .0.910 .02510 .01200 .01140 .OU'O
••02 '.000 -.0'210 .18510 .00.60 .00020 -.00270 .0.5..0 .02510 .01210 .01610 .09160
.10' '.070 -.100"0 ••00.0 .00610 .00100 -.00420 .07690 .025.0 .01290 .011110 .01610
.60' 10.060 -.11'60 .51270 -.00040 .00060 -.00170 .07070 .02590 .01520 .05160 .011.70
GRADIENT -.01071 .059.1 .0006t -.00005 -.00006
-.0002" .00047 -.00041 -.00085 -.000"
RUN NO. 621 0 RN/L '" 5.6t GRADIENT INTERVAL = -5.001 5.00
HACH ALPHA CLM CN CY CBL CYN CAr CABO CABS CABHO CAB
.1102 -IO.ISO .111110 -.771170 -.010110 .00270 -.00070 .11170 .05070 .05110 .0'750 .12120
.110' - ....0 .105110 -.65010 -.00'.0 .00200 -.00010 .162110 .02.10 .05520 .05.. 50 .11710
.'0' ".680 .011010 -.527'0 -.00.00 .00220 -.00170 .11210 .02560 .05610 .0..11110 .IUIIO
.110' • ••5.0 .01140 -.U220 -.00760 .000'0 -.00070 .16560 .02..90 .01560 .0.600 .10660
.902 -2••00 .01540
-.'''SSO -.00••0 .000..0 -.00080 .16290 .02..60 .05500 .0..470 .10....0
.110' -.110 .015.0 -.117"0 -.00150 .000..0 -.00150 .151120 .02550 .05150 .0......0 .10150
.110' 1.'50 -.01600 .00140 .00180 .000110 -.00510 .15260 .02550 ,05260 .0..270 ,0118110
,1102 1I.1I110 -,0811.0 .14650 •D0150 .00010 -,00260 .14010 .02"20 .05110 .0.070 .011.10
,1102 1,0'0 -.1"000 ,211070 .00510 .00020 -,00.80 ,15170 .02..90 .05.00 .0..0110 .0111190
.1102 ',170 -.S77110 ••2I1BO .005110 .00170 -.002BO ,121110 .02'''0 .05..20 •0..1I1 0 .10280
.102 10.220 -.1.1lI0 .,1I000 .00920 -,00200 -,00550 .1111..0 .02650 .05.00
.0"'110 .10750
GRADIENT -.01861 .06177 .00125 -,00001 -.000211 -,00270 -.00012 -.00055
-.000'9 -.00106
DATI: U A'I 7' .... 115FC M',. TAilUUTEO 041'A Ll$l'I~















lETA • .DOO ClR8IN .. -'.'00
























































































































































































































































































































DATt •• "'R 7. MAlA MII'C NT 5S1 TABULATED DATA LISTING
MII'C NT n. IHUTTL[ LAUNCH nOZ11R1 CAilOZlI ( II ",a 72 I















.000 CRaIN I: -1.500



















































































































































































































































































































DA Tl 14 A"I 71 MAlA NlFe NT n. TABULATt:ll OATA LUTING
"SFC NT'" IItUTTLE LAUNCH flOUlA1 C II ",. 11 I















ALPHA • .OOD ORIIN • -'.500
























































































































































































































































































































DUE 14 A,. '. MAlA "ate nn 5U TABULATED DATA LIITlH(, 'A5« "















ALPHA II .000 OR8IN :r -1.500
























































































































































































































































































































DUI a. A'II fa NAU ..arc M II' TAIULATED DATA LUfI",
..arc M'.. IHUTTLE LAUNCH TIClUUI uIGon,
'AIlANETRJC DA TA















AL'HA " .000 ClR8IN " -1.500
























































































































































































































































































































DUI •• A'. '. MAU IISFC NT III TAIULUQ) DATA LIiTlIKr 'A51 PI
II'" NT SI. IHUTTU UUNCH flOU..1 CAIIOII) ell API r. )
":'IUNCE DATA ' ....METRIC DA fA
I.E' • '.'1100 II. IN IlHRP • ••14.0 IN • ALPHA .. .000 ORBIN a -S.IOO
LU' • 1.1••0 IN. - VMIIP = .0000 IN.
IRE' • ....00 IN. ZMIIP .. ....0 IN.
lCALI: • .00.0
• lINNO. UIIIO .N/L .. S.D' GRADIENT INTERVAL .. -S.OOI S.DO
....CH lETA CLII CN CV CBL CVN CAF CABO CABS CABHO CAll
..." -10.050 .00S20 -.05280 .25.50 .01840 -.00550 .20190 .00270 .00220 .OOSIO .010.0
.....
-'.UO .00520 -.05500 .20420 .01400 .00090 .191150 .00280 .OOUO .00iOO .01110
••115' -S.IOO .00650 -.05980 .15550 .00980 .OOUO .19550 .00280 .00240 .00&00 .0IUO
..." -••080 .00780 -.06520 .10850 .00iOO .007.0 .11l510 .00500 .00250 .00&00 .0IlSO
••15' -1.050 .015.0 -.06150 .05150 .00280 .00420 .18850 .00500 .00260 .00&00 .0IUO
••11511 .000 .01180 -.06270 .00510 -.000&0 .00130 .188.0 .00500 .00260 .005110 .01150
••115' '.010 .01570 -.06590 -.04560 -.00460 -.00110 .18800 .00500 .00270 .00610 .OUIO
••1" ••040 .00710 -.05130 -.10140 -.00790 -.00390 .11l510 .00500 .00270 .00510 .01170
..." ••080 .oorzo -.05100 -.14lUO -.OU80 -.00220 .11l810 .ooilo .00280 .00620 .01l1li
•• 11511 '.100 .OOSSO -.04860 -.19620 --.01590 .00070 .20540 .OO~IO .00280 .00600 .olud
••1511 10.0.0 .00500 -.0.100 -.2.650 -.02050 .00640 .20660 .00500 .00280 .00600 .01190
GRADIENT .00001 .00027 -.02575 -.00175 -.00137 .00017 .00000 .00002 -.00000 .00005
MAlA "II'C M.II fA'UU1tD DUA LUTI",
















lETA .. .DOO CRBJN" -1.100
























































































































































































































































































































DUIT 14 "'II ?I NAIA IIIFC TVT n. TABULATEC DATA LIITI'" 'AK ••
II.,C NT II' IHUnLt LAUNCH 'U. lAMO'SI .11 A'.
"
)
I£'ER£~C£ DATA 'AllAICTlac DATA
lilt' • '.1100 H. IN lOlRP • 4.14'0 IN. KTA • .DOO
Lilt' • 1.1440 IN. YMRP • .001lD IN.IIlIt, • 4.41100 IN. IMRP • .24.0 IH.
ICALIT •
.0040
IUN NO. III 0 JlHIL= 5.111 GRADIENT INTERVAL = -5.001 S.OO
MACH ALP"A CLII CN CY CBL CYN CAF CABO CABS CA8HO CAB
.101
-ID.UO -.11060 -.161110 -.01460 .00020 -.00760 ••OS80 .00000 .01420 .04570 .0.000
.101
-'.no -.10540 -.28860 -.01280 .00020 -.00640 .U530 .00000 .OU50 .04120 .074.0
.101
-1."0 -.08050 -.21450 -.00760 .00050 -.00510 .U1I20 .00000 .0UllO .038110 .071.0
••01
-4. III0 -.05170 -.14500 -.00310 .00050 -.001ll0 .12230 .00000 .03200 .01680 .011110
.101
-2.180 -.03710 -.07600 -.00270 .00050 -.001e0 •12439 .00000 ."3100 .03540 .011640
.103
-.110 -.02200 -.00700 .00020 .00010 .00020 .11370 .00000 .03020 .03410 .064.0
••01 1.1110
-.00810 .05730 .00110 -.00020 .00100 .11270 .00000 .OU50 .03410 .06370
••03 4.020 .00740 .12220 .00350 -.00060 .001110 .U880 .00000 .030GO .03640 .OUIO
.101 '.100 .Ost80 .1t040 .001e0 -.00040 .OOZIO .U840 .ODOOO .OUOO .01800 .07000
.103 '.230 .01630 .211160 .00000 -.00060 .00110 .'UOO .00000 .03270 .04110 .07Jl10
.103 10.260 .055110 .n230 .00240 -.00030 .00170 ••0lSO .00000 .03280 .04410 .07700
GRADIENT .00751 .03178 .OOOBS -.00014 .000611 -.00041 .00000 -.00020 -.00010 -.00010
IlUN NO. 110/0 IINIL= 1.06 GRADIENT INTERVAL = -5.001 5.00
NACH ALP"A CLN CN CY CBL CYN CAF CABO CABS CABHO CAB
1.1114 -11.000 -.17060 -.43720 -.004110 .00000 -.00310 .11I1I1I0 .00000 .036110 .06020 .011720
l.st4
-'.850 -.14710 -.32280 -.00100 -.00010 -.00250 .20ll0 .00000 .03610 .05670 .Oll2110
l.st4 -11.1150 -.111100 -.22370 .00050 .00000 -.001110 .21010 .00000 .03720 .05150 .0"80
1.114 -4.480 -.08830 -.14440 .00140 .00000 -.00170 .21550 .00000 .03620 .04580 .08210
1.1114 -2.320 -.055110
-.073110 .00230 .00000 -.00070 .21820 .00000 .01550 .04220 .077'0
1.114 -.170 -.021110 -.00780 .00260 -.00020 .00040 .21850 .00000 .03490 .04140 .071130
1.1114 1.1170 .00710 .06030 .00360 .00000 .000110 .21680 .00000 .03510 .042110 .07800
1.1114 4.no .04110 .1"60 .00500 -.00030 .oouo .21400 .00000 .03580 .041120 .08200
l.h4 '.2110 .07"0 .111560 .00420 -.00030 .00250 .21240 .00000 .03520 .047110 .08110
1.1114 ••4.0 .101110 .28380 .00580 -.00050 .00360 .20770 .00000 .01680 .05100 .087.0
1.114 10.'00 .11560 .38190 .00780 -.00120 .003110 .20170 .00000 .01810 .05520 .011110
GRADIENT .014115 .01134 .00040 -.00003 .00015 -.00020 .00000 -.000011 .00007 -.00000
